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NOTE: Photographs for the front and back covers of Utkarsa, ‘Sunrise at Falls lake Raleigh’ 
and  ‘A village road, Odisha’ are from Dhirendra Kar of North Carolina. Thank you Dhira! 
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OSA President’s Message 

 
Dear Members,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Namaskar! 
 
It gives me immense pleasure as the Publication Team works enthusiastically 
to release our quarterly journal, Utkarsa, this week. The quarterly publication 
aims to contain information about various important activities of Odias across 
the USA and Canada. I'm sure our Chapter representatives are busy providing 
news along with pictures and video clips. OSA has been the oldest organization 
of Odias in North America for long 53 years. Though more than thirty thousand 
Odias are here, our organization’s membership is not even three thousand yet. 
Members provide strength and stability to an organization. The more the 
number, the better we are! To make this organization more visible and vibrant, 
we need to increase our membership substantially. 
 
Under the leadership of Manoj Mahapatra, our Membership drive team is working very diligently to meet 
the goal. On behalf of our organization, I request fellow Odias to take advantage of our Life Membership 
promotion and be part of this historic organization. To bring our next generation Odias under the umbrella 
of the OSA, Next Generation Leadership Team is working very passionately. No doubt this will change our 
demography noticeably. Our Innovation Council meets every week to foster a partnership with young 
entrepreneurs of incubator of NIT Rourkela and KIIT with like-minded Odias here. It is gaining momentum, 
and our organization is proud of the initiative. Odia Learning Team is at the forefront of teaching our 

language and culture to the next generation. 

 
OSA Health & Wellness Team periodically arranges COVID-related seminars by bringing together 
physicians across the globe. Our people should take advantage of these opportunities. Women Forum of 
the OSA is a role model team arranging webinars on various topics to bring social awareness and relief 
guidance in a crisis. Regional Drama Festival Team with vibrant volunteers is gearing up for national drama 
in March. OSA Higher Education Team, Public Library Team, and IT Team are all working sincerely with a 
committed agenda. 
 
We are very excited as our next Odia Convention will be hosted by the energetic California Chapter at 
Sacramento. Contracts have been signed with Sacramento SAFE Credit Union Convention Center 
Performing Arts Theater and Hyatt Regency and Sheraton hotels. Please check the Convention website 
@ http://www.osa2022.org and be part of this exciting Odia gathering. On behalf of our Executive 
Council and Board of Governors, I command the relentless effort of all our teams and volunteers for our 
organization. 
  
Regards, 
Gyana Patnaik, President OSA 

http://www.osa2022.org/
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Editorial, Utkarsa Winter 2022 

Dear friends, identity is the theme for the winter issue of Utkarsa. Let us look at the lines on the 
cover page of the journal and begin our discussion on identity.               
      
                         “The humble bee is busy collecting nectar all day 
                           Birds fly afar for luscious figs  
                           The peerless Sun never dozes off for a moment! 
                           Don’t, therefore, cease making an effot o man ! 
                           Keep moving, keep moving!” 
                                                                                       (Aitareya Brahmana  7.15) 
 
These iconic lines (translation mine) from Aitaraya Brahmana, inspire man to learn from the 
actions of the humble honey bee,bird and the mighty sun. The honey bee is never tired of 
collecting nectar, birds donot stop from looking for ripe figs, and the Sun shines without fail every 
day. Man, therefore,  should not give up striving and march towards his goal with single-minded 
devotion. Journey, the above stanza implies, is integral to human identity.  
 
Down the ages, humans are variously identified as children of God and the crown of creation. 
Such sayings inspire man and instill the confidence in him to thrive in the face of challenges he 
faces from the elemental forces, and tragedies such as the conflict between nations, forceful 
occupation, or exodus. But ironically, since the advent of the industrial revolution and proliferation 
of science and technology, though the world has seemingly become a smaller place, our identity 
as humans has been under scrutiny. Man is responsible for the mindless exploitation of natural 
resources, pollution, and global warming that cause irreparable damage to the earth. Brutal 
human actions such as war, ethnic cleansing, colonization, caste system, and callous exploitation 
of the powerless force us to rethink the exalted status we have crowned upon ourselves. Slavery, 
the Holocaust, and Europe’s colonization of the greater part of the world are chapters of history 
that remind us that man is selfish and susceptible to greed and violence. We seriously doubt if 
man was created “after the likeness of God.” 

 
Identity is a very fluid term. In recent times, globalization, migration, and displacement have 
changed human identity to an extent never imagined before. An immigrant and a refugee carry 
identical memories but with certain glaring exceptions. If the former is nostalgic and longs for the 
smell and sight of the place she has left behind voluntarily,  the latter is uprooted forcefully. She 
is traumatized and doesn’t think of returning to the soil without threat to her life. The splash of 
blood and shreds of human limbs on the wings of the overcrowded US military aircraft carrying 
Afghan refugees symbolize the desperation of some of our fellow human beings. What’s their 
identity? Where do they belong? 

 
In the existential realm, our multiple identities are often compressed into a badge. It is not just 
about who we are, how and why we landed somewhere, what we do for a living, which god we 
worship, which language we speak, or what is our race or color -but everything, taken together. 
We carry that badge in our everyday life when we go to work, visit a doctor, board a plane or say, 
do a simple financial transaction. Political ideology and sexual orientation too define us. These 
identities are transactional. 
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In a free society, we believe that humans have limitless potential and that one can excel in multiple 
areas simultaneously. A neurosurgeon can be a reporter for CNN, an immunologist can be a 
writer for The New Yorker, a chemistry major can be a human rights activist, or an engineer can 
be an accomplished pianist or a classical singer. Some say the ethos of a time produces a 
Renaissance polymath like Leonardo Da Vinci –a painter, sculptor, mathematician, engineer, and 
many other identities to the credit of the genius. But there are instances of human beings who are 
able to create their distinct identities in the most adverse of circumstances. They are our heroes.  

 
Take, for example, Odisha’s healthcare worker Matilda Kullu (45) from the remote tribal village, 
Gargadbahal in Sundargarh District who features in Forbes India Power Woman, 2021 list. For 
the last 15 years, Matilda has been instrumental in bringing healthcare services closer to the 
people on her bicycle. She is a covid warrior and has devoted her life to looking after 964 people 
in the area. Another example of someone forging her own identity is the late poet and activist 
Maya Angelou –the first black woman ever to appear on a US quarter, January this year. Her 
autobiographical, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (1969) is a moving account of racial 
discrimination she faced in her growing up years in Arkansas. Similarly, we can celebrate the two 
recipients of the Nobel prize for Peace in 2020. Journalists Dmitry Muratov of Russia, the editor 
in chief of Novaya Gazeta, and Filipina journalist Maria Ressa, the C.E.O, and co-founder of 
Rappler, a digital newspaper in Manila are iconic figures of courage against state 
censorship.  Both dare to publish free and fair information despite living under regimes that 
notoriously deny freedom of speech. The duo’s mission is their identity. The Noble committee in 
the announcement says that the prize is “for their effort to safeguard freedom of expression, which 
is a precondition of democracy and lasting peace.”  

 
After reading about these extraordinary individuals, I will go back to the beginning, to the 
quotation from Aitairaya Brahmana, and say that “ There’s no end to striving! Keep moving, 
keep moving!” That’s our identity. 
 
Thanking you all, 
Dr. Kanak Hota 
On behalf of the OSA Publication Team 
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In Memoriam(ଶ୍ରଦ୍ଧାଞ୍ଜଳ)ି 

 A social worker,Gandhian follower and Padma Shri, Shanti Devi.  

 

 
      April 18th,1934 to Jan 16th 2021. 
 
Shanti Devi, a well-known Gandhian and social worker from Odisha, passed away recently, at 
Gunupur in Rayagada district of Odisha. She was 88. She worked selflessly to remove suffering 
and create a healthier as well as just society  for 6 decades. For her work, Shanti Devi was 
recently conferred with India’s third highest civilian honor, Padma Shri. 
 
Born on April 18, 1934, in Balasore, Shanti Devi had moved to Koraput after her marriage to Dr 
Ratan Das at the age of 17. She started her career as a social worker with the support of her 
husband. At Gunupur, she founded the Seva Samaj ashram in 1964 to provide education to tribal 
girls. 
 
Her legacy & noble service will be forever known as the 'voice of the poor and underprivileged 
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Congratulations!  

Padma Bhusana 
This year, from Odisha Pratibha Ray has received Padma Bhushan for her contributions in Literature 
and Education field. 

                                                         

                                                             Pratibha Ray 

Padma Shri 
Padma Shri has been conferred on Srimad Baba Balia in  Social Work, Aditya Prasad Dash  in  Science 

and Engineering, Shyamamani Devi in Art and Music, Pramod Bhagat  in Sports, Narasingha Prasad 

in Literature and Education, and Guruprasad Mohapatra (Posthumous) in Civil Service category. 

 
                          Shyamamani Devi          Aditya Prasad Dash           Srimad Baba Balia 

 

                                                          

                     Guruprasad Mohapatra      Pramod Bhagat                  Narasingha Prasad 
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OSA Odia Learning Team Report 

 

Team Members: 
 

Bigyani Das – DC, Lead  
Kuku Das – CA  
Suvasri Das – NY/NJ/PA  
Surya Misra – Mt. Hood  
Ulasini Sahoo - South East  
Sujata Patnaik – Chicago 

 
The team had its first event on November 14, 2021 with the celebration of Shishu Dibasa. The program 
included group prayer, two Kahoot activities, a segment on “I wish I knew Odia” and video presentations 
by the children on various topics, mainly “Children’s Day”. The program was virtual through Zoom. 
Glimpses of the program can be watched at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG94Qa96A6s 

 
 
Certificates were presented to all the child participants and winners in Kahoot game. 

 

We also  celebrated Makara Sankranti on January 15, 2022. The theme of the program was “Odia 
Rituals”.The program included a Kahoot game on Odia rituals as well as presentations on favorite rituals. 

 

We will end the first OSA fiscal year with two more programs: Utkala Dibasa on Saturday, April 2, 2-4 PM 
EST (Theme: Odisha history, Patriotism and Identity) and Odia Vocabulary and Speech (During OSA 
Annual Convention) 

 

From July 2022 until June 2023, we will again repeat the same activities with the same themes. Here is 
our complete 2-year event calendar. 

 

The team has two more goals to be completed before the first fiscal year ends. These include: 
Odia Learning Curriculum Development by OSA, Examination, Grades, Certificates, 
Odia instructional materials (Base: For English speakers) 

 

All announcements regarding our Chapter events will be made on OSAnet. Reports will be shared in 
OSAnet and through Utkarsa publication. 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG94Qa96A6s
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OSA Women's Empowerment Forum Event 

 

Team Members: 
 

Aparajita (Jitu) Misra – Lead, NY/NJ/PA  

Tapti Panda - NY/NJ/PA Smriti Panda – MI 

Kuku Das-CA Tapasi Misra – South West  

Neeta Mohanty – DC Anu Biswal - DC  
Rajashree (Tunu) Mohanty - Florida  
Sujata Patnaik – Chicago  
Subhashree (Susi) Joshi – Chicago 

On Sunday, December 12th, OWE (OSA Women's Empowerment) hosted its final webinar of  2021. 
Titled "Behind Locked Doors?" and featuring three principal speakers and two dramatic presentations, 
the webinar discussed various faces of Domestic Violence (DV), its far-reaching ramifications, and 
intergenerational impact. The goal of this particular event was to build awareness about DV and debunk 
common myths. 

Aparajita Misra (New Jersey) welcomed the audience and introduced the speakers. We had three 
outstanding speakers for the seminar. The guest speaker was Dr. Pravati Panigrahi. She is a medical 
professional, a social justice advocate, and the founder of a public charity organization called Pink 
Umbrella International. The organization works for the immigrant communities for their physical and 
social health status and creates awareness of mental health and social health (social or domestic 
injustice).  

Dr. Panigrahi based her talk on years of experience as a doctor, domestic violence advocate, and human 
rights academic and activist both in Australia and India. She bolstered her thesis by highlighting examples 
from a dramatic presentation. Meena's Story-that was written by Tapasi Misra and created by Pravati and 
Pankaj Upaddhyaya (Euphony Films) and acted by Mamta Upaddhyaya and Anwesha Pati. Pravati 
discussed the invisible psychosocial components of violence and emphasized the impact of violence on 
children from a scientific perspective. 

The next speaker was Tapasi Misra, one of the founders of AWAAZ San Antonio, a 501c 3 nonprofit 
working with South Asian women, men, and children affected by family and intimate partner violence in 
San Antonio and South Texas.  She currently serves at Awaaz as a Board member, Director of Outreach 
Services, and Client Advocate. Tapasi Misra has worked with people affected by DV in the mainstream and 
refugee communities and victims of human trafficking in South Asian communities in South Texas and 
India. She has organized and presented at many women's conferences and seminars on several topics. The 
topics range from DV, women's mental health, raising children in a multicultural world, and other related 
issues for Awaaz, San Antonio Police Department, universities, sister agencies in San Antonio, and 
organizations in Odisha. 

Tapasi Misra elaborated on certain myths and misconceptions perpetuated around DV and the relevance 
to the Indian/Odia communities. She urged the audience to reflect upon the question — embedded in the 
title itself — do DV and its consequences stay behind closed doors, or does it spill over the threshold and 
infiltrate our community, having a far-reaching and intergenerational impact? She structured her talks 
around Meena's Story and another play presented at the event, Ranu's Story, also written by her and 
produced and directed by Sujata Pattnaik (Chicago). All narrators and actors were fellow Odias from the 
US and Canada-Shivani Zaveri, Soni Sahoo, Manoranjan Sahoo, Tapti Panda, Gagan Panigrahi, Sabita 
Panigrahi, and Satavisha Pati.  
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The third speaker, Dr. Tapti Panda MD, is an Obgyn-FACOG and a social activist well-known in Hudson 
Valley, NY. She is a member of several respected associations too. As a social activist, she has helped the 
Indian community in the USA through various charitable activities. She initiated mobile Covid relief and 
screening units in Odisha and launched Breathe India with her husband, Dr. Rajan Subbiah (pulmonary 
critical care specialist), during the second wave of the COVID pandemic.  

 
Dr. Tapti Panda gave a detailed analysis and slide presentation on the obstetrical and gynecological impact 
of Domestic Violence. She focused on its adverse impacts on pregnant woman and the child, including the 
fear of  loss of lives of the child and the mother due to trauma, suicide, poor nutrition and increased risks 
of infections. Gynecological problems such as chronic pain, reduced use of contraceptive options,higher 
rates of  unplanned pregnancies, illegal abortions and infanticides have been observed in women subject 
to domestic violence. 

During the seminar participants and doctors communicated through questions and answers in the chat 
window. The moderator opened the floor to more questions after the talks and provided a list of resources 
and assured the audience that they would be available to help with questions, concerns, and problems as 
needed. Mrs. Anu Biswal concluded the event with a vote of thanks.   
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OSA NATIONAL DRAMA DAY 
                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                     Birendra Jena, Cortland Ohio 

                             
In order to promote Odia drama in North America, Odisha Society of Americas started a new initiative 
known as Regional Drama Festival (RDF) in 2008 with the objective to “develop closer relationship  among 
communities of people from Odisha residing in a region through a festival with a special focus on drama”. 
RDF was the brainchild of drama aficionados, Dr. Sri Gopal Mohanty and Mr. Sandip Dasverma who 
envisioned that in addition to promoting Odia drama and recognizing new talents, the RDFs will enhance 
comradery among neighboring Odia communities.  

The first batch of RDFs were held in April, 2009. The first one was held in Dallas (Southern Region) on April 
4th, followed by Washington, DC (Eastern Region) and Michigan (Northern Region) on April 18th and 25th 
respectively.   

In spite of various obstacles (persuading chapters to host the event, getting the chapters to participate 
and scheduling the event at a mutually agreeable date etc.) RDF gradually inched ahead. By 2019, close 
to 100 dramas were staged in several drama festivals in various parts of the US and Canada.  Then the 
unprecedented pandemic struck and disrupted normal life all over the world.  As the large social events 
including OSA Convention were cancelled, RDF had to take a pause, waiting until normalcy was restored. 
The last RDF before the onset of the pandemic was held in 2019 in Nashville, TN.  
 
In 2021, the RDF Coordination team was reorganized by OSA with following team members: 
Dr. Basant Mohapatra, Chair and Coordinator, Northern Region (CanOSA, Ohio, Michigan, Chicago and 
Minnesota) 
 Mrs. Ullasini Sahu, Coordinator, Atlantic Region (New England, New York/ New Jersey, Washington DC, 
OSA Southeast, OSA Southern, Florida and Georgia) 
 Mr. Khitish Pradhan, Coordinator, Southern Region (OSA Southwest, Arkansas)  
 Mr. Dillip Praharaj, Coordinator, West Region (California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Colorado) 
Dr. Birendra Jena, Advisor 
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NATIONAL DRAMA DAY 2021 
 
In early 2021, when the Covid-19 was rampant  playing havoc all over, it was not considered safe to 
organize regional drama festivals in the conventional way of performing dramas on stage in front of a live 
audience.  In view of this, the new RDF team came up with the idea of streaming the dramas on a virtual 
platform. Drama teams  produced their drama videos by avoiding contact with each other and submitted 
the productions to the RDF team. The RDF team selected a day to stream them continuously on a YouTube 
channel. This offered some advantages as well as challenges. The drama teams of various regions did not 
have to travel to perform on a stage and the audience could remotely watch the drama in the comforts 
of their living rooms. But it was a challenging job for the actors who are more comfortable with acting on 
a stage, to perform in front of videographers. It was also a big challenge for the RDF technical team to 
prepare the videos for streaming. 
 
The videos were streamed on May 30,2021 and the day was declared,  National Drama Day.   
It was a grand success. Nineteen dramas,  fifteen from adults  and four children , were streamed. The 
event started at 1 PM EDT (10AM PDT) for the convenience of the west coast audience. The streaming 
was done in four segments. The themes were very diverse and covered many issues such as Covid-19, 
virtual marriage negotiations, robots and treatment of elderly parents by their children. The technical 
team led by Mr. Utkal Nayak did a great job of splicing the videos together and streaming them. The 
quality of the dramas and the videos were of very high quality and the audience appreciated them very 
much. 
 
The major highlight of the National Drama Day was that dramas produced by drama teams of North 
America could be watched simultaneously  by people from all over the world, which would not have 
been  possible in the conventional RDF format. Buoyed by the success of the first ever NDD it was decided 
that  RDF will continue to organize the NDD every year and stream the dramas on that day. Since World 
Theater Day is celebrated on March 27th of every year, it was decided that OSA NDD will be organized 
around the weekend of World Theater Day. 
 
National Drama Day 2022 
 

This year the National Drama Day will be celebrated on March 26th and 27th, coinciding with The World 
Theatre Day.Our format will be the same as the last year. The drama teams are encouraged to submit 
both adult and children’s drama. This year’s theme will be “American Life Experience”.  Help will be 
provided to the teams in terms of drama scripts and other technical issues. 

 

Following are the details of National Drama Day 2022: 
Date: March 26-27, 2022 
Theme: American Life Experience 
Duration: 30 minutes for adults. 15 minutes for children 
Last date for submission of videos: March 6, 2022 
 
All the drama groups are invited to participate in National Drama Day, 2022. Please contact the RDF 
coordinator of your regions for further details. 
 
Finally, I would like to thank all the past and present RDF Coordinators, participants of the dramas during 
the RDF and NDD and numerous volunteers without whom the RDF would not have been successful. 
Special thanks are due to Dr. Sri Gopal Mohanty and Mr. Sandip Dasverma for their dedicated efforts and 
valuable advice without which the RDF would not have been possible. 
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A scene from CanOSA Chapter Children’s Drama                           

 
                                                                                      

A scene from OSA South East Chapter Drama 
Last but not the least, I would like to thank the OSA leaderships, both past and present, for their 
continuous encouragement and support. 
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ODISHA SOCIETY OF NEW ENGLAND (OSNE) 

 

 
KUMAR PURNIMA CELEBRATION 
 
We celebrated the 7th Annual OSNE Kumar Purnima on October 24th afternoon at 
Newtown,  Connecticut. The celebration incorporated the traditional chanda puja and puchi khela 
followed by a cultural evening and dinner. The cultural program consisted of a variety of programs, 
including dance and songs performed by OSNE children, a skit, kids’ and women’s fashion shows, and an 
Odissi dance performance by Mrs. Anindita Nanda.  
 
YOUTH LED PROGRAM ZOOM PE DHOOM 
 
OSNE youth organized a virtual Antakshari program, “ZOOM pe DHOOM '' on November 13th. Global 
Youth Icon awardee Munmun Singh emceed the event. In addition to OSNE members, Odias from other 
states across the country also participated in the event. Team Shrikhetra and  Team Kalinga were both  
the 1st place winners. 
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OSNE BIDAYA 2021  

 
On December 18th, OSNE organized a musical evening, "Bidaya 2021" to bid farewell to the previous 
year. The event featured renowned singers Shasank Sekhar, Dipti Rekha Padhi and Abhijeet Mishra 
along with musicians RK Baitharu, Ramesh, Suresh and Prabhas. The live event was hosted at Smruti 
Ranjan Studio in Bhubaneswar. The singers started with a Jagannath Bhajans followed by numerous 
Odia and Hindi songs. It was a memorable event. 
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News-fuse from Minnesota               

 

 
Election of new Executive Committee: The election process was completed and there was a successful 
transition to the new Executive Committee that is led by the President, Mr. Anjan Pradhan. 

New Year’s Celebration:  New Year 2022 was celebrated with pomp and grandeur while following CDC 
guidelines.  Food was cooked and served in the Hindu Mandir and approximately $1000 was raised for 
Hindu Mandir. It was followed by a scintillating cultural program with dance, drama, fashion show and 
music to celebrate the arrival of 2022! 

Men’s Sports Club: We have formed a much-needed sports club for our men in the community to increase 
camaraderie, socialization and improve health and wellbeing. Men are busy playing badminton and table 
tennis to keep themselves occupied during these long months of winter.   
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OSA NYNJPA Chapters Sep-Dec 2021 
 

 
Kumar Purnima, October 2021 

OSA NYNJPA organized the Pioneers Dinner and  Kumar Purnima on Saturday, 23rd October at the Ananda 
Mandir auditorium followed by dinner. The organizing team made extensive efforts to execute the event 
safely.The Pioneer Dinner was an effort to meet and celebrate our pioneers and founding members. 

The program started with lighting up the ceremonial lamps by our beloved Ms. Kabita Patnaik. The 
pioneers then shared their thoughts and experiences and reminisced about their experiences and 
relationships in OSA. 

A special segment in 2021 was the Volunteer recognition where all community volunteers of 2021 were 
recognized and thanked for their service and contribution. 

Kumar Purnima cultural event started with performances in the Lata Misra Champu Chanda and Odissi. In 
NYNJPA, the Champu Chanda tradition of Odisha’s rich classical music is guided by Guru Riti Mohanty. 

Odissi dance performances brought alive the beauty and grace of our rich and traditional classical form. 
The dances were performed by many children and youth under the guidance/training of guru Bani Ray 
and guru Aradhana Das. 

Fusion dances were performed by kids and adults. These were choreographed by Anita Pradhan, Seema 
Senapati, Pavani Patnaik, Satya and many more who put their own stamp on the dance form. 

The cultural program included a beautiful Odia drama, “Katha o Kahoot” performed by children of Odia-
eschool and directed by Mrs. Suvasri Das and Mrs. Manasi Nayak. An entertaining adult drama, “Mo Sala 
ra Bahaghra,” directed by Pradeep Tripathy, was also performed on stage. 

The program ended with a sumptuous dinner served safely. The NYNJPA artists delivered melodious light 
music and songs during dinner, which was greatly enjoyed by all attendees. 

Christmas Dinner in a Box, donates  $2000 to the Community Food Bank of NJ. 

The OSA NYNJPA chapter raised $2000 in December 2021 for  providing  Christmas dinner to 50 area 
families. The Community Food Bank of NJ supports 15 out of 22 NJ counties as well as other Food Banks 
and Soup Kitchens. 

For the past 8 years, families and children have volunteered at the Community Food Bank in Hillside, NJ 
for one day every month. The initiative consists of volunteers of all ages, ranging from elementary school 
children age 9 to  60 year old seniors. The volunteers are directed in their tasks by Community Food Bank 
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leaders in sorting food, making boxes, conducting factory line production for care packages, and pasta 
packaging. Each visit helps about 350 – 400 families in the area. 

The Community Food Bank of NJ applied the donation towards matching challenges from other donors 
and doubled the donation amount.  "The enormity of the need is significant and may still grow in the 
coming weeks and months," said Karen Leis, VP of Development at Community Foodbank of NJ. "Together, 
we can bring food, help and hope to our neighbors in need all year long". 

 NYNJPA families create significant impact in their communities through volunteering time and financial 
contributions.  
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Odisha Society of Chicago 

                                   Report By Santwana Dash 

 

Diwali Celebration  
 

The Odias of Chicago, the land of Abraham Lincoln, celebrated Diwali on December 4, 2021. This 
was the Chapter’s first in-person gathering after conducting a lot of activities online during the 
pandemic. We followed the CDC guidelines strictly during this annual event. 
With lots of enthusiasm kids and adults participated in a variety of programs. Many volunteers 
came forward to put their hands together to make this event a great success. 
Starting from Sloka to Odissi dance to food, everything was highly appreciated by the audience.  
Dance, drama, melody, kabita patha, each and every performance was wonderful.  
The most attractive segment was Odia prarthana “Ahe dayamaya” by our little kids, Diwali dance 
by all our senior ladies, fashion show with the concept of Maa Durga,and the drama based on the 
world’s current situation. 
 

 
Kids are singing Odia Prathana 
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  Fashion Show  

                                                    
                                                               Dance performances 
 

 
Odia Drama  
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OSA California 
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କାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣିଆରେ ଓଡଆି ରସାସାଇଟ ି(ଓସା କାଲ୍)େ ସହାୟତାରେ “ରସବା ଦୱିାଲି ଫୁଡ୍ ଡ୍ରାଇଭ” ଦବାୋ ୬୦୦ ପାଉଣ୍ଡ ଖାଦୟ ରଡାରେସନ୍ 
ରହାଇଛ ି।  ସମୟ ବର୍ତ୍ତମାେ ରକାଭିଡ ମହାମାେୀରେ ଆକ୍ରାନ୍ତ ।  ତଥାପି େଜିେ ବହୁମଲୂୟ ସମୟ ଓ ଶ୍ରମ ଦାେକେି ଯୁବା ରେଚ୍ଛାରସବୀ- 
ବରିବକ ଏବଂ ସସୁନ୍ ଏହ ିମହତ କାମରେ ସହରଯାଗେ ହାତ ବଢାଇଛନ୍ତ ି।  ଜୀବେେ ବୟସ୍ତତା ଭିତରେ ମଧ୍ୟ ଏଥିରେ ରଯାଗ ରଦଇଥିବା 
ରେଚ୍ଛାରସବୀ ଏବଂ ଖାଦୟ ଦାେ କେଥିିବା ପ୍ରଣବ ମହାପାତ୍ର, ରଦବୁ ପଣ୍ଡା ଫୟାମିଲି , ଗିଲିସ୍ ଦାସ୍ ଓ ଅେୟ ସମସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଅନ୍ତେେୁ ଧେୟବାଦ ।  
େୂଆ ବର୍ତ ୨୦୨୨ ଅବସେରେ ଗୀତକିାେ ଲକ୍ଷ୍ମୀ ଦାଶ ଏବଂ ଦଲିୀପ ଆଚାଯତୟଙ୍କ େରିଦତଶୋରେ, “ଆସିଛ ିେୂଆ ବେର୍, ଆଣିଛ ିମରେ ହେର୍” 
ଗୀତଟ ିସାେ ପିଲାଙ୍କ ସମୁଧେୁ କଣ୍ଠରେ ସମସ୍ତ ରଶ୍ରାତାଙୁ୍କ ଭାବ ବହିଵଳ କେଛି ିଏଥିରେ ସରେହ ୋହିଁ ।  ଏହ ିସଙ୍ଗୀତ କାଯତୟକ୍ରମରେ ଅଭିଭାବକ 
ଓ ଶକି୍ଷକଙ୍କ ଉଦୟମ , ସାେ ପିଲାଙ୍କ ପେିଶ୍ରମ ପ୍ରଶଂସେୀୟ ।  ଭଲ କେି ଓଡଆି କହେିପାେରିଲ ମଧ୍ୟ ଓଡଆିରେ ଗୀତ ଗାଇଲା ସମୟରେ 
ପିଲାଙ୍କ ଉତ୍ସାହ ରଦଖିଲା ଭଳ ିଥିଲା ।  
 
ଓସା-କାଲ୍ େ ଉଦୟମରେ କାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣଆିେ ଅେୁକୂଳ ଜଳବାୟୁ, ମରୋେମ ପେରିବଶ ଭିତରେ ୋଭିମାେ ଓଡଆିଙ୍କ ଏକତା ଅକ୍ଷୁର୍ଣ୍ଣତ  
େହଆିସିଅଛ ି। ଓସା-କାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣିଆ ଆେୁକୂଲୟରେ ପ୍ରତବିର୍ତ ଏହପିେି ଅରେକ ଉଚ୍ଚରକାଟେି କାଯତୟକ୍ରମ ଅେୁଷ୍ଠିତ ରହବା ଜାେି େହଛି ି।   
ଏହା ପଛରେ ଥିବା ସମସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଓସା-କାଲ୍ ତେଫେୁ ଆନ୍ତେିକ ଶୁରଭଚ୍ଛା ।  
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OSA Georgia Chapter 

 
 

The OSA Georgia Chapter has been actively organizing events throughout the year. During the past 
quarter, we hosted Kumara Utsava - a multi cultural event as well as Kalyan Jyoti - a community giving 
back event with active and enthusiastic participation of our youth. In keeping with our tradition, we 
welcomed 2022 with Avahana - a spiritual and devotional evening on January 22, 2022. 

Kumara Utsava 2021 

On the fall evening of October 23rd 2021, the Georgia Chapter of the Odisha Society of Americas (OSA-
GA) celebrated Kumara Utsava at North Gwinnett High School in Suwanee, Georgia, USA. 
 
The festive extravaganza showcased the traditions of Odisha with an amazing cultural tableau of music, 
dance, songs, drama, and other vivid art forms from all regions of Odisha. The grand celebration started 
with a video message from the honorable Consul General of India in Atlanta Dr. Swati V Kulkarni, 
wishing all  success for the event. Our  honorable chief guest, Additional Consul General of India in 
Atlanta, Mr. Madan Kumar Ghidiyal inaugurated the event by lighting amps and addressing the 
audience. 
 
During this auspicious month, we worship the divine mother invoking the feminine energy within every 
life force. For this Sharad Purnima, OSA-Georgia Chapter made great efforts to celebrate  womanhood in 
all its forms, colors, and manifestations. 
 
The traditional depiction of Kumar Utsav includes maidens offering prayers to the Sun God early in the 
morning;  as the  full moon adorns the sky, they worship Lord Kartikeya (son of Shiva and Parvati). 
During the evening prayers, they offer moon-shaped prasad to the Moon God and pray for a beautiful 
successful life. In the end, everybody enjoys the moonlit night with the traditional songs and dances of 
Kumar Purnima. 
 
The Georgia Odia families volunteered enthusiastically  to make this event a memorable one for the 400 
guests. Members donated a portion of the proceeds to Adruta Children’s Home, an organization in 
Odisha focused on rehabilitating children in need of care and protection. 
 
The motto of the Georgia Odia community has been to offer  the next generation Odias here an 
awareness of their unique cultural inheritance through such celebrations.  
 
Lastly, this event brought together the spirit of harmony and camaraderie in the community. Smiling 
joyful faces of all the participants were a testimony to the grand success of this maiden event of OSA-
Georgia in the Atlanta region.  
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Kalyan Jyoti 2021 

On December 27th, OSA Georgia partnered with another charitable organization, “Meals by Grace'' to 
bring food and happiness to area families. We brought in food supplies for the items they were running 
low in stock to help feed families in need. We also helped pack and organize the food supplies to make it 
easier for distribution. 

We had 19 members (11 kids and 8 adults) who spent about 4 hours helping sort and pack the food items 
as well as pack birthday bags for families in need. It was especially heartening to see our children making 
a connection and working enthusiastically to get things done. We did a lot and did it with a smile. The 
leaders at “Meals by Grace” appreciated our contribution and recognized the impact we made. In their 
words, what we did in 5 hours usually takes 3-4 weeks to complete. We, as OSA-GA volunteers, could 
invest a part of our day and make an impact as a group. We are really happy that we could start the trend 
of giving back to the local community for our chapter, with active engagement from our youth. We look 
forward to continuing this going forward.  
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                                        Youtube link: https://youtu.be/s57PkdQE7yA 

Upcoming Event in January: Avahana, 2022 

Keeping with our tradition of welcoming the new year with spiritual and devotional thoughts, we will 
host Avahana on January 22, 2022. The event will be well rounded with Yoga, spiritual discourse and 
bhajans and patriotic songs as we celebrate New Year, Makar Sankranti and Republic Day. The event 
team has started preparing for it and will need active participation and engagement from members 
across all chapters to make it successful.  

 

 

 

about:blank
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Art 
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ଓଡଆି ବଭିାଗ 
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      ପଦ୍ୟ ଭାଗ 

ନାରୀ, ମ ୁଁ ମୁଁକ୍ତ 

                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                    ପ୍ରବୀର ଦ୍ାଶ, ଟେଟନସ ି

                                                    ୋେୀ ମ ୁ, ମୁକ୍ତ ଆଜ ିରଲାରେୋ  ବନ୍ଧେ 

େଦୀ ମ ୁ, ରଯ ସାଗରେ ଚାରହ ୋ ମିଳେ l 

ରହାଇପାରେ ଲତା, ରତରବ ରଖାରଜୋ ଶେଣ 

ରହ ଦୁେଆି, ତୁରମ ସବୁ ଶୁଣ ବା େଶୁଣ l l 

                                                ଜରଳ ଥାଇ ମୀେ କାହିଁ େହବି ବା ରଶାର୍ି 

ବାେଧିି ରବଳାରେ କଏି ରଖାରଜ ବାଲୁୋଶ ିl 

ପାଇଛନ୍ତ ିଭଲ ରମାରତ ରକରତ ବନୁ୍ଧ ଜେ 

ମମତା ରେହରେ ରମାେ ଭେଛିନ୍ତ ିମେ 

ତୃପ୍ତ ମ ୁ, ମୁକ୍ତ ପକ୍ଷୀ ରଖାରଜୋ ବଲିଗ୍ନ  l l 

                                                କାହିଁକ ିରଖାଜବି ିପୁଣି ରକଉ  ପେରଦଶୀ 

ଅଜଣା ଅଶୁଣା ସାରଙ୍ଗ ରହବ ିେୀଡବାସୀ l 

ପିକ ମ ୁ, କଳା ରମା ରମାକ୍ଷ କଳା ହିଁ ସାଧେ 

ରହ ସମାଜ, ତୁରମ ସବୁ ମାେ ବା େମାେ l l 

ତୃପ୍ତ ମ ୁ, ମୁକ୍ତ ପକ୍ଷୀ ରଖାରଜୋ ବଲିଗ୍ନ 

ୋେୀ ମ ୁ, ମୁକ୍ତ ଆଜ ିରଲାରେୋ ବନ୍ଧେ l l 
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ଟମାନାଲିସା ତୁଁ ଟମ! 

                                                                         

                                                                               ବଜିୟା ପରିଡା,ଟବାଷ୍ଟନ . 
ଚେି ରଯୌବୋ ରମାୋଲିସା ତୁରମ 

ଅଧେ ବାଙ୍କ ଠାଣି 
ମେ ରମାହେିଏି ଚାହାଣୀ ରଚାୋ ଏ, 

ଦଶତକ ମେ କଣି ିI୧I 
ଚତି୍ରରଲଖା ରଗା ତୁଳରିେ ଅଙ୍କା 

ଅମଳେି େୂପ ଗାଥା 
କୁହୁକ ଜଗାଏ ମେରେ ସବୁେ,ି 

ତୁମେ ିଅଜଣା କଥା । 
ମୁଖରେ ତୁମେ ିଅକୁହା ରବଦୋ 

ବରି୍ାଦ ଯାଇଛ ି ଛାଇ 
ଅପେୂପା ତୁରମ େୁପସୀ ଲାବଣୟା 
େ ପାେ କ ିମେ (କଥା) କହ ି? 
ଅଧୁୋ କାହାଣୀ ଅଧେୁ ଝେୁେ ି

ଅକୁହା ରଗା କାହିଁପାଇ  
ଗୁପତ େହଛି ିଜୀବେେ ଗାଥା 
େୀେରବ େହଛି ଚାହିଁ । 
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ମଉଳା ଚନ୍ଦ୍ରକିା  

                                                                                                  
                                                                                                      ଟେହ ମହାନ୍ତ,ିକାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣିଆ  

                                                ଚନ୍ଦ୍ରକିା େସି୍ତବ୍ଧ ଆଜ ିମୟୂେ ରସ ଅନ୍ତମି ପ୍ରହରେ 

କଲାନ୍ତ ଉଗ୍ର ମେ ପ୍ରାଣ ରଖାରଜ ଛାଇ ଲତାେ ଗହରଳ 
କବିା ଉପହାେ ରଦଇ ବୋଇବ ଅତୀତକୁ ଆଜ ି

ଭୁଲି ରସ ଯାଇଛ ିଦରିେ ୋଚୁଥିଲା ରମଘେ େୂପୁରେ । । 
ପେଚିୟ କବିା ଅଛ,ିୋହିଁ ଏରବ ଦଶତକ ଗହଳ ି
ସାଥି ରମରଳ ୋଚୁଥିଲା ରସ ଗିେ ିବେ ଧାରେ 
ସବୁେ ପତେ କବିା ଜୀବେେ ରଶର୍ ସମୟରେ 

କହବିାକୁ ଆହା ପରଦ ଶୁରଭ ୋହିଁ କାେକୁ ତ ଥରେ । । 
ଦେିଥିଲା,ଚନ୍ଦ୍ରକିା ରଶାଭା ପାଉଥିଲା ରଦବ ମଥାପରେ 

ମୟୂେ ଚନ୍ଦ୍ରକିା ପଙ୍ଖା ଚାମେ ରସ ସ୍ଥଳରିେ 
ଅସ୍ତମିତ ଏରବ ସବୁ ଏ କ ି େୟିତ ିକବରଳ 

ଆହା ଏକ ିପେଣିତ ିଭଙୁ୍ଗେ ଏ ଜୀବେ ଯାତ୍ରାରେ । । 
ଜୀବେେ ମାୟା ରଯରବ ସେ ିଆରସ ଅନ୍ତମି ପହରେ 
ବୋେୀେ ଶୀତଳତା େହଯିାଏ କାହିଁ ରକରତ ଦୂରେ 
ଜୟ ଆଉ ପୋଜୟ ଆଶା ଆଉ େେିାଶ ରଖଳରେ 

ଅସ୍ତେଙ୍ଗ ରଗାଧୂଳେି ମେ ରଲାଭା ଛବ ିଉଙି୍କମାରେ । । 
େ ଥାଏ ଜୀବେ େଙ୍ଗ ସେ ିଆରସ ଜୀବେେ ୋଦ 
ସବୁ ଆଜ ିସି୍ଥେ ଶୂେୟ, ଥମି ଯାଏ ବେର୍ାେ ଛେ 
େଜିକୁ ପଚାରେ ଆଜ,ିପେଚିୟ କ ିପାଇଛ ିରଶରର୍ 
ହଜଲିା ଦେିେ ସ୍ମୃତ,ିରଖାଜବିାରେ ମେେ କ ିଦ୍ଵେ । । 

ଏହ ିରସ ଅଧେ େମୟ େଙ୍ଗଭୋ ଅେୁଣିମା 
ଏହ ିକ ିଜୀବେ ଗତ ି,ଜେମ ମତୁୃୟ ମେତ ମଣ୍ଡରଳ 
ଵହିେନ୍ତ ିପ୍ରାଣୀମାରେ ଜୀବେେ େଙ୍ଗ ଭୂମି ପରେ 

ଲଭନ୍ତ ିଏ ଦଶା ଦରିେ,ସଭିଙ୍କେ ଚନ୍ଦ୍ର ଅସ୍ତ ରବରଳ । । 
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କାହାର ମାୟା? 

                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                       ଗଗନ ପାଣିଗ୍ରାହୀ,କାନାଡା 
                                                           ଧୂସେ ଆକାଶୁ ଅବେିତ ବାେ ି

ଝେଯିାଉ ଥାଏ ଝେ ଝେ, 
ଘଡ ଘଡ ିେଡ ିବଜୁିଳ ିଚମରକ 
ଧୋ ରହଉଥାଏ ଥେ ହେ, 

ଚାହ ୁ  ଚାହ ୁ  ଜଳ ରହବାେୁ ପ୍ରବଳ 
ମୁମଵାଇ ରହାଇଲା ଜଳମୟ , 
ଯାେ ବାହାେେ ଚଳାଚଳ ବେ 
ରହବାେୁ ରଘାଟଲିା ବପିଯତୟୟ ।  

 
ଝଅି ରମା କପିେ ିରଫେବି ସ୍କଲୁେୁ 
ଭାବ ିଦକ ଦକ ରହଲା ଛାତ,ି 

ରସ ପାଇ  କୁଆରଡ ମେ େଲାଗିଲା 
ରଦହ ଥେ ିଭେଗିଲା ଭୀତ ି।  
କ୍ଷଣିରକ ବଳିମଵ କେ ିମ ୁ େପାେ ି
ଧାଇ ଲି େ ମାେ ିପାଣି ସୁଅ, 
ମା ମେ ପୋ ଭାେ ିଅମାେଆି 
ରଭଟବିାକୁ ଅଲିଅଳ ିଝଅି ।  

 
ସ୍କଲୁରେ ପହଞ୍ଚ ିରଦଖିଲି ଝଅି ରମା 
ଘେ ରଫେବିାକୁ ଅସ୍ତ ବୟସ୍ତ, 

ଉପାୟ ରଖାଜୁଚ ିକପିେ ିରଫେବି 
ରହଉ ୋହିଁ ଯାେ ଯାତାୟତ ।  

ରମାରତ ରଦଖିଲାେୁ ଜାବୁଡ ିଧଇଲା 
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ରବାହଲିା ଆଖିେୁ ଲୁହ ଧାେ, 
ବଳିମଵ େକେ ିରଖାଜଲୁି ଉପାୟ 
କପିେ ିରଫେବୁି ଦୁରହ  ଘେ ।  

 
ସକଳ ପ୍ରରଚଷ୍ଟା ରହବାେୁ ବଫିଳ 
ରଶରର୍ ଦୁଇ ଜଣ କଲୁ ସ୍ଥିେ, 

ଯାହା ରହଉ ପରଛ ରଯରତ ଦୂେ ରହଉ 
ପାରଦ ଚାଲି ରଲଉଟବୁି ଘେ ।  
କ୍ଷଣିକ ଭିତରେ େବ ିଗରଲ ଅସ୍ତ 
ଅଇଲା ଅନ୍ଧାେ ରବରଗ ମାଡ,ି 
ମୁମଵାଇ େଗେୀ ବେିା ବଜୁିଳରିେ 
ରଘାେ ଅନ୍ଧକାରେ ଗଲା ବୁଡ ି।  

 
ବଢେି ପ୍ରରକାପ କ୍ରରମ ବଢ ିବଢ ି
ଖେ ରରାତା ରହଲା ପାଣି ସୁଅ, 
ହାରତ ହାତ ଛେ ିପାଣି ସୁଅ କାଟ ି
ବାଟ ଚାଲି ଥାଉ ମାଆ ଝଅି ।  
ମଝରିେ ମଝରିେ ପ୍ରଖେ ସୁଅରେ 
ରଯରବ ଯାଉଥାଏ ହାତ ଛାଡ ି, 
ପେ ମୁହୂର୍ତ୍ତରେ ଜୀବେ ବକିରଳ 
ଧେୁଥାଉ ହାତ ଦୁରହ  ଭିଡ ି।  

 
ଆଣୁ୍ଠଆଏ ପାଣି ଆଜାେୁ ଚୁମିଲା 
ଉଦେ ଛୁଅରନ୍ତ ଜଳ ୋଶ,ି 

ଭାବଲୁି ଆମେ କାଳ ରଶର୍ ରହଲା, 
ଏକ ସାରଥ ଯିବୁ ଦୁରହ  ଭାସ ି।  
ବହୁ ଦୂେ ପଥ ଲାରଗ ଅସେନ୍ତ ି
ବଢ ିଚାଲିଥାଏ ବଢ ିପାଣି, 

ଲାଗୁଥାଏ ରଯରେ ରକହ ିମତୁୃୟ ଜାଲ 
ବଛିାଉଛ ିଆମ ଆରଗ ଆଣି ।  

 
ଏକାରଳ ଜାଣିଲୁ ଆଉ ରକଇ ଜଣ 
ଆସ ିରହରଲ ଆମ ସମ୍ମଖୁରେ, 
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ମୁହ  ଦରିଶ ୋହିଁ ଜଣା ପଡୁୋହିଁ 
କଏି ଏଇ ଜେ ଅନ୍ଧକାରେ ।  
ଶବ୍ଦ ବାେ ିବାେ ିତେମଧ୍ୟେୁ ରକଇ 
ଜଣ ଆମ ଚଉପାରଶ େହ,ି 

କଢାଇରଲ ବାଟ, କଏି ଏଇ ଜେ 
ଅନ୍ଧାରେ ଜାଣିବା ଚାୋ ୋହିଁ ।  

 
ସାହା ମିଳବିାେୁ ଭାବଲିି ମେରେ 
ଏକ ିମାୟା ଅରଟ ପ୍ରଭୁଙ୍କେ, 

ପଠାଇ ଅଛନ୍ତ ିଏ ମହା ସଙ୍କରଟ 
ସାହା ରହବା ପାଇ  ସହଚେ ।  
ଆସଲିା ସ୍ମେରଣ ବସୁରଦବଙ୍କେ 
ଉଜାଣି ଯମୁୋ ପାେ ିକଥା, 

ବାସୁକ ିକପିେ ିେଜି ଫଣା ରତାଳ ି
ଢାଙି୍କ େଖିଥିଲା କୃଷ୍ଣ ମଥା ।  

 
ରଶରର୍ ଯାଇ ଆମ ଘେ ଆସ ିରହଲା 
କାଳ ୋତ୍ର ିରଶରର୍ ଗଲା ପାହ,ି 

ଯିଏ ରଯଝା ବାରଟ ଚାଲି ଗରଲ ଦୂରେ 
ବହୁ ଦୂରେ  ଚେିଦେି ପାଇ  ।  

କଏି ରସହ ିସାଧୁ ଜେ ମାରେ ଥିରଲ 
ଜାଣି ରହଲା ୋହିଁ ରକରବ ରହରଲ, 
ଅଜଣା ରହରଲ ବ ିମେଣ ମୁଖେୁ 
ଜୀବେ ଆମେ ରଫୋଇରଲ  ।  
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ଟଶାଇଛ ିମ ୁଁ ମା ଟକାଟଳ  

                                                                                                             
                                                                                       ତାପସୀ ମହାପାତ୍ର, ହାେଟଟଫାଡଟ, କଟନକେକିେ  
 
 
ରଶାଇଛ ିମ ୁ ମା ରକାରଳ,       ଛରିଣ୍ଡଇ ଆସଛି ିସବୁ ସମ୍ପକତେ ଶଙୃ୍ଖଳ, 
ଦୁୁଃଖ ରଶାକଠୁ ରକାରଶ ଦୂରେ,    ଲିରଭଇ ରଦଇଛ ିଲକ୍ଷ୍ଣଣ ରେଖାେ ଗାେ, 
ବାଦ ଅପବାଦେ ଉହାଡରେ,     ରଖାଲାରମଲା ଆଜ ିସୁୋ ପଞ୍ଜେୁେି ଦ୍ଵାେ, 
ୋ ଅଛ ିପାଇବାେ ରଲାଭ,      ଓହ୍ଲାଇ ଆସଛି ିମୁକୁଟ, ସୁହାଗ, ସେୁିେ, 
ଅବା ହରେଇବାେ ରକ୍ଷାଭ,     ଲଂଘି ସାେଛି ିସ୍ମୃତେି ପାୋବାେ, 
ୋହିଁ ଲାଭ କ୍ଷତେି ପେଖ,               େଚବିାକୁ ରମା ଜୀବେଚଯତୟାେ, 
େଭାବ ଆଜ ିଶଶୁି ସୁଲଭ,      ଏକ େୂତେ ଅଧ୍ୟାୟ 
ମରମତ ମରମତ ଅେୁଭବ,     େରିଜ ବାଛଥିିବା ପଥରେ ଆଗୁସାେ । ୩। 
ମା କାେେି ମୁଲାୟମ ସ୍ପଶତରେ,      
ସପେ ସାଉ ଟୁଛ ିଭାବାରବଗରେ,                                         ହସବିାକୁ େଜି ଚୁକି୍ତରେ, 
ମା ହାତେ େେମ ଛୁଆ ରେ,      ଗପିବାକୁ େଜି ଉକି୍ତରେ, 
ରଶାଇଛ ିମ ୁ ମା ରକାରଳ,      ଚାଲିବାକୁ ବାଟ ମୁକି୍ତରେ, 
ଦୁୁଃଖ ରଶାକଠୁ ରକାରଶ ଦୂରେ ।  ୧।    ରଲାୋ ୋହିଁ ରମାରତ ଅେୁମତ,ି 
                                                                              ପ୍ରମାଣ ଅବା ସାକ୍ଷୀ, 
ୋ ମ  ୁଆଜ ିଜେକ େେେିୀ,                                                ଅେୁକମ୍ପା ସହାେୁଭୂତ,ି 
ୋ ସୂଯତୟବଂଶେ ରବାହୁ ଶରିୋମଣି,     ବଜତେ କେୁଛ ିଆଜ ିସମାଜ େୀକୃତ,ି 
ୋ ଅରଯାଧ୍ୟାେ ୋଜୋଣୀ,     ତୟାଗ କେୁଛ ିସତୀ ଉପାଧି । ୪। 
ୋ ମଯତୟଦାପୁେୁର୍ ୋମଙ୍କ ପତ୍ନୀ,     
ଅବା ଲବ କୁଶଙ୍କ ଜେେୀ ।  ୨। 
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     ରମା ପେଚିୟ ମ ୁ େରିଜ,                                                     ରଡଣା ଝାେ ିଝାେ,ି 
     ଭଙ୍ଗାେୁଜା ପେଚିୟରଟ                                                      ଉଠବି ିପଡବି,ି 
      ଅଥଚ ରବଶ୍ େଜିେ । ୫।                                                   ଉଡବିା ଶଖିିବ,ି 
                                                                                     େଜି ରଚଷ୍ଟାରେ, 
     ରମା େଶି୍ୱାସରେ ବଶି୍ୱାସ                                                     କାହାଣୀ ରଲଖିବ,ି 
     ରମା ବଶି୍ୱାସରେ ଉଚ୍ଛୱାସ                                                    େଜି ପଷୃ୍ଠାରେ, 
,    ରସଇ ରମାେ ସବତସବ  । ୬।                                                 ମାଟେି ମଣିର୍ଟଏି ମ ୁ, 
                                                                                    ହସ ିହସ,ି 
     େଚୁଛ ିରମା ଭାଗୟ େରିଜ                                                   ମିଶଯିିବ ିହଜଯିିବ,ି                                               
     ଟାଣୁଛ ିହାତରେ ଗାେ                                                      ପୁଣିଥରେ ଧୋବକ୍ଷରେ । ୧୦। 
     ଆଶା ରଯ ଅଜର । ୭। 
 
     ଭସ୍ମେୁ ଗଢୁଛ ିଅସ୍ଥି  
     ଅସ୍ଥିେୁ ଜୀବେୟାସ 
     ରସଇ ରମାେ ଅସ୍ଥିତ୍ୱ ।  ୮। 
 

      ମ ୁ ସୀତା, 
      ସୂଯତୟୋତା, 
     ଚନ୍ଦ୍ରସକି୍ତା, 
     ମାଟେି ମଣିର୍ଟଏି, 
     ଶକି୍ତେୂପିଣୀ ୋେୀଟଏି, 
     ବଣୁଆ ଝେଣାଟଏି, 
    ରଖାଲା ଆକାଶେ ପକ୍ଷୀଟଏି,      

    ଆଗରେ ରମା ପଥୃିବୀ ଅେନ୍ତ,     

    ଉପରେ ରମା ଆକାଶ ଦଗିନ୍ତ, 
    ସୀମା ରମା ଅରଶର୍ ବୟାପ୍ତ, 
    ସାହା ରମା ସାହସ ଅତୁଟ । ୯। 
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ନଜି ସଟେ ନଜି ପରିଚୟ 

                                                                                              

                                                                                         ଟେତପଦ୍ମା ଦ୍ାଶ,ସାନଟହାଟଜ, କାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣିଆ    
                                                                                         

ଏ ଜେମରେ କେଦିଅି ମରତ େଜି ସରଙ୍ଗ, େଜି ପେଚିୟ 
ଏ ମେ, ଏ ଆତ୍ମା ରମାେ ରହଲାଣି ଅଥୟ ।  
କେପିାେବିେି ିଅରପକ୍ଷା ଆଉ ଜେମ ଜେମାନ୍ତେ 
କେଦିଅି ମରତ େଜି ସରଙ୍ଗ େଜି ପେଚିୟ I 

 

ଶକି୍ତ ଯଦ ିରଦଲ ବୁଝବିାକୁ, ମ ୁ ଚାଲିଛ ିବପିଥ ଦଗିରେ 
ଦୟାକେ ିରତରବ କେଦିଅି ମେ ପ୍ରାଣ ଏକାନ୍ତ ତୁମେ ।  

ଏ ମେ ଏ ଆତ୍ମା ରମାେ ରହଲାଣି ଅଥୟ 
କେପିାେବିେି ିପ୍ରତୀକ୍ଷା ମ ୁ ଆଉ ଜେମ ଜେମାନ୍ତେ I 

 

ସନ୍ତାପ ଲୁହରେ ରଧାଇ ଦଅି, ରମା ମେେ ସମସ୍ତ କାଳମିା 
ତୁମ ସ୍ପଶତରେ ରପାଛ ିଦଅି ଅଜ୍ଞାେ, ଗାେମିା ।  

ରଦଖିପାରେ ମ ୁ ରମା ଭିତରେ ତୁମ ଉଜ୍ଵଳ ପ୍ରତମିା 
ଆତ୍ମା ରହଲାଣି ଅଥୟ, କେଦିଅି େଜି ସରଙ୍ଗ େଜି ପେଚିୟ ।  

 

ତୁମଠାେୁ ପଥୃକ ଏ ରଦହ-ମେ ରମାେ; 
 ହଜଯିାଉ ଆଜ ିତୁମେ ିଭିତରେ. 

ଏ ଜେମରେ ପାଇପାରେ ମ ୁ ତୁମକୁ ରମାହେ ିଅନ୍ତରେ 
ରଦଖିପାରେ ଅବେିଶ୍ୱେ-ଅସୀମ-ଆେେ େେୂପ ରମାହେ 

ତୁଟୁ ରମା ସଂଶୟ, ଏ ଜେମରେ ମିଳଯିାଉ େଜି ସରଙ୍ଗ, େଜି ପେଚିୟ ! 
 
(ଉପନଷିଦ୍ର ବାଣୀ : ଆଟମ ସମଟେ ନେର  ଟଦ୍ହଟର ଅବନିେର ଆତ୍ମା, ଅନ୍ତରଟର ତାକୁଁ ଉପଲବ୍ଧ ିକଟଲ ନଜିର ପ୍ରକୃତ ପରଚିୟ ପାଇ 
ପାରିବା) 
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ଜାଣିଲି ମ ୁଁ କଏି 

                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                           ସାନ୍ତ୍ୱନା ଦ୍ାଶ,ଚକିାଟଗା 
ଘେ ଅଗଣାରେ ରଖଳ,ିରବାହୂରଚାେ ିରଖଳ 

ଅଲିଅଳ ିୋଜରଜମା 
ଥିଲି ମ ୁ ଘେେ, 

େଜିକୁ ପଚାେ ିେରିଜ, ପାଏ ମ ୁ ଉର୍ତ୍େ 
ଝଅିଟଏି ପୋ ମୁହିଁ 
ଅତ ିରଗଲ ବସେ ।  

ସଞ୍ଜରବରଳ ଜାରଳ ବତୀ  େତି ିଚଉୋରେ , 
ହସ ିକେଯିାଏ କାମ 
ଅତ ିଶେଧାରେ , 

ୋଇ ଶଙ୍ଖା ସେୁିେ, ଝୁଣ୍ଟଆି ପାଦରେ 
ବଧୂ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ ସାଜଲିି ମୁହିଁ 
କମତେ ୋଇରଜ ।  

ଖିଲି ଖିଲି ହସ ରଦଖିବାକୁ ଟରିକ 
ଵୀୋଂଗୋ ସାରଜ 
ଜଗତେ ଆରଗ, 

ବାତ୍ସଲୟ ମମତାେ ରକାମଳ ପେରଶ 
ପାଇଲି ଏ ସୋଗ ମ ୁ 
ମା' ରହଲି ରଯରବ ।  

କର୍ତ୍ତବୟକୁ ସାଥି କେ ିଚଲାଇଛ ିସଂସାେ 
ତୁମେ ିଅଂଶ ମ ୁ ରଯ 

ଏହା ଆଉ ୋହିଁ ଅରଗାଚେ, 
ପ୍ରୀତ ିପୁଷ୍ପ କରେ ଧେ,ିକରେ ମ ୁ ଜଣାଣ 

ଆଲିଙ୍ଗେ କେ ରମାରତ, ରଖାଲି ତୁମ ଦ୍ଵାେ ।  
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ପ୍ରବାସୀର ଜୀବନ                         

                                                                                        

                                                                                                  ସ୍ୱପନ ଲତା ରଥ, ମିଚଗିାନ 
ଏଠ ିଥାଇ ରସଠ ିଥାଏ 
ରସଠ ିଥାଇ ଏଠ ିଥାଏ 
ଏଇ ତା’ ଜୀବେ ! 
ଏଠ ିଆଉ ରସଠି , 
ଦୁଇଟ ିଭିନ୍ନ ଦୁେଆିେ 

ମଝଆି ମଝ ିରକାଉଠ ିଝୁଲୁଥାଏ 
ବସାଟଏି ... ତା େଜିେ 

େଂଗ ବେିଂଗ କାଠ ିକୁଟାେ ବସା ଟଏି 
ସ୍ମୃତରିେ ...େପନରେ ...ଭେପେୂ 

ରକାଣ ଅେୁରକାଣ 
ତଥାପି… ରମାେ …ରବାଲି 
ଦାବ ି କେ ିପାରେୋ 

ଅବା…ରମାେ େୁହ  …କହ ି
ଏରଡଇବ ିପାରେୋ 

ଶୀତଳ ଯୁଦ୍ଧ ଅହେହ ଜାେ ିେରହ, 
ଶୀତଳତାେ ତକି୍ତ ଅେୁଭବ 

ତଳି ତଳି କେ ିଅସି୍ତତ୍ୱକୁ ଗ୍ରାସୁଥାଏ 
ତଥାପି ଜଉି ଥାଏ , 

ୋ ମାୟାେ ବନ୍ଧେ ଥାଏ 
ୋ ମୁକି୍ତ େ ରମାହ ଥାଏ ।  

ପ୍ରବାସୀ ରସ… 
ୋ ରସ ଏଠ ିଥାଏ, 
ୋ ରସ ରସଠ ିଥାଏ ।  
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ଗଦ୍ୟ ଭାଗ 

ଆତ୍ମକାହାଣୀ  

                                                                                         
                                                                                             ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ ଭୂଆ ,େଟରାଟଟା. 
 

ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ ମ ୁ ଆଉ ସାହତିୟ ରମା ପ୍ରଶାନ୍ତ।ି  ହାତରେ ରଲଖେୀ ଥିରଲ ଆଉ’ବା କଣ ଦେକାେ।  ରକରତରବରଳ କବତିା, ରକରତରବରଳ 
ପ୍ରବନ୍ଧ; ରକରତରବରଳ ଗଳ୍ପ ରକରତରବରଳ ଗୀତ; ରକରତରବରଳ ଚତି୍ର’ତ  ରକରତରବରଳ କଥା ରଲଖିଚାରଲ।  ରଲଖକଟଏି ମ ୁ; 
ରଲଖିବା କଳା ଶଖିୁଛ,ି ମେେୁ ହୃଦକୁ, ହୃଦେୁ ରଲଖେୀକୁ; ଆଉ ରସଇଠୁ ରସ ଝେଯିାଏ, ବୟାପିଯାଏ ପୁଣି ମେକୁ, ହୃଦୟକୁ ସୁଧି 
ପାଠକମାେଙ୍କେ।   
 
ପ୍ରକୃତେି ଗାେ ଟାଣିେଏି ଏଇ ସାହତିୟ ପଷୃ୍ଠାରେ ପ୍ରକୃତ ିଉପରେ ସୀମା ସେହଦେ ଗାେ ଟାଣି ପାରେ ୋହିଁ।  ଦୁୁଃଖ ସୁଖେ ଦୁେଆିକୁ 
ଆଣି କାଗଜ ଉପରେ େଖିଦଏି ରହରଲ ଦୁେଆିକୁ ଦୁୁଃଖ ରଦବାକୁ ଚାହିଁ ୋହିଁ।  ସତ ରଲରଖ ରକରବ, ରକରବ କଳ୍ପୋ; ରହରଲ 
କପଟ କରେ ୋହିଁ େଜିେ ଆଉ େଜିେ ଚେତି୍ରସମୂହଙ୍କ ସହ।  ବଶି୍ୱଭାତୃତ୍ୱେ ଆଶ୍ରବ କରେ ରହରଲ ରସହ ିଅଭୁୟପଗମ ସଦା 
ମିରଳୋହିଁ।  ଏରବ; ମ ୁ ଆରଗଇ ଯିବାେ ସାମଥତୟ ବୁଝଲିିଣି, ଶଖିିଲିଣି ଖୁଣୁ୍ଟଣା ଖୁଣ୍ଟେୁି େଜିେ ପଘା ରଖାଲିବାେ, ଜାଣିଗଲିଣି 
ଚେକାକୁ ପକ୍ଷତ ିକେବିାେ ରକୌଶଳ।  ଏଣୁ, ଆଉ ପଛକୁ ଅୋଇ ଅଇେ ିରଖାଜବିାେ  ଆବଶୟକ ୋହିଁ ବେଂଚ ଆଗସେବିା ହିଁ 
ଏକମାତ୍ର ଲକ୍ଷୟ ରମାେ।  
 
ମେରେ ଚେତି୍ରଚତି୍ରଣେ ବୟାଖୟାେ ରକରବ ଅକ୍ଷେ ରହାଇ ରଲଖି ହୁଏ’ତ ରକରବ ଚତି୍ର ରହାଇ ଗାରେଇ ରହାଇଯାଏ।  ଏଇ ରମା 
ଆତ୍ମକାହାଣୀ ଗାରେଇବାେ ପ୍ରୟାସ କେଛି;ି ଆଶା, ଆପଣଙୁ୍କ ସରନ୍ତାର୍ ରଦବାରେ ଅକେମଣିଆ ରହବ ୋହିଁ।  
 
॥ ୧॥ 
ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...! 
 

ଶବ୍ଦ ପାୋବାେେୁ ସାଉ ଟ ିଆରଣ ରମାେ ମେପସେ ଶବ୍ଦକୁସୁମ ଆଉ ଗୁନ୍ଥିବରସ ରମାେ ସଜୃେୀ ସମଗ୍ର ।  କାଗଜେ ରସହ ିମସଣୃ 
ବୁକୁପରେ ଆଙି୍କଦଏି ମ ୁ ଭାବୋେ ଅମୋବତୀ ।  ଦୁଇଧାେ ସୟାହରିେ ଝୋଇ ଦଏି ଭାବପ୍ରବଣତାେ କୁଳୁକୁଳଆି ଝେଣାଟଏି ।  
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ରମା ସରମଵଦୋେ ରେଉରେ ରଖଳାଇଦଏି ଉରୁ୍ତ୍ଙ୍ଗ ଲହେୀ। କାଗଜ ଧାେରେ ସଷୃ୍ଟି କରେ ଶାଣିତ ତେବାେୀ ।  ପୁସ୍ତକେ ଛାତତିଳୁ 
ଝଙୃ୍କତ କୋଏ ବବିର୍ତ୍ତେେ ପ୍ରତଧି୍ୱେ ି।  ପ୍ରତ ିଶବ୍ଦୋଦରେ ଠଆି କେଦିଏି ଅମଲାେ ଚେତି୍ର ।  ଶବ୍ଦେ କାଷ୍ଠ ପାର୍ାଣରେ ଶବ୍ଦେ େହିଣ 
ଦ୍ଵାୋ ତଆିେ ିକରେ ଶବ୍ଦେ ମହଲ।  ସାୋ ସଂସାେେ ଚେତି୍ରକୁ ରମା ଭିତରେ ଅେୁଭବ କେ ିପାଠକମାେଙୁ୍କ ଅପତଣ କରେ ସରେହ 
ସ୍ପଶତଟଏି ରଦଇ ।  ମ ୁ ସମଗ୍ର ସଷୃ୍ଟକୁି ଏକାକାେ କେ ିରକବଳ ଭଲପାଏ ରମାେ ଶବ୍ଦସମୂହଙୁ୍କ । ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...!  
 
॥ ୨॥ 

ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...! 
 

ଅନ୍ତଦ୍ଵତେ ଆଉ ଅନ୍ତେତାଦେ ସାମାଜକି ଦୁଗତ ପ୍ରାଚୀେ ରସପାେେୁି ରବରଳରବରଳ ଶବ୍ଦାଙ୍ଗୋମାେଙ୍କ େୂପୁେ େକି୍ୱଣ ରମାେ କର୍ଣ୍ଣତ 
ଗହଵେରେ ଝଙୃ୍କତ ହୁଏ ଏକ ସରମ୍ମାହକ ଯାଦୁକେୀ ମନ୍ତ୍ର ପ୍ରାରୟକ ।  ଆଉ ରକରତରବରଳ ଛାଇେଦିେ ଝଙ୍କାଳଆି ଗଛତରଳ ବାକୟ 
ସେୀସପୃ ରଶ୍ରଣୀ ମେେ ଘଞ୍ଚ ବୁଦାରେ ଲୁଚଯିାନ୍ତ ିଆଉ ରସମାେଙୁ୍କ କଲମଧାେରେ ଅରେଇ ଆରଣ ମ ୁ ।  କଦାଚତି ହୃଦୟ ଝଲି୍ଲୀେ 
ଅବଗୁଣ୍ଠେ ତଳୁ ପଦ-ୋଗ-ଛାେ ତୁହାଇ ତୁହାଇ ରମାରତ ଡାକନ୍ତ ିଶୁଣିବାକୁ ରସମାେଙ୍କ ଅମତୃରବାଳା ସରେହ କଥା ଓ କବତିା ।  
ମ ୁ ମନ୍ତ୍ରମୁଗ ଧ ରହାଇ ଅେୁସେ ିଯାଏ ରସଇ ଅବେିଶ୍ୱେ ଶବ୍ଦ ସମହୂଙୁ୍କ ଆେମୋ ରହାଇ ।  ରମା ପାଇ  ସଂସାେେ ଅଳକି ରମାହ 
ତୁଚ୍ଛ ରହାଇଯାଏ ଆଉ ମ ୁ ଅେୁଭରବ ଶବ୍ଦାବଳୀେ ଐଶ୍ଚେୀୟ ସର୍ତ୍ା ।  ରମା ଭିତେେ ଏଇ ମୁକ୍ତ ମଣିର୍ଟା ସାହତିୟ ଆତ୍ମାେ 
ସବଚ୍ଛଧାେରେ ଶୁଦ୍ଧପୁତ ରହାଇ ଶବ୍ଦ – ବାକୟ –ପେରିଚ୍ଛଦେ ପୁଷ୍ପାଞ୍ଜଳୀ ଅପତଣ କରେ ସମଗ୍ର ବଶି୍ୱବାସୀଙ୍କ ଉରଦଶୟରେ ସଂସ୍କତୃେି 
ପୁଜାଥାଳୀ ରେଇ ।   
ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...! 
 
॥ ୩॥ 

ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...! 
 

ଜାଗ୍ରତ ମୂହୁର୍ତ୍ତ, ବଶି୍ରାମେ ଘେ,ି ତନ୍ଦ୍ରାଗତ ରବଳ ଆଉ େପନ ସମୟରେ ମ ୁ ରକବଳ ରଖାଜୁଥାଏ ରମାେ ଶବ୍ଦ ସମୂହଙୁ୍କ।  ରସମାେଙୁ୍କ 
ରମାେ ଭାବାଥତ ସମପତଣ କେ ିଆତ୍ମାେ ଏନୁ୍ତେଶିାଳେୁ ରମାେ ମାେସ ଚେତି୍ରମାେଙୁ୍କ ରତାଳ ିଆରଣ ରମାେ ସଜୃେ ସଂସାେକୁ ।  
ସମସ୍ତ ଚେତି୍ର ମାେଙୁ୍କ ରସମାେଙ୍କ ଗୁଣ ଅବଗୁଣ ସହ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ କୋଏ ରମାେ ଶ୍ରଦ୍ଧା, ସ୍ମୃତ ିଓ ରପ୍ରେଣା ରଦଇ ।   
ରମାେ ସଜୃେେ ସମସ୍ତ ଚେତି୍ର ରମାେ କଳ୍ପୋେ ପିତୃଗୃହେ ଏେୁଣି୍ଡବନ୍ଧ ରଡଇ  ପ୍ରକାଶେେ ସବାେୀରେ ବସ ିଘେସଂସାେ କେବିାକୁ 
ବଦିାୟ େଅିନ୍ତ ି।  ମ ୁ ରମାେ ସଜୃେୀକୁ ରେହାଶୀର୍ ରଦଇ ରମାେ ଘେଅଗଣାକୁ ଶୂେୟ କେ ିରତାଳଦିଏି ପାଠକମାେଙ୍କ ହସ୍ତରେ ।   
ରଲଖେୀଟା ଅଶୁଧାେ ପ୍ରାରୟକ ଦୁଇଧାେ ସୟାହ ିୋଳ ିରଗାଟଏି କଣରେ ଭାଳବିରସ।  ଦୁଆତଟା ଅଧାରପଟରେ ଆେମୋ ରହାଇ 
ଚୁପ  ରହାଇ ବସଥିାଏ ।  କାଗଜ ଫଦତ ଗୁୋକ ରମଜଧାେେୁ ରଡଇ ପେ ିଏରଣରତରଣ ବୁଲୁଥାନ୍ତ ିଘେସାୋ ।  ଏଇତ ରମାେ ସଜୃେ 
ସଂସାେ ।   
ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...!  
 
॥ ୪॥ 

ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...! 
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ରମାେ ଜ୍ଞାେ ମାେସରେ, ଶବ୍ଦେ ଋତୁସମ୍ଭାେ ହୁଏ ରମା ଆତ୍ମାେ ଋତୁଚକ୍ରରେ।  ଗ୍ରୀର୍ମେ ପ୍ରଚଣ୍ଡ ରେୌଦ୍ରତାପରେ ଶବ୍ଦେଶମୀ ସବୁ ଭୂଇ  
ଫଟାଇ ଧେଣୀ ବୁକୁରେ ଲୁଚଯିାଆନ୍ତ ି।  ପୁେଶ୍ଚ ବର୍ତାେ ଶବ୍ଦଧାୋ ଟୁପୁେୁଟାପୁେୁ ରହାଇ ରସମାେଙୁ୍କ ଅଙୁ୍କରୋଦ ଗମ କୋଇ ଆଣନ୍ତ ି
ମାଟ ିଉପେକୁ ।  ଶେତେ ଶବ୍ଦବର୍ଣ୍ଣତ ରସମାେଙୁ୍କ ବର୍ଣ୍ଣତାଳୀ ରଦଇ ସାହତିୟ ପ୍ରକୃତକୁି ଶବ୍ଦେଙ୍ଗରେ େରଙ୍ଗଇ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ି।  ରହମନ୍ତେ 
ଶବ୍ଦକାକେ ସବୁ ଶୀତରଳଇ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ିଶବ୍ଦକୁଞ୍ଜକୁ ଆଉ ଶିହେୀ ଯାଏ ସମଗ୍ର କାବୟପ୍ରକୃତ ି।  ଶୀତେ ଶବ୍ଦଶଶିେି ସବୁ ୋତ୍ରୀେ ଅଳସ 
ଘେରିେ ଜାବୁେ ି ଧେନ୍ତ ି କାକେ ମାଟପିଷୃ୍ଠାକୁ ।  ବସନ୍ତେ ସଂସ୍କତୃ ି ଉଦୟାେ ରେ ଶବ୍ଦବନୁ୍ଧଙ୍କ ମିଳେ ହୁଏ ।  ଆଉ ରସଇ 
ଅମତୃରବଳାରେ ଅଫୁେନ୍ତ ଆେେ ଆଉ ରକାଳାହଳରେ ଗୁଞ୍ଜେତି ହୁଏ ଶବ୍ଦଋତୁେ ସାହତିୟ ମଧୁଶାଳା ।  ରସମାେଙ୍କ ରମଳରେ 
ସାହତିୟେ େବେସ ପାେକେ ିମତୁଆଲା ରହାଇଉରଠ ମ ୁ ।  
ମ ୁ ରଲଖକଟଏି...!  
 

-ପ୍ରଭୂ  (ସମେ ସାହତିୟଟପ୍ରମୀ ସୁଁହୃଦ୍ଙ୍କ ସାଧନା ଜାରି ରହୁଁ। )  [ଆତ୍ମକାହାଣୀ ସଙ୍କଳନରୁଁ  କୟିଦ୍ଂଶ] 
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ଅଚହି୍ନା       

                              

                                   ସୂଯତୟୋତା େଥ ,େଥତ ଡରକାଟା 

ବାହାରେ ଝପି ଝପି ବର୍ତା l ଦ ିଦେି ରହଲାଣି ଘରେ ବସ ିବସ ିଭାେ ିବେିକ୍ତ ଲାଗିଲାଣି l ଅଫିସ ଛୁଟ ିଥିଲା l ଗ ାକୁ େ ଯାଇକ ିବଡ 
ଭୁଲ କେଛି ିରସ l  ଖଟରେ ଗଡ ିଗଡ ିଟଭିି େରିମାଟକୁ ଚପିୁ ଚପିୁ ଭାବୁଥିଲା ଅଭିରର୍କ l ଅଫିସ କାମ ଚାଲିଥିଲା ରବରଳ 
ଖାଇବାକୁ ସମୟ ହୁଏୋ l କନୁି୍ତ ଏରବ ବେ ଅଛ ିରବାଲି କ’ଣ କେବି ରସ ବୁଝ ିପାେୁେ ିl େୂଆ ଜାଗା l େୂଆ ଚାକେି ିl ତାେ ରକହ ି
ରସମିତ ିସାଙ୍ଗବ ିୋହାନ୍ତ ିଏଠ ିl ରଗାରଟ ଦଟିା ମୁଭି ରଦଖିଲା ପରେ ଆଉ କଛି ିରଦଖିବାକୁ ଇଚ୍ଛା ୋହିଁ l ଟରିକ ଥଣ୍ଡା ଜ୍ଵେବ ିଧେଛି ି
ତାକୁ l ରସଥିପାଇ  ଏ ପାଗରେ ବାହାେ ିରହଉେ ି l  

ଘରେ ମା’ ପାରଖ ଥରଲ ଏରତ ରବଳକୁ ରଗାରଟ କପ ୍ ଅଦା ଚା ସାଙ୍ଗକୁ ଗେମ ଗେମ ପିଆଜ ିମଳି ିସାେନ୍ତାଣି l ଛାେ.. ଭାବକି ି
ଲାଭ କ’ଣ .. େଜିକୁ ହିଁ ତ କେବିାକୁ ପେବି l ରୋରର୍ଇ ଘେକୁ ପାଦ ବଢାଉ ବଢାଉ କଲିଂ ରବଲ ୍ ଶୁଣିଲା ରସ l ଏଇ ଟାଇମ ୍  ରେ 
କଏି ରହଇପାରେ ! େୁମ ୍ ରମଟ ୍ ରଫେ ିଆସଲିା କ ିତା ଗ ାେୁ ? ୋ .. ରସ ତ ଲମଵା ଛୁଟ ିରେଇକ ିଯାଇଛ ି l କବାଟ ରଖାଲିଲା 
ଅଭିରର୍କ l ଆଗରେ ଠଆି ରହଇଥିରଲ ଜରଣ ମଧ୍ୟବୟସ୍କ ବୟକି୍ତ l ହସ ହସ ମୁହ ରେ l ପିନ୍ଧଥିିରଲ ସଫା ଧଳା କୁତତା ପାଇଜାମା 
ଆଉ ହାତରେ ରଗାରଟ ରଛାଟ ବୟାଗ ୍  l ତାଙୁ୍କ ରକରବ ରଦଖିଲା ପେ ିଆରଦୌ ମରେ ପରକଇ ପାେଲିାେ ିରସ l କଛି ିକହବିା ଆଗେୁ 
ଭଦ୍ରବୟକି୍ତ ଆେମ୍ଭ କରଲ “ବାବା ପୁପୁଲ .. ରକମିତ ିଅଛୁ କରିେ ? ଚେି ିପାେଲୁି ? ୋ ୋ.. ତୁ ରକମିତ ିଚେିବୁି l କୁେ ିପିଲାରଟ ଥିଲୁ 
ରଯରବ ମରତ ରଦଖିଥିଲୁ l ରଦଖୁ ରଦଖୁ କହୁଥିଲୁ,ମଉସା,ଲଡୁ ଆଣିଛ ? ରମା ପିଠ ିଉପରେ ବସୁଥିଲୁ l ଲୁଚକାଳ ିରଖଳୁଥିଲୁ l 
ଆଉ ରଗାଡାରଗାଡ ିରଖଳଲିା ରବରଳ ମ ୁ ତରତ େଧେ ିପାେରିଲ ହସ ିହସ ିଗଡ ିଯାଉଥିଲୁ l ଆରେ.. ଏରତ କଥା କହଲିିଣି l କନୁି୍ତ 
ରମା ପେଚିୟଟା ରଦଇେ ିl ମ ୁ ସୋତେ ମଉସା l ରତା ବାପାେ ପିଲା ଦେିେ ସାଙ୍ଗ l ଏଇ ସହେରେ ରମାେ କଛି ିକାମ ଥିଲା l 
ଭାବଲିି ରତା ସାରଙ୍ଗ ଟରିକ ରଦଖା କେରିଦବ ିl “ କହ ିକହ ିଘେ ଭିତେକୁ ପଶ ିଆସରିଲ ଭଦ୍ର ବୟକି୍ତ ଅଭିରର୍କେ ଉର୍ତ୍େକୁ ଅରପକ୍ଷା 
େକେ ିl ଚକତି ରହଇ ଚାହିଁଥିଲା ଅଭିରର୍କ l କଏି ଇଏ ? ରକରବ ତ ରଦଖିଲା ପେ ିମରେ ପେୁେ ି! କନୁି୍ତ ତା  ଡାକ ୋ ଟା ଜାଣିରଲ 
ରକମିତ ି? ଘେ ରଫାେଟା ଖୋପ ରହଇ ପଡଛି ିl େରହରଲ ହୁଏତ ଏରବ ରସ    ମା’କୁ  ପଚାେ ିରଦଇଥାନ୍ତା l କଣ କେବି ଭାବୁ 
ଭାବୁ ରଦଖିଲା ମଉସା ରସାଫା ଉପରେ ବସ ିେଜି ପସୋ ରମରଲଇ ସାେରିଲଣି l ରବସେ ଲଡୁ,କାକୋ,ମୁେ ିି,ଗଜା ସବୁ ସବୁ 
ରଗାଟଏି ରଗାଟଏି କେ ିବୟାଗ ୍ େୁ କାଢୁଛନ୍ତ ିl  କହରିଲ “ଏସବୁ ଆଣିଛ ିରତା ପାଇ  l ରତା ରୋରର୍ଇ ଘେଟା ରଦରଖଇଲୁ l ତରତ 
ଆଜ ିବଢଆି ଚା’ କେ ିପିଆଉଛ ିେହ l “  ଅତ ିଆପଣାେ ମରେ ରହଉଥିରଲ ରସ l ଅଳ୍ପ ସମୟ ଭିତରେ ତା ଅସ୍ତବୟସ୍ତ ରୋରର୍ଇ 
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ଘେକୁ ସଜାଡ ିପରକଇରଲ ରସ l ଗେମ ଗେମ ଚା’ ସାଙ୍ଗକୁ ରଗାରଟ ଥାଳରିେ ପକୁଡ ିତା ହାତକୁ ବରଢଇ ରଦବା ଭିତରେ ରକରତ 
କ’ଣ ଗପି ଚାଲିଥିରଲ ମଉସା l ତାଙ୍କ କଥା ଭିତରେ ଏରତ ଆତ୍ମୀୟତା ଥିଲା ରଯ ଚାହିଁକ ିବ ିମୋ କେ ିପାେୁେଥିଲା ଅଭିରର୍କ l 
ୋତେି ଖାଇବା ରମେୁୟ ବ ିସ୍ଥିେ କେ ିସାେଥିିରଲ ମଉସା ୟା ଭିତରେ l ଡାଲି,ଚାଉଳ,ପେବିା ଘରେ ଯାହା ରଯମିତ ିଥିଲା ସବୁ 
ବାହାେ କେ ିଧୁଆ ରଧାଇ ଆେମ୍ଭ କେ ିସାେଥିିରଲ ତାେ ବାେଣ ସରତବ l କହୁଥିରଲ “ଏକୁଟଆି ବୟାରଚଲେ ପିଲା l କ’ଣ ଖାଉଥିବୁ 
ମ ୁ କ’ଣ ବୁଝ ିପାେୁେ ି? େରିଶ୍ଚ ରସଇ ତଳ ରହାରଟଲେୁ ଇଆେୁ ସଆିଡୁ କଛି ିମରଗଇ ଖାଇ ରଦଉଥିବୁ ଆଉ ତା’ପରେ ରପଟ 
ଖୋପ କେୁଥିବୁ l ରତାେ ଏଇ େହ େହକା ରଚରହୋକୁ ରଦଖି ମ ୁ ସବୁ ବୁଝ ିପାେୁଛ ି l ଆଜ ିକାଲିକl ରଟାକା ତରମ ମାରେ l 
େଖାଇରଲ ବଳ କୁଆଡୁ ଆସବି ?” ମଉସାଙ୍କ ପାଟରିେ ସରତ ରଯମିତ ିରଗାରଟ ଗପେ ରପଡ ିଥିଲା ଆଉ ହାତରେ ଥିଲା ଅମତୃ ! 
ତା ପେଦେି ବ ିେହରିଲ ରସ ଆଉ ଭିନ୍ନ ଭିନ୍ନ େକମେ ଜେିରି୍ ୋନ୍ଧ ିଖୁଆଇ ଚାଲିରଲ ଅଭିରର୍କକୁ l ୋତରିେ ରଗାଡ ହାତ ସବୁ 
ଘସାଘସ ିକେ ିପୂୋ ତାେ ରଦହଟାକୁ ଠକି୍ କେରିଦରଲ l ଇତୁଃସ୍ତତୁଃ ରହାଇ ପଡଥିିବା ପୂୋ ଘେଟାକୁ ଓରଳଇ ରପାଛ ିସଫାବ ିକେ ି
ରଦଇଥିରଲ ।   ରକମିତ ିରଗାରଟ ଅଦୁ୍ଭତ ରେହରେ ବାନ୍ଧ ିପରକଇଥିରଲ ତାକୁ ମାତ୍ର ରଗାରଟ ଦଟିା ଦେିରେ l ମେ କହୁଥିଲା ଏ 
ମଉସା ଯିଏ ବ ିହୁଅନୁ୍ତ .. ଆଉ କଛି ିଦେି େହଯିାରନ୍ତ କ ି! 

ପେଦେି ସକାଳ l ଉଠୁ ଉଠୁ ଟରିକ ରଡେ ିରହଇଯାଇଥିଲା ଅଭିରର୍କେ l ଉଠ ିରଦଖିଲା ରବଳକୁ ମଉସା ୋହାନ୍ତ ିl ୋ ରଶାଇବା 
ଘରେ.. ୋ ଗାଧୁଆ ଘରେ .. ଆଉ ତାଙ୍କ ବୟାଗ ୍  ବ ିୋହିଁ l ଟରିକ ବୟସ୍ତ ଲାଗିଲା ତାକୁ l ଦ ିଦେି ଏରତ ଗପିରଲ l ଆଉ ଏମିତ ି
ରକମିତ ିହଠାତ୍ ଚାଲିଗରଲ ! କଛି ିେକହ ି! େଜି ରଫାେକୁ ରଖାଜଲିା ରସ l ଡ୍ରଇଂ େୁମ ରଟବୁଲରେ େଖିଥିଲା ରବାରଧ ରସ ୱରଲଟ ୍ 
ସାରଙ୍ଗ l ଦ ିଟା ଯାକ ୋହିଁ ! ଚମକ ିପଡଲିା ରସ ! ଅଜଣା ଅଶୁଣା ରଲାକକୁ ଏମିତ ିମୂଖତଙ୍କ ପେ ିଘରେ ପୁରେଇ ରସ ଭୁଲ  କେ ି
ରଦଇେ ିତ ! ରଯତକି ିଦୁୁଃଖ  ଲାଗୁଥିଲା ତା’ଠୁ ରବଶୀ ୋଗ ଆସୁଥିଲା େଜି ଉପରେ l ହଠାତ୍ େଜି ରଫାେ େଂି ରେ ପ୍ରକୃତସି୍ତ ରହଇ 
କପରବାଡତ ରଖାଲିଲା ରସ l ୱରଲଟ ୍ ଟା ବ ିରସଇଠ ିହିଁ ଥିଲା l ସବୁ ଟଙ୍କା, ଏଟମି ୍ କାଡତବ ିସେୁକି୍ଷତ ଥିଲା l  ଆଉ ଥିଲା ରଗାରଟ 
ଚଠି ିl ଛୁିଃ ! ରକମିତ ିରକଜାଣି ରସ ସରେହ କେୁଥିଲା ! ପଢବିା ଆେମ୍ଭ କଲା ରସ..  “ବାବୁରେ.. ତୁ େରିଶ୍ଚ ଭାବୁଥିବୁ କଏି ଏଇ 
ମଉସା ଆଉ କାହିଁକ ିଆସଥିିରଲ ? ସତ କହବିାକୁ ଗରଲ ମ ୁ ରତାେ ବାପାଙ୍କ ସାଙ୍ଗ େୁରହ  l ଦରିେ ଏମିତ ିତଳ ରଦାକାେରେ ତରତ 
ରତା ସାଙ୍ଗ ସାରଙ୍ଗ କଥା ରହଉଥିବାେ ଶୁଣିଥିଲି l ରସଇଠୁ ରତା ୋ ଆଉ ବହୁତ କଛି ିଜାଣିଥିଲି ରତା ବରି୍ୟରେ ..ତୁ କାହିଁକ ିଭାେ ି
େଜିେ େଜିେ ଲାଗିଲୁ .. ଠକି୍ ରମା ପୁଅ ପେ ି.. ରଗାରଟ ଦୁଇ ଦେି ରତା ସାରଙ୍ଗ ବରିତଇବାକୁ ଇଚ୍ଛା ରହଲା l ବୟସ ଥିଲା ରବରଳ 
ବହୁତ ପଇସା କରମଇ ଥିଲି ମ ୁ l ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ ଚାଲିଗଲା ପରେ ବାପା ମା’ ଦ ିଜଣଙ୍କେ ଭୂମିକା େରିଭଇ  ପିଲାଙୁ୍କ ବଡ କଲି l  କନୁି୍ତ ବଫିଳ 
ରହଇଗଲି .. ପାଠ ପରଢଇଲି , ଚାକେି ିକରେଇଲି .. କନୁି୍ତ ହୁଏତ ମଣିର୍ ପଣିଆ ଟରିକ ଶିରଖଇ ପାେଲିିେ!ି  େଜି େଜି ଜୀବେରେ 
ରସମାରେ ବୟସ୍ତ ଆଉ ରସଇ ବୟସ୍ତ ଦୁେଆିରେ େଜି ବାପା ପାଇ  ତାଙ୍କ ପାରଖ ସ୍ଥାେ ୋହିଁ l ରେହ କାଙ୍ଗାଳ ମଣିର୍ରଟ ମ ୁ ! ସବୁ 
ରଚରହୋ ଭିତରେ ରମା ପିଲାଙ୍କ ରଚରହୋ ରଖାରଜ..ଆଉ ଏମିତ ିଘୂେ ିବୁରଲ .. ରକରବ ରକରବ ରଗାରଟ ରଗାରଟ  ମୁହ  ଭାେି 
ଆପଣାେ ଲାଗନ୍ତ ିଆଉ ମ  ୁ ରସମିତ ିସୁରଯାଗ ଜମା ଛାଡବିାକୁ ଚାରହ ୋ .. କଛି ିସମୟ ବରିତଇବାକୁ ପାଗଳ ରହଇଉରଠ ଆଉ 
ରସଇ ଭଲ ମୂହୁର୍ତ୍ତ ଗୁଡାକ େଜି ମେ ଭିତରେ ସାଉ ଟ ିେଏି l ଏମିତ ିମିଛ ପେଚିୟ ରଦଇ ରତା ଘରେ େହ ିଯଦ ିତରତ କଷ୍ଟ ରଦଇଛ,ି 
ବୁଢା ରଲାକଟା ଭାବ ିକ୍ଷମା କେରିଦବୁ l ତୁ ଭଲରେ େହରେ ବାବୁ .. ଭଗବାେ ରତାେ ମଙ୍ଗଳ କେନୁ୍ତ “। 

ରକାହ ଉଠୁଥିଲା ଅଭିରର୍କେ l ଲୁହ ରୋକବିାକୁ ରଚଷ୍ଟା କେୁଥିଲା ରସ l ରକରବ ରକରବ ପେଚିୟ ଦେକାେ ପରଡୋ .. ଅଚେିା 
ମାରେବ ିସମ୍ପକତେ ରଡାେରିେ ବାନ୍ଧ ିପାେନ୍ତ ିl କଏି ଥିରଲ ରସ ଅପେଚିତି ସତରେ ! କାନ୍ଥରେ ଲାଗିଥିବା ଫୁଲମାଳ ଦଆି ବାପାଙ୍କ 
ରଫାରଟାଟାକୁ ରଦଖୁଥିଲା ରସ l ଆଜ ିକାହିଁକ ିରସ ଭାେ ିମରେ ପଡୁଥିରଲ !!! 
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କାଳଆି ଧକଉଛ ି

                                                                                                        
                                                                                                   ଶ୍ରୀ ଟଗାପାଳ ମହାନ୍ତ,ିମାକମାଷ୍ଟର , କାନାଡା  

"କାଳଆି ଧରକଇ ହଉଚ,ି ରପଟଟା ଉଠୁଚ ିପଡୁଚ,ି ଆଖି ରଖାଲୁ ୋହିଁ " -ତେତେରେ କହ ିପକାଉଛ ିବେବହିାେ ି(ଡାକ ୋମ ବେୁ)ଙ୍କ 

ପୁଅ ମୁୋ ସକାଳୁ ସକାଳୁ ରଦ ାଡ ିଆସ,ି ବେୁଙ୍କ ହାତ ଟାଣୁଛ ିରଦଖାଇବ ପାଇ  । 
 

କାଳଆି ରହଉଛ ିବେବହିାେଙି୍କ ଘେେ କୁକୁେ ।  ବର୍ତକୁବର୍ତ ବୁଲା ମାଈକୁତୀଟାେ ରପଟପାଖରେ ରକଇଟ କୁେକୁିେ ିକୁକୁେଛୁଆ 

ଜାକରିହାଇ ପଡଥିାଆନ୍ତ ି।  ରକରବରକରବ କଏି ୋ କଏି ରେଇ ଯାଆନ୍ତ ିତା ଭିତେ ରକତୁଟାଙୁ୍କ ।  ମାଈକୁତୀକୁ କଛି ିଅଡୁଆ ଲାଗିଲା 
ପେ ିଜଣା ପରଡ ୋହିଁ ।  ରସଥେ ମୁୋ କାଳଆି ରହାଇ ବକୁରଟକୁ ଧେ ିକହଲିା 'ଏଇଟା ଆରମ େଖିବା' ।  ରସରବଠାେୁ ବେୁ ତାକୁ 

ବରଢଇରଲ େଜି ଘରେ େଖି ଓ ଡାକରିଲ କାଳଆି ରବାଲି । ମୁୋ ହାତ ଧେ ିବେୁ ଦଉଡଲିାଭଳ ିଗରଲ ଦାଣ୍ଡପିଣ୍ଡା ଆଡକୁ । ବେୁ 

ଦାଣ୍ଡରେ ପହଞ୍ଚବିାରବଳକୁ ତାଙ୍କ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀଙ୍କ ସହତି ବାକ ିପେବିାେ ରଲାକ ପହଞ୍ଚବିାକୁ ଲାଗିରଲଣି ।  ସେ, ରଯ ବେୁଙ୍କ ଘରେ କାମଦାମ 

କରେ ତାଙ୍କ ବାପାମା’ଙ୍କ ଅମଳେୁ, ଯାହାକୁ ଚାକୋଣୀ ବଦଳରେ ବେୁଙ୍କ ଭଉଣୀ ପେ ିସମରସ୍ତ ରଦଖନ୍ତ,ି ରସ କଉ ଠ ିଥିଲା ଦଉଡ ି

ଆସଲିା, 'ଏ , ଆମ କାଳଆିେ କଣ ରହଲା' କହ ିପାଖକୁ ଯାଉ ଯାଉ  ଅଟକ ିଗଲା । ସାଇପିଲା ଓ ବଡ ମଣରି୍ କଛି ିଗଦା ରହରଲଣି 
ଧୀରେଧୀରେ । 
 

କଏି ପଚାେୁଛ ିରସଇ ପରଦ, 'କଣ ରହଲା କାଳଆିେ ?' ବେୁ ରଦଖନ୍ତ ିତ କାଳଆିେ ଓଠଟା ଉଠ ିଯାଇଛ ିଉପେକୁ ଦାନ୍ତ େକୁିଟ ିଯାଇଛ,ି 

ଆଉ ପାଟେୁି ଲାଳ ଗଡ ିଯାଇ ଭୁଇ ଟା ଓଦା ରହଇ ଯାଉଛ ି।  ମେୁା ବେୁଙ୍କ ହାତ ଜାବୁଡ ିହଲାଇ ଚପାଗଳାରେ ଅଧା ପଚାେୁଛ,ି 

'ବାବା,କାଳଆି କଣ...', ମୁଣ୍ଡ ଏପଟରସପଟ ହଲି ଯାଉଥାଏ ବେୁଙ୍କ ଆଡକୁ ଚାହିଁ, ଆଖିେ ଜକା ଲୁହ ଖସ ିପଡବିା ଉପରେ ।  ବେୁ 

ମୁୋକୁ ଅୋଇ ହାତମୁଠାକୁ ଚାପିରଦରଲ, ମୁହ େ ଭଙ୍ଗୀରେ ବହଲାଇବାେ ଇସାୋ ।  ମରେମରେ ଭାବୁଥିରଲ, 'କାଳଆିକୁ କଏି 

କାହିଁକ ିବରି୍ ରଦଲା...' । 
 

ଟକି ିକାଳଆିେ ଜୁଳୁଜୁଳୁ ଆଖି ଦଇିଟା ।  ପାତଳଆି ୋଲିଆ ଜଭିଟଏି ପାଟ ିପାଖରେ ବୁଲାଉଥାଏ । କୁେକୁିେ ିରଗାଡ ଜାକ ିରହଇଥାଏ 

ରପଟ ପାଖରେ ।  ରସ ଏମିତ ିକୁତୁକୁତଆି ରହଇଥିଲା ରଯ ବେୁଙ୍କ ପୁଅ ଓ ଝଅି ଆଉ ସାଙ୍ଗରେ େହୁଥିବା ସାେଭାଇେ ପିଲାମାରେ 
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ସବୁରବରଳ ତାକୁ କାରଖଇ କୁରେଇ ବୁଲୁଥାଆନ୍ତ,ି ଖାଲି ଛାଡ ିଦଅିନ୍ତ ିମାଆ କୁତୀପାଖକୁ ରପଟ ଭେବିା ପାଇ  ।  ଗ ାେୁ ଆଉ 

ପିଲାମାରେ ଆସନ୍ତ ି କାଳଆିକୁ ଧେରିବ, ତା କଅ ଳ ରଦହଟାକୁ ଆଉ ସରିବ, କ ୁକ ୁ ରହରଲ ରଗଲ କେରିବ । କାଳଆି ଆଉ 

ମାଈକୁତୀପାଖେୁ ଖାଉୋହିଁ ।  ବଡ ରହବାକୁ ଲାଗିଲାଣି ।  କୁଦାମାେ ିଦଉଡଲିାଣି । ରକରବରକରବ ମୁୋ ଆଉ ପିଲା ମାରେ ତା 
ପଛରେ ରଗାଡାନ୍ତ,ି ମଜାଲାରଗ ରକମିତ ିକୁରେଇ ପକାରନ୍ତକ ି।  ଥିବଥିବ ଅଟକ ିଯାଏ କାଳଆି ।  ମହୁ ଟା ବୁଲାଇ ଜଭିଟାକୁ ହଲାଇବ 

ଚାଟବିା ପାଇ  ।  ପିଲାଏ କୁରେଇ ପକାଇଲାରବରଳ ରସ ଲାଞ୍ଜ ସହତି ପଛପାଖଟାକୁ ଏମିତ ିରଜାେରେ ହଲାଏ ରଯ ରକହ ିତାକୁ 

ଧେବିା ଆଗେୁ ରସ ୟାକୁତାକୁ ବାଉଳାରେ ଚାଟ ିପକାଏ ।  ରକବଳ ଶୁଭୁଥାଏ ରସଇ କ ୁକ ୁ ଶବ୍ଦ, ଆଖି ଦଟିାେ କଅ ଳଆି ଚାହ ାଣି - 
ରମାରତ ରଗଲ କେ, ଆହୁେ ିଭଲଭାବରେ, ମେରଦଇ ।  ପିଲାଏ ମାଡ ିବସନ୍ତ ି। ଅସ୍ତବୟସ୍ତରେ ରସ ଭୁକପିକାଏ - ରଭାରଭା ।  

ରସମାରେ ଘୁଞ୍ଚ ିଯାଆନ୍ତ ିଟକିଏି । ସଏି ଆସ ିକାହାେ ିଉପରେ ଚଢଯିାଏ, ଦାନ୍ତ େଫିାଡ ିହଲିଲା ଜଭିେ ଦେଦଭୋ ପୁଣ ିରସଇ କାକୁତ ି

ମିେତ,ି ପୁଣି ରକ ରକ  ଶବ୍ଦରେ କହୁଚକି ି- ମ ୁ ପୋ ତମେ ରଗହ୍ଲା କୁେ ିଭାଇଟଏି ।  
 

ରସଦେି ଗ ାେ ଜଗଦାଦାଦା (ମୁୋେ ସମ୍ପକତରେ ଜଗଦା ଦାଦା ହୁଅନ୍ତ)ି ଯାଉଥିରଲ ଏମିତରିବରଳ । ମେୁବ ିଭାବରେ ଆକଟ କେରିଲ,' 

ରହ, କାହିଁକ ିରସ କୁକୁେଟା ସାଙ୍ଗରେ ଲାଗିଚ ।  କାମୁଡ ିଦବ ରଯ ମଜା ପାଇଯିବ ।  ଘେକୁ ଯାଅ, େରହରଲ କଛି ିରଖଳାରଖଳ ି

କେ। ' ପିଲାଏ ରସରତରବଳକୁ କାଳଆି ପାଖେୁ ଘୁଞ୍ଚଗିରଲଣି ।  ଆଉ କାଳଆି ଗଲାଣି ଟକିଏି ଦୂେକୁ ରଯମିତ ିତାକୁ ବାଛେ 

କୋଯାଇଛ,ି ବକିଳ ତାେ ଚାହ ାଣି ।  ଜଗଦାଦାଦା ରଖାଜ ିରହଉଥିରଲ ରଟକା କ ିପଥେଟଏି ପାଇ  ।  କଛି ିେ ପାଇ ରଗାଡଟିଏି 

ଉଠାଇ ଛାଟରିଲ କାଳଆି ଉପେକୁ ।  କାଳଆି କୁଦାଟଏି ମାେ ିଘୁଞ୍ଚଗିଲାରବରଳ ରସ ରଖାଜରିହରଲ ଆଉ ରଗାରଟ ରଗାଡ ି। ବଚିୋ 
କାଳଆି ଏତକିରିବରଳ ଦୂରେଇ ପିଲାଙ୍କ ପଛପରଟ ପଳାଇଲା ପରେ ଚାଲିଲା ତାେ ପ୍ରକୃତଗିତ ଧାଇ ଲାପେ ି । ଜଗଦାଦାଦା 
ଯିବାରବଳକୁ ପିଲାଏ ୟାେ ତାେ ଶୁଖିଲା ମୁହ କୁ ଚାହିଁ େଜିବାଟ ଧେୁଥାଆନ୍ତ ି।  
 

ମୁୋ ପହଞ୍ଚ ିରଦରଖ ତ କାଳଆି ଆସ ିଦାଣ୍ଡପିଣ୍ଡାରେ ଘାରଲଇ ପଡଛି ିରଯମିତ ିକଛି ିେ ରହଲାପେ ି।  ତାକୁ ରଦଖି ଦଉଡ ିଆସ ି

ଚଢଗିଲା ଆଗରଗାଡ ଦଟିା ବଢାଇ ମୁୋ ଉପରେ ।  ଆପର୍ତ୍ ିକଲା କ ୁକ ୁ ରହଇ - ରମାରତ ସଏି ମାେରିଲ, ଆହୁେ ିମାେ ିଥାଆରନ୍ତ, 

ଆଉ ତରମ ସବୁ ଛଡିାଛଡିାଟାରେ ଖାଲି ରଦଖୁଥିଲ - କ ୁକ ୁ...। ମୁୋ ରଗରଲଇ କହୁଥାଏ,'ହଉ ରହଲା, େହ ମ,ରମାରତ ଛାଡ । ' 

କାଳଆିକୁ ରଗାରଟ କଅ ଳଆି ଚଟକଣି ରଦଇ, ରପଲି ରଦଲା 'ତୁ ଖାଇବୁ ୋହିଁକରିେ ଆଜ'ିକହ ି।  ଘେ ଭିତେକୁ ଯାଉ ଯାଉ  ରବାଉକୁ 

ଡାକ ଛାଡଲିା, 'ରବାଉ, ଏ ରବାଉ, ଆଜ ିକାଳଆି ଖାଇବ ୋହିଁକ ି?" କାଳଆି ତା ପରଛପରଛ, ଅଟକ ିଗଲା ଦୁଆେ ବନ୍ଧ ପାରଖ ।  

ବସଗିଲା ରଖାଲା ପାଟରିେ ହ ାହ ା କେ ି।  ରବରଳରବରଳ ଜଭିଟା ଚାଟ ିପକାଉଥାଏ ପାଟେି ଦ'ିପାଖକୁ । ଭଙ୍ଗା ହାଣି୍ଡେ ଖପୋଖଣ୍ଡକ 

ରଯଉ ଥିରେ କାଳଆି ଖାଏ, ମୁୋ ତାକୁ ଆଣିବାକୁ ଯିବାରବରଳ ଘେେ ଆଉପିଲାଏ ଧାଇ  ଆସରିଲ ।  ଉଠ ିପଡ ିକାଳଆି ଧାଇ ଲା 
ରସଇଆରଡ ଭୁକଭୁିକ ି।  ଖୁଡ ିଆଣି ଖାଇବାଅଜାଡବିା ରବରଳ ତାେ କ ିଗଦଗଦ, ଖପୋ ଚାେପିାଖରେ ଦ ିରଘୋ ବୁଲି ଆସଲିା ।  

ଖୁଡ ି ଯିବା ପରେପରେ ବାବା ରବାଉ ଠଆିରହରଲ ଆସ ି।  କାଳଆି ଖାଉ ଖାଉ  ତାଙ୍କ ଉପରେ ରଯମିତ ିଆଖି ପଡଲିା ରସମିତ ି

ଦଉଡଲିା ତାଙ୍କ ଆଡକୁ ଭୁକଭୁିକ ି- କାହିଁକ ିରମାରତ ଭୁଲିଗଲ ୋ କଣ, ଏ  ଏ  ।  ବାବାରବାଉ ଧେ ିଟକିଏି ରଗଲ କରଲ ।  ବାବା 
କହରିଲ, 'ହଉ ଯା ଖାଇ ରଦ' ଚାପୁଡାରଟ ମାେ ି।  କାଳଆି ରଫେଲିାରବରଳ ପୁଣି ପରଛଇଚାହିଁଲା, ମେ ବୁଝ ିୋହିଁ - ଆଉ ଟକିଏି 

ରଗଲ ହୁଅନ୍ତା କ ି।  ସମସ୍ତଙ୍କ ଆଖି େଜେରେ ରସ ଖାଉଥାଏ - ଛାକୁଲୁଚାକୁଲୁ ... 
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କୁଆଡୁ କୁଆଡୁ ରଘୋଏ ବୁଲି ମଝରିେ ରକରତରବରଳ ଆସ ିଦାଣ୍ଡପିଣ୍ଡାରେ ଘାରଲଇ ପରଡ ।  ଖୋ, ବର୍ତାକ ିଶୀତ ରହଉ, ରସମିତ ି

କୁରଦ, ରସମିତ ିତାେ ଦଉଡା ଚାଲି ଓ ଘାରଲଇ ପଡବିା । କାଳଆି ବଡ ରହଲାଣି ।  ବେୁ ତାଙ୍କ ବାଡଆିରଡ ଗରଲ ରସ ପରଛପରଛ 

ଚାଲିଥାଏ, ତାକୁ ଘଉଡାଇରଲବ ିଟକିଏି ରକ ରକ  ରହଇ ରଲଉଟଲିା ପରେ ପୁଣି ରସଇକଥା, ବେୁଙ୍କ ପରଛପରଛ ।  ରକରବ ରକରବ 

ରଫେଆିରସ ଯଦ ିବେୁଙ୍କେ ରଫେବିା ରଡେ ିହୁଏ ଅବା ରସ ଦୂୁୁେବାଟକୁ ଗରଲ ।  ଘେୁ ରକହ ିବାହାେକୁ ଗରଲ ରସ ରସମିତ ି

ଘାରଲଇଲା ରବରଳ ପିଣ୍ଡାେୁ ରଡଇ  ପଡ ିଧାଏ  ପରଛପରଛ ।  ଟକିଏି କଉ ଠ ିଖୁସ୍ ଖାସ୍  ରହରଲ ଉଠପିଡ ିରଖପଟ ିଯାଏ ରସଇଆଡକୁ। 
ଝଟିପିିଟଟିା ଖୁଣ୍ଟ ଉପରେ ଚଢ ିଉପେକୁ େ ଯିବାଯାଏ  ସାମୋ ରଗାଡଦଟିାକୁ ଆଗକୁ ବଢାଇ ରଭାରଭା କେୁଥିବ ରସମିତ ିଘେ ମଣିର୍ 

ତାକୁ ଆକଟ େ କେବିାଯାରକ । ବର୍ତାଦରିେ ରକଉ ଆଡୁ ଅପେଛିେିଆି କାଦୁଅେୁ ରଘାର୍ାଡ ିଆସ ିପିଣ୍ଡା ଉପରେ ରଦହଟାକୁ ଏମିତ ି

ଝାଡବି ରଯ ମୁୋରବାଉ ଚଡି ିଉଠରିବ ରଯମିତ ି।  ସେ ବାହାେକୁ ଆସ,ି ' କଉ ଠୁ ଏମିତ ିଗନ୍ଧଆି ରହଇ ଆସଲୁିରେ ' କହ ିରପଲିରଦଲା 
ଚାଳେୁ ରବାହୁଥିବା ପାଣିତଳକୁ ।  ରସ ମେକୁମେ କହ ିଚାଲିଛ,ି 'ହଉ, ଚତୁର୍ ମାସଆି ଦେିରେ ପିଣ୍ଡାଟାତ ସନ୍ତସନ୍ତଆି େହବି, ମ  ୁତାକୁ 

ଲିପି ରଦବ ିେ ି। ' କାଳଆିେ କନୁି୍ତ ଏ ସବୁକୁ ଖାତେିୋହିଁ, ରସ ପିଣ୍ଡାକୁ ଚଢଆିସ ିଖୁପୁେୁଖୁପୁେୁ ରଡଇ ଲା କୁେ ିରବଙୁ୍ଗଲି ପଛରେ 

ଲାଗିଛ ି, ରଯମିତ ିଲମଵା ଚଉଡା ପିଣ୍ଡାଟା ତାେ ଓ ଘେରଲାକଙ୍କେ ।  ରହରଲ ତାକୁ ଛୁଇ ବ ୋହିଁ, ଖାଲି ଏରଡ ବଡ ଚହିଡିା ଛାଡୁଥିବ, 

ରକମିତ ିରସ ପିଣ୍ଡା ତଳକୁ ଯାଉ । ଏରବ ରସ ମେଇଛା ବୁଲିଲାଣି କୁଆରଡ କୁଆରଡ ।  ରଫେ ିଆସ ିପିଣ୍ଡାରେ ଘାରଲଇ ପରଡ ।  

ଖୁସ୍ କେିା ରହରଲ ଚଟ୍ କେ ିମୁଣ୍ଡ ଟାକୁ ରଟକ ିଢମିା ଆଖିରେ ଚାରହ  ।  
 

ଖାଇଲାରବଳ ରହରଲ କାଳଆି ମେକୁମେ ଆସଯିାଏ, େରହରଲ 'କାଳଆି କାଳଆି' ଡାକ ଛାଡରିଲ । ରସଦେି ରସ ଖାଉଛ ି

ଚାକୁଲୁଚାକୁଲୁ ।  ସେଲିାପରେ ଜଭିଟାକୁ ଏପାଖ ରସପାଖ କେ ିଟକିଏି ଭାଉଭାଉକଲାେୁ ବେୁ ରଦଖି ଡାକ ଛାଡରିଲ,' ଆଉ କାଳଆି 

ପାଇ  ଭାତ ଆଣ' ।  'ରଯତକି ିଖାଏ ରସତକି ିତ ଦଆି ରହଇଥିଲା-'ଭିତେୁ ଶୁଣିଲା ପରେ ବେୁ ଟକିଏି ଚଡିଗିରଲ ।  'କଣ ରହଲା, 
ଆରମ ଚାେରିବଳା ଚଉକସ ରତଣ୍ଡି  ରଦଉରଚ, ଆଉ...' ତାଙ୍କ କହବିା େ ସେୁଣ ୁସାେ ଭାଇ ଝଅି କୁେ ିପହଞ୍ଚଲିା, ହାତରେ ଭାତ ।  

ବେୁ ତା ହାତେୁ ରେଇ କାଳଆି ଖାଇବା ଖପୋରେ ଢାଳୁଢାଳୁ ରଗରଲଇ କହୁଥିରଲ, 'ଖାରେ, ଖା, ଖା' ।  ଘେ ପିଲାଏ େୁଣ୍ଡ ରହରଲଣି 
ଆସ ି।  କାଳଆି ଖାଉ ଖାଉ ଅୋଉ ଥାଏ ରସମାେଙୁ୍କ କରଣଇ କରଣଇ ଗେ ଗେ  

ରହଇ - ରସ କଛି ିଅବାଗ କେ ିରଦଲା କ ି? 

 
ପହଲିିବାେ ବେୁ ଯାଇଥିରଲ ହାଇଦ୍ରାବାଦ ତାଙ୍କ ଭଣଜା ପ୍ରକାଶ ପାଖକୁ ।  ଦ୍ଵାୋ ଘଣ୍ଟ ି ବାଜବିାମାତ୍ରରକ ଘେଭିତେୁ ଶୁଭିଲା ରଭାରଭା 
- ତାରହରଲ ପ୍ରକାଶେ କାଳଆିପେ ିରଗାରଟ ଅଛ ି।  କବାଟ ରଖାଲିଲା ମାରତ୍ର କୁକୁେ ରଦୌେ ି ଆସଲିା ବେୁଙ୍କ ଆଡକୁ ।  ଆକଟକେ ି

ପ୍ରକାଶ ଆରଦଶ ରଦଲା, 'ଅସ୍କାେ, ଅସ୍କାେ ଷ୍ଟପ , ଷ୍ଟପ ', ତାପରେ ହସଲିା ମୁହ ରେ କହଲିା, "ମାମ ୁ, ଟକିଏି ଚେିଲିା ପରେ ଅସ୍କାେ 

ଆପଣଙ୍କ ପାଖରେ ଏମିତ ିରଗଞି୍ଜ ରହବ ରଯ ଆପଣ ବେିକ୍ତ ରହଇଯିରବ । " ସତକୁସତ ଅସ୍କାେ ଆସ ିବେୁଙ୍କ ଉପରେ ଚଢବିାକୁ 

ଲାଗିଲା ।  
 

ଏତକିରିବରଳ ପ୍ରକାଶେ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ ମିୋ ଆସ ିବେୁଙୁ୍କ ମୁଣି୍ଡଆ ମାେଲିା ପରେ ଅସ୍କାେକୁ  ରଘାର୍ାେରିେଇ ରଗାଟଏି େୁର େ ବେ କେରିଦଲା।  

ଅସ୍କାେେ କଛି ିଆପର୍ତ୍ ିକେ ିେ ଥିଲା, ରକବଳ ଭୁକଥିିଲା ଟକିଏି । ବେୁ ରଦଖିରଲ ଅସ୍କାେ ସବୁରବରଳ ଘେ ଭିତରେ, ମିରଶ ଓ ରଖରଳ 

ରକବଳ ଘେରଲାକଙ୍କ ସହତି । ବାହାେକୁ ଦେିକୁ ଦ'ିଥେ ପ୍ରକାଶ ରେଇ ଯାଏ ରବକବନ୍ଧା ରଚନ୍ ଟା ଧେ,ି ଯିବା ବାଟ ଧୋବନ୍ଧା ।  

ତାେ ରଶାଇବା ଜାଗା ଓ ବଛିଣା ଅଛ,ି ଆଉ ରଖଳୋ ବ ି।  ତାକୁ ପ୍ରକାଶ କ ିମିେୁ ଖୁଆଇ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ିେଜିପିଲାଟପିେ ି। ୋତରିେ 
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ରସମାେଙ୍କ େୁର େ େରହ । ବେୁ ଭାବୁଥିରଲ ଅସ୍କାେେ  ଜୀବେ କାଳଆିଠାେୁ ରକରତ ଅଲଗା । ସକାଳୁ ସକାଳୁ ବୁଢାଦାଦା ବେୁଙ୍କ 

ଘରେ ହାଜେ ।  "କ ିକଥା କଣ?" ବେୁ ଆସରିଲ ।  "ରସ କାଳଆିଟା ବାକ ିକୁକୁେଙ୍କ ସାରଙ୍ଗ ମିଶ ିଘାଉ ଘାଉ  ରହଉଛନ୍ତ ିୋତ ିସାୋ, 
ମଣିର୍କୁ ଟକିଏି ଶୁଆଇ ରଦଉୋହାନ୍ତ ି। ' 

 

ବୁଢାଦାଦା ଗ ାରେ ମୁେବ,ି ଭଲମେରେ ତାଙୁ୍କ ଡାକୋ ପରଡ ।  ବେୁ ଟକିଏି ଶରଙ୍କଇ କହରିଲ, "ଦାଦା, ଗ ାରେ କୁକୁେ ଥିବାେୁ 

ରଚାେଚମାେ ରକଇ ପଶବିାକୁ ସାହସ କେୁୋହାନ୍ତ.ି..'। ଦାଦା ଟକିିଏ ରଜାେରେ,'ତା ରବାଲି ରକହ ିକଣ ରଶାଇରବ ୋହିଁ । ରସ 

କାଳଆିେ ପାଟଟିା ବଡ, ତା ସାଙ୍ଗକୁ ଆଉ ଦରଳ ଜୁଟଯିାଉଛନ୍ତ ି।  ତାକୁ ଟକିଏି ଆକଟ କେ, ଟକିଏି ତାଗିଦା କରଲ ହବୋହିଁ,' କହ ି

କହ ିଚାଲିଗରଲ । ଦାଣ୍ଡୋସ୍ତା ଉପରେ କୁକୁେ ରକରତଟା ଏମିତ ିରଭାରଭା ରହଉଥିରଲ ରଯ କାେ ଅତଡା ପଡ ିଯାଉଥାଏ । ବେୁ 

ବାହାେ ିଆସ ି ରଦଖନ୍ତ ି ତ କାଳଆି ତା ଭିତରେ ଅଛ ି ।  ଚଢାଚଢ ିକାମୁଡାକାମୁଡ ି ରହଉଛନ୍ତ ି । ତା ଭିତରେ କାଳଆି ଟକିଏି 

ରମାଟାରସାଟା, ଟକିଏି ରବଶୀ ଚଢ ିଯାଉଛ,ି ସେଦାେଆି ଗୁଣ ରଦଖାଉଛ ି। ବେୁ ରଜାେରେ ଡାକ ଛାଡରିଲ, ଏ କାଳଆି - ।  'ରସ ତ 

ଟକିଏି ରଖଳୁଛ,ି ଆଉ କୁକୁେ ରହଲାରବାଲି ତାେ କ’ଣ ଜୀବେ ୋହିଁ -' ସେ ଭିତେୁ ଆସ ିଏତକ କହ ିଚାଲିଗଲା ।  ବେୁ ଅୋଇରଲ 

ସେଆରଡ । ମୁୋ ଦାଣ୍ଡଆଡୁ ତାଟ ି ଧେଲିାରବଳକୁ ଦଉଡ ି ଆସଲିା କାଳଆି ତା ପରଛପରଛ ।  ମୁୋ ତାକୁ ଟକିଏି ଧେ ି
ପକାଇଲାରବରଳ ରସ ଭୁକ ିଉଠଲିା ବେୁଙ୍କଆଡକୁ କଛି ିଆପର୍ତ୍ ିକଲା ଭଳ ି।  ପିଣ୍ଡାକୁ ଖପ କେିା ରଡଇ ଘାରଲଇ ପଡଲିା କଛି ିେ 

ଜାଣିଲା ପେ ି। ରସରତରବଳକୁ ବେୁ ଖାଲି ଚାହିଁଥାଆନ୍ତ ିକାଳଆିକୁ ।  

 
ମୁୋରବାଉ ସଞ୍ଜଦୀପ ରଦବା ପରେପରେ ତାଙୁ୍କ ଟକିଏି ଦୂେେୁ ହଠାତ୍  କୁକୁେ ଭୁକବିାେ ଶବ୍ଦ ଶୁଭିଲା । ଟକିଏି କାରେଇବାେୁ ଜାଣିରଲ 

ଏଇଟା କାଳଆି ।  ବେୁବାବୁ କ ିତାଙ୍କ ଭାଇ, ଘରେ େ ଥିରଲ; ସେକୁ ଡାକ ଛାଡଲିାେୁ ରସ ବାହାେକୁ ଆସ ିଶୁଣିଲା ରଯ କାଳଆିେ 

ରଭାରଭା ରକମିତ ିଅଲଗା ବକିଳଆି ଶୁଭୁଛ ି। ଚଟ୍ କେିା ରସ ଦଉଡଗିଲା ବାହାେକୁ, ମୁୋ ଲଣ୍ଠେଟଏି ଧେ ିପଦାକୁ ଆସଛି ି।  କାଳଆି 

ଆଉ ଦଟିା କୁକୁେ ରଖପି ଆସରିଲ ତାଙ୍କେଆିରଡ, ପୁଣି ରସଇ ବକିଳଆି ରଭାରଭାରେ ଦଉଡରିଲ, ସେ ଓ ମୁୋ ତାଙ୍କ ପରଛପରଛ ।  

ଦାଣ୍ଡପଟକୁ ବାକ ିସମରସ୍ତ ଆସ ିଗରଲଣି ।  ମେଟା ରକମିତ ିଧରକଇ ରହଉଥିଲାରବରଳ ହଠାତ୍  ଶୁଭିଲା,' ରବଙି୍ଗଘେ ରପାଡ ିଯାଉଛ,ି 

ଦଉଡ ିଆସ...' ।  ପୁଣି ବାେବାେ ରସଇ େଡଛିଡା ଡାକ, 'ରବଙି୍ଗଘେ ରପାଡ ିଯାଉଛ,ି ଦଉଡ ିଆସ... େଆି  ଲାଗିଛ,ି ଦଉଡ ିଆସ...'।  

ଏଥେ ଶବ୍ଦଟା ସାହ ିଭିତେୁ ଆସଥୁାଏ । ମୁୋରବାଉ କାଠ ରହଇଗରଲ ଖୁଣ୍ଟକୁ ଧେ ି।  ରହାହଲ୍ଲାରେ ସାହବିାଲା ବାଲ୍ ଟ,ି ତସଲା, 
ହାଣି୍ଡ  ଯାହାକୁ ଯାହା ମିଳଲିା ଧେ ିଦଉଡରିଲ ।  ରଯାଗକୁ ପଙ୍କଗଡଆିଟା ପାଖରେ ।  େଆି ଟା ମାଡ ିେଥିଲା, ଅଳ୍ପରକ ଲିଭିଗଲା ।  

ସାହ ିଭିତରେ ଏରବ ତଜତମା ଚାଲିଳାଣି - େଆି  ରକମିତ ିଲାଗିଲା, କଏି ଆରଗ ରଦଖିଲା, କାହିଁକ ିେଆି  ମାଡଲିାେ,ି ମାଡଥିିରଲ କାହା 
କାହା ଘେକୁ ଆରଗ ମାଡ ିଥାଅନ୍ତା... ।  ଘରେ ଚାହିଁ େହଥିିରଲ, ମୁୋ ପରଛପରଛ କାଳଆି ଆସଲିା ଘେକୁ ।  ଖପ କେିା ପିଣ୍ଡାକୁ 

ରଡଇ  ପଡ ିବସ ିେହଲିାଜଭିଟାକୁ ଚାଖରଣ୍ଡ  ବାହାେ କେ ି।  ପାଟଟିାେୁ ଖାଲି ଶୁଭୁଥାଏ, ରହରହ । 'କାହିଁକ ିୋତ ିଅଧରେ ଏମିତ ି

କାଳଆି େଡ ିଛାଡୁଛ,ି' କହ ୁକହ ୁ  ବେୁ ରଶାଇବା ଘେ ଖିଡକିଟିା ରଖାଲିକାହାେ ିଛାଇ ରଦଖିରଲ ଦାଣ୍ଡ ରଲମଵୁ ଗଛ ପାଖରେ । 'କଏି କଏି' 

ପାଟକିଲାେୁ ରଲାକଟା ଦଉଡ ିପଳାଇଲା ।  କାଳଆି ରସମିତ ିରଭାରଭା ରହଇ ଦଉଡଲିା କଛି ିବାଟ ।  ବେୁ ଠକି କରଲ ବାହାେକୁ 

ଯିବାପାଇ  ।  ସାେଭାଇ ଓ ସେ ସହତି ଲଣ୍ଠଣଟଏି ଧେ ିଦାଣ୍ଡକବାଟ ରଖାଲିଲାରବଳକୁ କାଳଆି ଆସ ିହାଜେ । ରସମାେଙ୍କଆରଡ 

ଏରଡ ବଡ ଆ  କେ ିଟକିଏି ଭୁକଲିା ପରେ ଦଖିପ  ଚଲିାମାେ ିରଲମଵୁଗଛ ପାଖରେ ତ ପଣୁି ରସମାେଙ୍କ ପାଖରେ । ରଦଖାଗଲା ରକଇଟା 
ରଲମଵ ୁୋହିଁ, 
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ରକରତ ପତେ ତରଳ ପଡଛି ି।  କାଳଆି ରକ ରକ  ରହଇ ବୁଲି ଆସଥୁାଏ ତାଙ୍କ ଚାେପିାରଖ ।  ତାକୁ ଟକିଏି ଥାପୁଡାଇ ଘେକୁ ଗରଲ 

ସମରସ୍ତ । ରସ ଆସଥିିଲା ଦ୍ଵାେକବାଟଯାରକ । ଧୀରେଧୀରେ କାଳଆିେ ରଗାଡ ପଡ ିେହଲିା, ଆଖି ଦ'ିଟା ଓ ପାଟଟିା ବୁଜ ିଆସୁଛ,ି 

ରପଟ ଆଉ ଧକଉ ୋହିଁ ।  'େଉିଛୁଣା କାଳଆିଟା, କାହିଁକରିେ ରତାରତ...', ରସରତରବଳକୁ ବେୁ ଆଉ କଛି ିଭାବ ିପାେୁ େଥାଆନ୍ତ ି।  

ଖାଲି ଶୁଣୁଥାଆନ୍ତ,ି 'କୁକୁେଟା ମେ ି ଯିବ ୋ କ’ଣ, 'କଣ ରହଲା ତାେ'...। ବେୁଙ୍କ ଆଖି ଛଳଛଳ, ମୁୋ ଆଖିେୁ ଠସ୍ କେିା ଲୁହ 

ରବାହପିଡଲିା ମାଟ ିଉପରେ । ଘେମଣିର୍ େଜିେଜିେ ବକିଳଆି ଭାବକୁ କଣାଉଥାଆନ୍ତ ିୟାେତାେ ମହୁ କୁ ଅୋଇ । ସେ ସମ୍ଭାଳ ି

ପାେଲିାେ ିଆଉ, ଭାବୁଥିଲା କାହାେ ିକୁତୁେୁପିଆ ଗୁଣ ପାଇ  କାଳଆିେ ଆଜ ିଏ ଦଶା ।  କାଳଆିରବକକୁ ଧେ ିବକିଳରେ ତା ପାଟେୁି 

ବାହାେ ିଯାଉଥାଏ, 'ଆମ କାଳଆି କାହାେ କ’ଣ କଲା, ତାକୁ ମାେ ିକ ିଲାଭ ପାଇଲରେ -' । ତାଟ ିପାଖରେପିଲା ଦଟିା କାନ୍ଧ ଉପରେ 

ହାତ ପକାପକ ିରହଇ ବକିଳରେ ରଦଖୁଥାଆନ୍ତ ିରସମାେଙୁ୍କ । ପାଟ ିରଖାଲୁୋହିଁ, କଛି ିକହରନ୍ତ କ ି-ବେୁ ଭାବୁଥିରଲ କ,ି କାଳଆିକୁ 

ଅସ୍କାେ  ଭଳ ିବାନ୍ଧ ିେଖିଥିରଲ ହୁଏତ - ରସରତରବଳକୁ ଟମିାଭାଇ ତାଙ୍କ କାେୁଣୁମାେୁଣୁ ପିଲାଟାକୁ ଟାଣି ରେଇ ଯିବା ବାଟରେ 

କହୁଥିରଲ, "ରସ କୁକୁେଟା ଯାଉ,ମାଈକୁତୀଟାେ ପୁରଞ୍ଜ ପୁଣି ହବ ୋହିଁ କ ିଏରବ, ଆରମ ରଗାଟାଏ ଆଣିବା େ.ି..."  

 

 େଚୋ କାଳ,  ୨୦୨୦ 
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ଅନୁଁପ୍ରଟବଶ 

                                                                                                 
         ଲିପିକା ମହାପାତ୍ର,କାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣିଆ 

ଶୀତ ଅପୋେ । େରିୋଳା ପାକତରେ ମ ୁ ରମାେ ସବୁଦେିଆି ରବଞ୍ଚରେ ବସ ିଡାଏେୀ ଓଲଟାଉଛ,ିକଏି ଜରଣ କହଲିା -ଆଜ୍ଞା ,ରସହ ି
କାହାଣୀଟ ିରଲଖୁଛନ୍ତ ିେଶି୍ଚୟ !ବସି୍ମୟରେ ମ ୁ ମୁହ  ରତାଳ ିଚାରହ  ତ ରଡଙ୍ଗା ରଲାକରଟ ରବଞ୍ଚେ ଆେ ମୁଣ୍ଡରେ ବସଗିଲାଣି । "ମ ୁ 'ବୀରେେ 
ଦର୍ତ୍ '।ଆପଣ ଗଳ୍ପରେ ଅପଭ୍ରଂଶ କେ ି'ବେୁି'ରବାଲି ରଲଖିବା ରମାରତ ରମାଟୁେୁ ପସେ େୁରହ  । ""ମ ୁ ଗପ ରଲଖୁଛ ିରବାଲି ଆପଣ 
ଜାଣିରଲ କପିେ ି?ଆପଣଙୁ୍କ ମ ୁ ଚେିେି ିମଧ୍ୟ,ରଲଖିବା କଥା ଉଠୁଛ ିରକଉ ଠ ି?"ମ ୁ ରସୌଜେୟରେ େହଲିି "ଉଲଟା ରଚାେ କଟୁଆଲ ରକା 
ଡାରଣ୍ଟ । ଆପଣଙ୍କ ଭଳ ିଦକ୍ଷ ରଲଖକଙ୍କେ କାମ ରହଉଛ ିରମାେ ିପେ ିସାଧାେଣ ମଣିର୍ଙ୍କ ଭିତରେ ଗଳ ିପଶ ିବୟକି୍ତଗତ ରଗାପେ ତଥୟ 
ସବୁ ବେିା ଅେୁମତରିେ ପବିଲକ ରେ ପେରି୍ବା । " 
 
ଲମଵା ରକାଟ ପିନ୍ଧା ରଲାକଟାକୁ ମ ୁ ରସରତରବରଳ ଭଦ୍ର ରପାର୍କ ତରଳ 'ବଚିୋ ପାଗଳ 'ଛଡା ଆଉ କ'ଣ ବା ଭାବଥିାନ୍ତ ି। ତା' ବକବକ 
ଶୁଣି ରଲଖିବା ଅସମ୍ଭବ । ମ ୁ ରମା ଝୁଲା ରେଇ ଉଠଲିି । ପଛେୁ ଶୁଭିଲା, ରମା କଥା ଆଜ ିେ ରହରଲ କଲି ରଲଖିରବ । ହାୁଃ ହାୁଃ । ପତ୍ନୀ 
ଶୁଣି ହସରିଲ । ଦଶତେ ଛାତ୍ର ବୁବୁେେ ମନ୍ତବୟ ଥିଲା,ବାପା ଶୁଣ,ଗଳ୍ପରେ ଚେତି୍ର ମାେଙ୍କ ଜେମ ,କମତ,ୋମକେଣ ,ମତୁୃୟ ସବୁ ଜରଣ 
ରଲଖକେ େୟିନ୍ତ୍ରଣରେ େହବି କଣ ଠକି । ଅସରନ୍ତାର୍ କମିଵା ଇଚ୍ଛା ବୟକ୍ତ କେବିାେ ଅଧିକାେ କଣ ରସମାେଙ୍କେ ୋହିଁ ? ଚେତି୍ରେ ଭାଗୟ 
ରଲଖକେ କଲମରେ ବନ୍ଧା େୁହ ରେ କାହାଣୀଟ ିେରିଜ ରଲଖକ ଚୟେ କରେ ରବାଲି କହଲିି ସେିା କିନୁ୍ତ ପ୍ରକୃତ କଥା ରହଲା ପ୍ରସଙ୍ଗଟ ି
ଉପରେ ମ ୁ ରକରବ ଗଭୀେ ଭାବରେ ଚନି୍ତା କେ ିୋହିଁ । ଶବ୍ଦ ମାଧ୍ୟମରେ ଚେତି୍ରଟ ିତାହାେ ଅସି୍ତତବ ଜାହେି କରେ ସତ ,କନୁି୍ତ ରମା ମସି୍ତଷ୍କକୁ 
ସମ୍ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଣତ କବଜା କେ ିକଛି ିରଲଖାଇ ରଦଲା ପେ ିମରେ ପଡୁ ୋହିଁ ।  
 
"ପିହୁ ମିତ୍ର "ଜରଣ ଶକି୍ଷୟିତ୍ରୀ । ପ୍ରାୟ ତେିଶିଟ ିବସନ୍ତ ଅତବିାହତି କନୁି୍ତ ବବିାହ ରହାଇପାେେିାହିଁ । ସ୍କଲୁେ ରଗାଟଏି ଅମାେଆି ଛାତ୍ର ପ୍ରତ ି
କରଠାେ ରହବା,ଅଭିଭାବକଙ୍କ ମିଟଙି୍ଗ ଓ େଷି୍ପର୍ତ୍ରିେ ମିସ ପିହୁଙ୍କେ ବଦଳ ିଏକ ଅପନ୍ତୋ ଅଞ୍ଚଳକୁ । କାହାଣୀେ ସାେକଥା । ରସଦେି 
କଛି ିରଲଖି ପାେଲିି ୋହିଁ ।  
 
ପେଦେି ପାକତରେ ଚେିା ଚାହା ବକିାଳ ିପିଲାଟ ିଚାହା କରପ ବୋଇ ଦାନ୍ତ େକୁିଟାଇ ପଚାେଲିା ,"ଗପ ରଲଖା ସଇଲା ସାେ । "ବେିକି୍ତରେ 
କହଆିସୁଥିଲି,ସେରିଲ ବହ ିତୁମ ଘରେ ରେଇ ରଦଇ ଆସବି ି। ତା ମାଲିକେ ବକିଟାଳ ଡାକ,କୁଆରଡ ଗଲୁକରିେ କାଳଆି -ଶୁଣ ପିଲାଟ ି
ଡଆି  ମାେ ି ଅଦୃଶୟ ରହଇଗଲା । ମ ୁ ଡାଇେୀରେ ଆବଷି୍କାେ କଲି ରଗାଟଏି େୂଆ ପଷୃ୍ଠା । 'ବରିେେ ଦର୍ତ୍'ପିହୁେ ପରୋଶୀ ରହାଇ 
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ପଶଆିସଛି ି। ରସ ପାଗଳ ରମା ଡାଏେୀ ରଚାରେଇ ରଲଖିରଦଇେ ିତ । ଅକ୍ଷେ େୁିଃସରେହ ରମାହେ । ଏତକିରିବରଳ ରବଞ୍ଚ େ ଆେ 
ରକାଣରେ ଯିଏ ଆସ ିବସ ିପଡଲିା ରସ -'ବରିେେ ଦର୍ତ୍ '। 
 
ଅମାେଆି ଛାତ୍ରଟ ିପ୍ରତ ିପିହୁେ ଟକିଏି କରଠାେ ବୟବହାେକୁ ରେଇ ତା ବଦଳ ିକପିେି ଏକ ଚକ୍ରାନ୍ତ ରସ ବୁଝାଇବାକୁ ଲାଗିଲା । ପିହୁ 
ଉପରେ ପି୍ରେସପାଲେ ଖୋପ େଜେ ଅଛ ି। ରଲାକଟ ିରଗାରଟ ଲମ୍ପଟ । ମ  ୁଚାରହ   ପି୍ରେସପାଲେ ମତୁୃୟ । ତା ଛୋ ଲହୁଣୀ ପ୍ରତମିା 
ପେ ିଆପଣଙ୍କ ପିହୁ େୀଳ ଶାଢୀରେ ଏରତ ସୁେେ ଦରିଶ ରଯ ପରଡାଶୀ ରହାଇ ତାେ ଭଲ ମେ ବୁଝବିା କଣ ରମାେ କର୍ତ୍ତବୟ େୁରହ  
?ରପ୍ରମ ସମ୍ପକତ ରଗାରଟ େଶିା !ରମା ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ,ପିଲା ଜଞ୍ଜାଳ ଛାଡ ିରକଉ  ଅପନ୍ତୋ ଅଞ୍ଚଳକୁ ତାକୁ ରଦଖା କେବିାକୁ ଯିବା ରକରତ କଷ୍ଟସାଧ୍ୟ 
,ବୁଝୁଛନ୍ତ ିୋ ।   
 
ରକ୍ରାଧକୁ ଯଥାସମ୍ଭବ ଅକି୍ତଆେରେ େଖି କହଲିି,"େଜି ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ ଥାଉ ଥାଉ ...ଏ କ ିପ୍ରକାେ ମାେସକିତା ?ମ ୁ କଣ ରଲଖିବ ିେ ରଲଖିବ ି,ଆପଣ 
କଏି କହବିାକୁ ?ବଚିତି୍ର ରଲାକ । ଚାହା ବକିାଳ ିରମା ପାଇ  ଆଉ କରପ ଚାହା ରେଇ ଆସଥିାଏ । ରସ ବାବୁଙୁ୍କ ରଦ,ପିଂଗିଲା ପେ ିକହ ିମ ୁ 
ଯିବାକୁ ଉଦୟତ ରହଲି ।  ରକାଉ ବାବୁ । ଏଠ ିଆଉ କଏି ୋହାନ୍ତ ି।  ଆଶ୍ଚଯତୟ । ରଲାକଟା ଆଖି ପିଛୁଳାରକ ଉଭାେ ରହାଇଗଲା । ଘେକୁ 
ରଫେବିା ବାଟରେ ରମା େଜି ପ୍ରଶନରେ ଚମକ ିଉଠଲିି । ରଲାକଟା କପିେ ିଜାଣିଲା ମ ୁ ଗପରେ କଣ ରଲଖୁଛ ି?ମ ୁ କହେି ିତ । କଏି ରସ 
ରଲାକ ରତରବ ? 
 
ରସଦେି ୋତରିେ େଦି ରହଲା ୋହିଁ । ଡାଏେୀକୁ ତକଆି ତରଳ େଖିଥାଏ । ପାହାନ୍ତାରେ ରକରତରବରଳ େଦି ଲାଗିଯାଇଛ ି। ପତ୍ନୀ କରପ 
କଫି ଆଣି ରମାରତ ଉଠାଇରଲ । ତାଙ୍କ ହାତରେ ରମାେ ସବୁଠାେୁ ପି୍ରୟ ତଥା ଲକ ିକପ େଥିଲା । "ତୁରମ ୋତରିେ ପାଣି ପିଇବାକୁ 
ଉଠଥିିଲ । ରୋରର୍ଇ ଘେୁ ଶବ୍ଦ ଶୁଣି ମ ୁ ରଦରଖ ତ ଭଙ୍ଗା କପ ଖଣ୍ଡଚଟାଣ ସାୋ ପଡଛି ି,ତୁରମ ଯାଇ ରଲଖିବାକୁ ବସିଗଲ । ରଲଖାରେ 
ବୟାଘାତ ରହବ ରବାଲି ମ ୁ କଛି ିକହଲିି ୋହିଁ । "ପତ୍ନୀ କହରିଲ । ଇମ୍ପପସବିଲ !ମ ୁ ମଦୁୃ ଚତି୍କାେ କଲି । ରମା ଡାଏେୀ  ପଷୃ୍ଠା ବୟାପି 
ବରିେେ ଦର୍ତ୍େ ସ୍କଲୁ ପି୍ରେସପାଲ କୁ ହତୟା କେବିାେ ରଯାଜୋ ପଢ ିମ ୁ ତାଜୁବ ରହାଇଗଲି । ରମା କଫି କପ ବ ିଭାଙି୍ଗଛ ିତା ଇଚ୍ଛା 
ବେୁିଦ୍ଧରେ ରଲଖିଛ ିରବାଲି । ୋତରିେ ମ ୁ  ବଗିଚାରେ ଟହଲିବା ରବରଳ ଘେକୁ ପଶ ିଆସଥିିବ। କାହାଣୀେୁ ପୁଣି ଠାରେ ଚେି ିଅଲଗା 
କେରିଦଲି ପଷୃ୍ଠାଟ ି। ଭାବଲିି ବାସ୍ତବ ଜୀବେେୁ ଏମିତ ିପଷୃ୍ଠା ସବୁ ଚେି ିରହାଇପାେନ୍ତା ଯଦ ି!ଏ ପଥୃିବୀ ଆଉ ପ୍ରକାେ ରହାଇଥାନ୍ତା େଶି୍ଚୟ। 
ଜୀବେେ ରବଳାଭୂଇ େୁ ଶାମୁକା ପେ ିକାହାଣୀ ସବୁ ସାଉ ଟେିଏି ରଲଖକ । ରକରତ ରକରତ େେିୀହ ମେେ ଅବୟକ୍ତ ରକାହ େକ୍ତ ପେ ି
ଝେ ିପରଡ ଏ କଲମେୁ । ଜରଣ ରଲଖକେ େେିରପକ୍ଷ ଚନି୍ତାଧାୋ,କଲମେ ୋଧୀେତା  ମ ୁ ହୋଇବାକୁ ଚାହିଁବ ିୋହିଁ । ତା ହୁକୁମରେ 
ଶବ୍ଦଟଏି ସୁଦ୍ଧା ମ ୁ ରଲଖିବ ିୋହିଁ ।   
  
ରସଦେି ଆଉ ପାକତ ଗଲି ୋହିଁ । ପଢା ଘରେ ବସଥିାଏ । ହଠାତ ରଟବୁଲ ଆେ ପାରଖ ତାକୁ ରଦଖି ଭୁତ ରଦଖିଲା ପେ ିଚମକ ିପଡଲିି। 
ଏଇଟା ପାକତ େୁରହ  ବରିେେ ଦର୍ତ୍ ମହାଶୟ,ରମା ଘେ । ରଗାଟଏି ମିେଟି ରଦଉଛ,ିବାହାେ ିଯାଆନୁ୍ତ । େରଚତ ବୁଝବି ିଆପଣ ରମାରତ 
ପୁଲିସ ଡାକବିାକୁ ବାଧ୍ୟ କେୁଛନ୍ତ ି। "ଉରର୍ତ୍ଜୋରେ ଥେ ିଉଠ ିକହଲିି ମ ୁ । ରଲାକଟା ଦେରପାଡା ସରିଗ୍ରଟ କୁ ଆସ -ରେ ରେ ମାେରିଦଲା। 
"ଆପଣ ରଲଖକ ପୋ ,ରତରବ ପିହୁେ ବଦଳ ିଅଡତେ ବାତଲି କେନୁ୍ତ । ରଲାକଟା ବାହାେଗିଲା ରବରଳ ଧମକ ରଦଲା ।  
 
ପେଦେି ଯଥା ସମୟରେ ପାକତ ପାଖରେ ପହ ଚଲିା ରବଳକୁ ଅଚାେକ ରମଘ ମାଡ ିଆସଲିାଣି । ବଜୁିଳ ିସହ ପବେେ ଗତ ିତୀବ୍ର ରହବାକୁ 
ଲାଗିଲା । ମ ୁ ପାକତେ ପ୍ରରବଶ ପଥରେ ଝୁମ୍ପୁଡ ିଚାହା ରଦାକାେକୁ ପଶଗିଲି । ତାତଲିା ଚାହା କରପ ଯାଚରିଦଲା ରଦାକାେୀ । ମ ୁ ୋସ୍ତାକୁ 
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ଅୋଇ ଗଳ୍ପଟ ିବରି୍ୟରେ ହିଁ ଭାବୁଥାଏ । ରଦଖିଲି କଏି ଜରଣ ଆସୁଛ ିଏଆରେ । ଇସ୍ପାତ ପେ ିମୁହ  ଆଉ ରବପେଵା ଚାଲିବ ଠାଣି,ଜାଣିଲି 
,'ବରିେେ ଦର୍ତ୍ '। ୟାକୁ ଆଉ ମୁହୂରର୍ତ୍ତ ସହୟ କେବିା େଜି ପ୍ରତ ିଅେୟାୟ ରହବ ।  
 
ଚାହ ୁ  ଚାହ ୁ  ହାବୁକାଏ ଉଦଣ୍ଡ ପବେ, ବତୀଖୁଣ୍ଟେୁ ଦୁବତଳ ବଜୁିଳ ିତାେଟଏି ଛଡି ିଓହଳ ିପଡଲିା ୋସ୍ତା ଧାୋରେ । କାଠ ଚୁଲିରେ ପକୁଡ ି
ଛାଣୁଥାଏ ଚାହା ରଦାକାେୀ । ରସ ଭିତେକୁ ଉଠଯିିବା କ୍ଷଣି ଚଟକେ ିୋଇେୀ ଟଏି ପରକଇରଦଲି ଚୁଲିରେ । ଆକାଶେ ଛାତ ିଚେି ିବଜୁିଳ ି
ସରତ କ ିଲମ୍ଫ ରଦଲା । ରଲାକଟା ରସଇ ଛଣି୍ଡା ତାେ ପାଖରେ ପହଂଚ ିଥାଏ । ହୁତ ହୁତ ରହାଇ ଜଳଗିଲା । ରକହ ିକଛି ି  ଜାଣିବା ଆଗେୁ 
ବରିେେ ଦର୍ତ୍ ଆଉ ରମା ଡାଏେୀ ଉଭୟ ରପାଡ ିପାଉ ଶ ରହାଇଗରଲ । କଛି ିପୋହତ ଇଚ୍ଛାେ ଧୂଆ  କୁଣ୍ଡଳୀ ଶୂେୟରେ ମିଳାଇଗଲା । 
ରକରବ ରକରବ ଗଳ୍ପଟ ିମରେ ପଡରିଲ ମ ୁ ଭାରବ ରକରତ ଗୁଡଏି କାହାଣୀ ହୁଏତ ରଲଖାରହବଙୁ୍କ ହିଁ ଚାହିଁ େଥାନ୍ତ ି। 
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ଟବଡ ୍ େ ି 

                                                                              

                                                                             କବତିା ମୟୀ ମହାପାତ୍ର,କାଲିଫର୍ଣ୍ଣିଆ 

 

ସକାଳୁ ସକାଳୁ ବଛିଣା ଛାଡବିା ପୂବତେୁ ୋମୀ ଙ୍କ ଡାକୋ ପରଡ -"ଆରେ !ଚା ରହଇଗଲା ଉଠ ଏଥେ "।େଦି କୁଆରଡ ବାବୋ 
ଭୁତ ଭଳ ିଛୁ ମନ୍ତେ ରହାଇଯାଏ । ସକାଳୁ ସକାଳୁ େଜି ୋମୀ ଙ୍କ ହାତେୁ ଚା ମିଳବିା ରକରତ ଜଣଙ୍କ ଭାଗୟରେ ଜୁରଟ ?ମ ୁ ଥିଲି 
ରସ ଦୃଷ୍ଟିେୁ ଜରଣ ରସୌଭାଗୟବତୀ ୋେୀ । ଏ କଥା କହବିାକୁ ବ ିଲାଜ ,ଶୁଣିବାକୁ ବ ିଲାଜ । ମାତ୍ର ମ ୁ ରବାରଧ ରସ ପେ ିଜରଣ 
େଲିତଜ ସ୍ତ୍ରୀ ରଲାକ। ଚା ପିଉ ପିଉ ମରେ ମରେ ଈଶ୍ୱେଙୁ୍କ ଏବଂ ୋମୀଙୁ୍କ ଧେୟବାଦ ରଦଇଦଏି । ଏ ସବୁ ଥାଏ ମେେ େଭୃିତ 
ରକାଣରେ । ପ୍ରକାଶ କେବିାକୁ ରକରବ ବ ିମେ ବରଳେ।ି ରକଜାଣି କାହିଁକ ିସାମନାରେ କାହାେ ପ୍ରଶଂସା କେବିାେ ଗୁଣଟ ିଭଗବାେ 
କାହିଁକ ିରମାରତ ରଦଇ ୋହାନ୍ତ ି! ମ ୁ େରିଜ ତାହା ବୁଝ ିପାରେେ ି। ଚା ପିଉ ପିଉ ୋ ୋ କଥା ପରଡ,ରଦଶ,ବରିଦଶ,ଗ ା-ଗଣ୍ଡା,େଜି 
ଘେ ପେବିାେ ଇତୟାଦ ି। ଆରଲାଚୋ ଭିତରେ ତୁ ତୁ ରମ ରମ ଅଧିକ ଚାରଲ -ରସ ପାଇ  ପିଲାମାରେ ଟପି୍ପଣୀ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ି-ମା' ବାପା 
ସବୁରବରଳ ଟମ ଆଣ୍ଡ  ରଜେ ିପେ ିହଉଛନ୍ତ ି। 
  
ଚା କପ  ଟ ିଖାଲି ରହାଇଗଲା ପରେ ଭାବୋରେ ମା' ଚାଲିଆରସ ।  ଏଇ ରବଡ ୍ ଟ ିକୁ ରେଇ କଥା କଟା କଟ ିଥଟ୍ଟା ମଜା ରକରତ 
କଣ ? ଛୁଟରିେ ହରଷ୍ଟଲେୁ ଆସ ିଘରେ ପହଞ୍ଚ ିଗଲା ପରେ ଇଛା ହୁଏ ବହୁତ ରଡେ ିଯାଏ ରଶାଇ େୁହନ୍ତ ିରହରଲ ହୁଏେ ି!ହରଷ୍ଟଲରେ 
ସକାଳ ଛ'ଟା ବାଜଲିା ମାରତ୍ର ଘଣ୍ଟ ିବାଜବି ।   ପିଲାମାରେ ଉଠ ିଡାଇେଂି କୁ ଖାଲି କପ ୍ ଧେ ିଚାଲିରବ ଚା ଉରଦଶୟରେ । ମାତ୍ର 
ଘରେ ମାଆେ କଡା ଅେୁଶାସେ । ସୂରଯତୟାଦୟ ପୂବତେୁ ସମରସ୍ତ ବଛିଣା ଛାଡବିାକୁ ବାଧ୍ୟ,େରଚତ ଗାଳ ିକେ ିପ୍ରଳୟ କେରିଦବ । 
ପ୍ରାୟତୁଃ ରସଇ ସମୟରେ ମାଆକୁ ଚରିେଇବାକୁ ଭାେ ିମେ ହୁଏ -"ଓରହା ,ମଣିର୍ ହରଷ୍ଟଲରେ ଥିଲା ରଯ ଭଲଥିଲା । କ ରସ 
କ  ବଛିଣାେୁ ଉଠୁ ଉଠୁ ରବେ ଟ ିଟକିଏି ତ ମିଳ ିଯାଉଥିଲା ,ଅଥଚ ଘରେ ମାରେ ରମା େଜି ଘରେ ସକାଳ ପାହବିା  ପୂବତେୁ ଉଠ 
-ପୁଣି େରିଜ ଚା ବରେଇକ ିପିଅ ,ଅେୟ ମାେଙୁ୍କ ବ ିଦଅି ,ବଡ କଷ୍ଟ ଏ ସବୁ । ରମା ପାଟେୁି କଥା େ ସେୁଣୁ "ମା" କହବି -"ହ !ତୁ ତ 
ୋଜାଙ୍କ ଝଅି ୋ,ରବାପା ସାଙ୍ଗରେ ରଗାରଟ କଆି  ପୁରଞ୍ଜ ରପାଇଲି ଦବ ରଯ ,ଶାଶୁଘରେ ବସ ିରବଡ ୍ ଟ ିପିଉଥିବୁ । ଖଡା ଖିଆ 
ମାଷ୍ଟ୍ରଙ୍କ ଝଅି ରହଇକ ିବଡ ବଡ କଥା କହୁଛ ି। " 

 
ମ ୁ ବ ିମା' କୁ ଛାରଡେ ିସହଜରେ । "ଆଛା ମା' ତୁ କ'ଣ ଜମିଦାେଙ୍କ ଝଅି ରବାଲି ରତାେ ଏରତ ଅହଙ୍କାେ ରଯ ତୁ ରମା ବାପାଙୁ୍କ 
ଖଡା ଖିଆ କହବୁି?ବୁଝଲୁି ଜମଦିାେୀ ଗଲାଣି । ରସ କାଳ ପଖାଳକୁ ପାରଶାେ ିପକା ରମା ବାପା ମାଷ୍ଟ୍ର ରହରଲ ବ ିରସ ବ ିତ 
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ଜମିଦାେଙ୍କ ପୁଅ । ରଲାରକ ପଧାେ ଘେ ପୁଅ ରବାଲି ରକରତ ମୁଣି୍ଡଆ ମାେୁଛନ୍ତ ିରମା ବାପାଙୁ୍କ, ରତା ବାପାଙୁ୍କ କଏି ପଚାେୁଛ ି
କହଲୁି? 

ମା' ୋରଗେ ି!ତା ଓଢଣୀ ଭିତେୁ ତା ଆଖିରେ ମ ୁ ଖୁସେି ଝଲକ ରଦଖିପାରେ । ଏଇ ଖୁସ ିମଜାେ କଥା କଟା କାଟରିେ କ ିଆେେ 
େ ଥାଏ ସତରେ ?ଏରବ ରସ ସବୁ ତ ସାତ ସପେ । ଆଖି ଓଦା ରହଇଯାଏ ଆରପ । "ମ ା'" ଉପରେ ଥାଇ ଝଅିେ ରବେ ଟ ିପିଆ 
ରଦଖି ଖୁସ ିରହଉଥିବା େ ୋୋମୀ  ହାତ ତଆିେ ିଚା ପିଇ ଝଅି ପାପ ଅଜତେ କେୁଛ ିରବାଲି ୋଗୁଥିବ ,ରସ ପ୍ରଶନେ ଉର୍ତ୍େ ମ ୁ ରଖାଜ ି
କ ିପାଉେ ି।  
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କୁଁନା କଟକଇ                              

                                                                                               

                                                                                                 କଳ୍ପନାମୟୀ ଦ୍ାଶ, ମିନଆି ପଲିସ 

କାହିଁକ ିରକଜାଣି କଛି ିଦେି ରହବ କୁୋ କରକଇ ରମାେ ବହୁତ ମାରେ ପଡୁଛନ୍ତ ି।  ରକରବଠାେୁ ରସ ସଂସାେ ତୟାଗ କରଲଣି । 
ପୁେୋୟ ରକଉ ଠ ିଜେମ ରହାଇଛନ୍ତ ିକ,ି ରମା ଓ େଜିେ ରହାଇ? ୋତ ିମାେଙୁ୍କ ଚାରହ  େରିଠଇ କେ ି। ଆହା ଏଥିେୁ ରଗାଟଏି କ ିରମା 
କୁୋ କରକଇ?ମା, ବାପା ,ୋେୀ ପିଉସା ଆଦ ିପିତୃ କୁଳେ ଗୁେୁଜେଙ୍କ ସ୍ମୃତକୁି ଆରଡଇ ରଦଇ ଉଙି୍କ ମାେୁଛ ିକୁୋ କରକଇଙ୍କ ମୁହ  
ଟ ି,କାେରେ ବାଜ ିଯାଉଛ ିତାଙ୍କେ ଗୀତ "ରେ ବାଇଆ ତୁ ଗେବି ରବାଲି ଜାଣିଥା - ଫଟା କପାଳକୁ ଆଦେ ିବକିରଳ କଙ୍କାଳ ଶେିା 
ଗଣୁଥା "।ଭିକାେ ିରବଶରେ ,ରଗାଟଏି ହାତରେ ବାେ ିଖରଣ୍ଡ ଅେୟ ହାତରେ ଭିକ୍ଷା ଥାଳ ିଧେ ି,ରଷ୍ଟଜେ ଏପଟେୁ ରସପଟ ଚାଲିଗଲା 
ରବରଳ ସତସତକିା ଭିକାେଟିଏି ପେ ିଦଶିନ୍ତ ିରମାେ ରସାମୟ ଦଶତେ କୁୋ କରକଇ । କମ୍ପ ିଯାଏ କଳ୍ପୋ କଲବ, କମ୍ପ ିଯାଏ କାମାକ୍ଷା 
େଗେ ।  
 

କଅଣ ରଗାରଟ ଅଲଗା େ ା ତାଙ୍କେ; ମୁସଲମାେ େ ା । ମରେ ୋହିଁ । "କୁୋ ମିଆ  ",କୁୋ ଦେଜରିେ େ ା ଡାକ । ଆମ ପିଲାଙ୍କେ 
କୁୋ କରକଇ । ରସ ସମୟରେ ଆମ ଗ ା ଟ ିସହେରେ ଗଣା  ରହାଇ େଥିଲା ।  େପିଟ ମଫସଲ ମଧ୍ୟ େଥିଲା । ରଢଙ୍କାୋଳେୁ 
ବସ ଆସରିଲ ପ୍ରଥରମ ଆମ ଘେ ସାମୋରେ େରହ । ତେିକିଣିଆ ଛକ । ୋସ୍ତା ରସପରଟ ଜଗନ୍ନାଥ ମେେି । ଆମ ଘେ ବ ା ହାତ ି
ଗୁଡଏି ମୁସଲମାେ ଘେ । ବସି୍ତ କହରିଲ ଚଳବି ।  ଅଣ୍ଡା କୁକୁୋ ବକିା ଏବଂ ଖାସ ିମାଂସ -ରଛଳ ିବୟବସାୟ କେ ିଚାର୍ବାସ କେ ି
ଚଳନ୍ତ।ିଘେେ ଡାହାଣ ପଟଟ ିବଜାେ । ବଜାେ ରଶର୍ରେ ଆଉ ଗୁଡଏି ମୁସଲମାେ ଘେ ରସମାରେ ଚାକେି-ିବାକେି,ି ବୟବସାୟ 
କେ ିଚଳନ୍ତ ି। ସମରସ୍ତ ଆମେ କରକଇ, ଖୁଡ,ିୋେୀପିଉସା ,ରଜରଜ ରଜରଜମା। ଖୁବ ଆଦେ କେନ୍ତ,ି ଶାସେ କେନ୍ତ।ି ଅସବୁଧିା 
ପଡରିଲ ଆରଡଇ େଅିନ୍ତ ିପେବିାେ ରଲାକଙ୍କ ପେି । ଉଭୟ ବସି୍ତ ବାସୀଙ୍କ ସହ ଆମ ଘେେ ସମ୍ପକତ ଘେଷି୍ଠ -ଉନ୍ନତ ଧେଣେ ।  
 

ରସଇ ବଜାେ ମଝରିେ କୁୋ କରକଇଙ୍କ ଦେଜ ିରଦାକାେ । େୂଆ କୋ ଆସରିଲ କରକଇ ଖାତା, ମାପ ଫିତା ଏବଂ କପଡା ଥାେ 
ମାେ ଧେ ିଘେକୁ ଆସନ୍ତ ି। ଆମ ପାଞ୍ଚଭାଉଣୀ ,ଗ ାେୁ ପେବିାେେ ଝଅି ମାରେ,ବନୁ୍ଧ ମାେଙ୍କ ଝଅି ଏବଂ ଆମ ବୟସେ ଜଣା ଶୁଣା 
ବୟକି୍ତଙ୍କ ଝଅିମାରେ ମଧ୍ୟ ଆମେ ିଘରେ େହ ିପାଠ ପଢୁଥିରଲ । ସେସବତୀ ପୂଜା, ଗରଣଶ ପୂଜାରେ ଆମ ସମସ୍ତଙ୍କେ ଏକା ପେ ି
ପିନ୍ଧବିାକୁ ହୁଏ । କରକଇ ମାପ ରେଇ େଦି୍ଧଷି୍ଟ ସମୟେ ଅରେକ ଆଗେୁ ଆମ ଜେିରି୍ ରଦଇ ଯାଆନ୍ତ ି। ପଛକୁ ଭିଡ ଜମିଯାଏ । 
କରକଇଙ୍କ ଖାତାରେ ଆମ ଜେମଦେି ରଲଖା ଥାଏ । ରଦାଳ ,େଜ ଏବଂ କୁମାେ ପୂର୍ଣ୍ଣତମୀରେ ମଧ୍ୟ କୁୋ କରକଇଙ୍କ ପାଖରେ ଆମେ 
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ରପାର୍ାକ ପତ୍ର ତଆିେ ିହୁଏ । ଘେୁ ଟରିକ ବାହାେ ିଯାଇ ବୁଲି ଆସବିା ପାଇ  ଧାଡ ିବାନ୍ଧ ିକୁୋ କରକଇଙ୍କ ରଦାକାେକୁ ଚାଲି ଯାଉ 
ଆମ େଜି କରକଇଙ୍କ (େଗତତ ଗଗେ ବହିାେୀ ମହାପାତ୍ର ) ସହତି । ରଯଉ  କପୋଟ ିମ ୁ ବାରଛ ,କଣ ପାଇ  ରକଜାଣି ସବୁ କପଡାଠୁ 
ଅଧିକା ଦାମ ରହାଇଥିବ । ମାଆ ବେିକ୍ତ ହୁଏ । କୁୋ କରକଇ କୁହନ୍ତ ିଥାଉ ରବାହୂ !ରମା ମାଆକୁ ମୋ କେେ ି। ରସ ଯଉଟା ବାଛୁଛ ି
ରସଟା ତା ପାଇ  କେ ିଦଉଛ ି-ତୁରମ ତୁମ ସୁବଧିାରେ ରମାରତ ପଇସା ରଦବ । 
 

ଆଉ ଜରଣ ତାଙ୍କ ସାହେୁି ଶକିେ କରକଇ । ଏ ସମରସ୍ତ ଥିରଲ ସାଙ୍ଗ ସାଥି । ରମା ବାପା (ସବଗତତ ବସନ୍ତ ମହାପାତ୍ର )ଙ୍କେ ଲୀଳା 
ସହଚେ । ସମରସ୍ତ ସଂଗୀତ ପି୍ରୟ । ତାଙ୍କ ମାେଙ୍କେ ଏକତ୍ରତି ରହାଇ ଡ୍ରାମା କେବିା-ରଭୋଇଟ ିରସା କେ ିଅେୟ ଗ ାରେ, ବରିଶର୍ତୁଃ 
ସ୍କଲୁରେ ଉତ୍ସବ କେବିା ସଉକ ସମସ୍ତଙ୍କେ । ବର୍ତ ତମାମ ରଯରତ ଯାେଯିାତ୍ରା ,ପୁରେଇ ପବତ ବା ସ୍କଲୁେ ଉତ୍ସବରେ କୁୋ କରକଇ 
,ଶକିେ  କରକଇ େଜି େଜିେ ରପଟ ପାଟଣାେ କାମ ଛାଡ,ି ରମା ବାପା କରକଇଙ୍କ ସହ ଡ୍ରାମା ପାଇ  ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ହୁଅନ୍ତ ି। କାମାକ୍ଷାେଗେ 
ଉଛୁଳୁ ଥାଏ । ରମାେ ରଲଖା ରଲଖି ସଉକ ରଦଖି ଏମାରେ ବୋଦ କେନ୍ତ ିକଛି ିରଲଖି ରଦବା ପାଇ  । େୃତୟୋଟକିା,ଏକାଙି୍କକା । 
ତାକୁ ସୁେ ରଦଇ େରିଦତଶ  ରଦଇ ମଞ୍ଚସ୍ଥ କେନ୍ତ ିରମାେ ଏଇ କରକଇ ମାରେ,ମୁଖୟ ଅଂଶ ଗ୍ରହଣ କେଥିାନ୍ତ ିରମାେ ଭାଇ ଭଉଣୀ । 
ଏଇପେ ିବାଲୟ କାଳ କଟଗିଲା ।  
 

ପାଠ ପେଲୁି ,ଶାଶୁ ଘେକୁ ଗଲୁ । ମରେପଡୁଛ ିଆମେ ପେୀକ୍ଷା ଫମତ ଭେବିା  ରବରଳ, େ'ରଲଖା  ସମୟରେ ,ଶାଶୁ ଘେକୁ ବଦିା 
ରହବା ସମୟରେ ବାପା ମାଆଙ୍କ ପାଇ  ଟପିି ଟାଣିଆ ରହଇଯାଏ। ରସରତରବରଳ ଆଉ ଜରଣ କରକଇ େହମ୍ମତ ଅଲ୍ଲୀ -ରସାୋ 
କରକଇ ଡାକୁ ଆରମ ପିଲା ମାରେ ।  ରସଇ ରସାୋ କରକଇ ମାଆ ହାତରେ ପଇସା ଧରେଇ ରଦଇ ଯାଆନ୍ତି । ରବାହୂ, ପଇସାଟା 
େଖିଥା ଦେକାେ ରହବ । ପରେ ରଫୋଇରଦବ । ଆବଶୟକ ରବରଳ େତୁଃପ୍ରବୃତ ରହଇ ରସାୋ କରକଇ ରଯଉ  ବନୁ୍ଧତାେ ହାତ 
ବୋଇ ଦଅିନ୍ତ ି-ତା ମଧ୍ୟରେ ଛପି ଥିବା ତାଙ୍କେ ଆମ ପିଲାଙ୍କ ପାଇ  ବାତ୍ସଲୟ ,ଆରମ ଭୁଲିେୁ ଆମେ ଜୀବେ ଯାକ ।  
ଏଇପେ ିକରକଇ ମାେଙ୍କେ ରେହ ଆଦେ ଯତ୍ନ ପାଇ ଆରମ ବଡ ରହଲୁ । ଆରମେକିା ଆସବିା ପରେ ଥରେ ମଧ୍ୟ କାହାକୁ ଆଉ 
ରଭଟ ରହଇ ପାେେି,ିଯଦଓି ମ ୁ ପ୍ରରତୟକ ଥେ କାମାକ୍ଷାେଗେ ଯାଏ । ବହୁତ କମ ବୟସେୁ ଶକିେ କରକଇ ବଦିାୟ ରେରଲ ଦୁେଆିେୁ 
। ତାଙ୍କେ ରଲଖିଥିବା େୃତୟ ୋଟକିା ଗୁଡକୁି ଜୁରବଦା ଖୁଡ ିରମା ପାଖକୁ ପଠାଇରଦଇଥିରଲ । ଶକିେ କରକଇ ରମା ରଲଖାଗୁଡକୁି 
ସଂରଶାଧେ କେ ିରଦଇଥିରଲ । ବାପାଙୁ୍କ ଥରେ କଥା ପ୍ରସଙ୍ଗରେ ଶକିେ କରକଇ କହଥିିରଲ "ଝଅିେ ରଲଖାକୁ କଅଣ ସଂରଶାଧେ 
କେବି?ି ତହିଁେୁ ବାହାେ ତାେ ରଲଖା ,ଆମେ େ ା େଖିବ ଝଅିଟ ି। " 
 

ଏଇପେ ିଆଦେ, ଯତ୍ନ, ବଶି୍ୱାସ ଏବଂ ରସମାଙ୍କେ ରମା ପାଇ  ରଯଉ  ଉଚ୍ଚ ଆକାଂକ୍ଷା ,ରମା ମେରେ ଭେରିଦଲା ଅଜର ଆତ୍ମବଶି୍ୱାସ  । 
ପେବର୍ତ୍ତୀ ଜୀବେରେ ଏହା ରମାେ ପାରଥୟ ରହାଇ େହଲିା । ଜୀବେ କାଳରେ ରକରତ ଅପେଚିତି ରଲାକଙ୍କ ସଂସ୍ପଶତରେ 
ଆସଲିି,ରକରତ ଅପେଚିତି ରଲାକ ରମାେ େକିଟତେ ରହାଇଗରଲ-ରକରତ ଅଜଣା ଅଥଚ ବଶିଷି୍ଟ ବୟକି୍ତଙ୍କେ ପେିଚଯତୟା କେବିାେ 
ସୁରଯାଗ ପାଇଲି । ରକରତ ଝଅି ରବାହୂ ରମାେ ଆପଣାେ ରହାଇଯାଇଛନ୍ତ ି ତାେ କଳୋ ୋହିଁ । ପ୍ରକାୋନ୍ତରେ, ମା- ବାପା 
ପେବିାେେ ସଂସ୍କାେ ଏବଂ ପ୍ରଶକି୍ଷଣ ଉର୍ତ୍ାରେ, ଏଇ ରମାେ ଗ ା କରକଇଙ୍କେ ରେହଲାଭ ରଯ ରମା ଉପରେ ଗଭୀେ ପ୍ରଭାବ 
ପକାଇଛ ି-ଦ୍ଵମିତ  ୋହିଁ । ସକଳ ପ୍ରାପି୍ତେ ଉଦ୍ଧତବରେ ଏ ଅେୁଭବ ।  
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ମୁସଲମାେ ବସି୍ତେ ଏରତ ଗୁଡଏି ରଜରଜ, ରଜରଜମା ,ଖୁଡ ି କରକଇ ,ୋେୀ,ପିଉସାଙ୍କେ ସ୍ମୃତ ି ସଦା ସବତଦା ରମା ମେରେ 
ଉଜ୍ଵଳ  ରହାଇ େହଥିିବା ସ୍ଥରଳ -କଛିଦିେି ରହବ ,ରକବଳ କୁୋ କରକଇ କାହିଁକ ିମାରେ ପଡୁଛନ୍ତ ି?ସଏି ସ୍ମେଣକୁ ଆସବିା ମାରତ୍ର 
,ଆଉ ସମରସ୍ତ ରଯମିତ ିରଠଲି ରହାଇ ଯାଉଛନ୍ତ ିବସି୍ମୃତେି ଅତଳ ଗହଵେକୁ । ସବୁକଥା ରଯମିତ ିଓଲଟ ପାଲଟ ରହାଇଯାଉଛ ିଆମ 
ପାଇ  ।  
 

ଅଠେ ବର୍ତ ରହଲାଣି- ଏ ଅନ୍ତଦତାହକୁ ସାଥି କେ ିମ ୁ ସମୟ ଅତବିାହତି କେୁଛ ି। ଆଜକୁି ଅଠେ ବର୍ତ ତରଳ, ଦୁଇ ହଜାେ ଚାେ ି
ମସହିା, ରମ ମାସ ଏରକାଇସ ତାେଖି ରେ ରମାେ ବାପା ରଦହ ତୟାଗ କରଲ ।  ସଦା ଚଞ୍ଚଳ ସୁସ୍ଥ ମଣରି୍ଟ ି୭୬ ବୟସରେ ଚେିଦେି 
ପାଇ  ରଶାଇଗରଲ । ମାଆ ଏବଂ ପେବିାେ ପାଇ  ପ୍ରଚଣ୍ଡ ଧକ୍କା ଇଏ ।  ଆମକୁ ରକବଳ ଘେଭର୍ତ୍ ିରଲାକ ହିଁ ଭଲ ଲାଗୁଥାନ୍ତ ି। 
ଆମେ ସବୁ ବନୁ୍ଧ ବାନ୍ଧବ ଘରେ ଉପସ୍ଥିତ ଥିବା ସ୍ଥରଳ -ରଗାରଟ ଏକଲା ପଣ ଆମକୁ -ବରିଶର୍ କେ ିରମାରତ ଜାବୁଡ ିଧେ ିଥାଏ । 
ସତସଙ୍ଗ ଚାଲିଥାଏ ଘରେ ,ପ୍ରତ ିସନ୍ଧୟାରେ ଭଜେ କୀର୍ତ୍ତେ ରହଉଥାଏ । ସହେେ ବଶିଷି୍ଠ କଳାକାେ ମାରେ (ଯାମିେୀ ଦାଶ ,ଗଗେ 
େେ ଇତୟାଦ ି)ଏବଂ ବାହାେୁ ସୁବାସ ଦାସ ,ୋଖାଲ ମହାନ୍ତ ିଏବଂ ୋଧାକାନ୍ତ େେଙ୍କ ପେ ିପ୍ରସଦି୍ଧ ସଂଗୀତଜ୍ଞମାରେ ସତସଂଗରେ 
ରଯାଗଦାେ କେଥିିରଲ । ମ ୁ କନୁି୍ତ ରସଠ ିକୁୋ କରକଇଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖିଲି ୋହିଁ । କାହାକୁ ପଚାେବି ି?ରମା େଜିେ କରକଇ ସରମତ ତାଙ୍କ 
ଗୁପ େ ସମରସ୍ତ ତା ଅକାଳରେ ବଦିାୟ ରେଇ ଗରଲଣି !ରମାେ ମରେ ରହଲା ବାପାଙ୍କ ସହତି  ସରତ ରଯମିତ ିଆମେ ମଧ୍ୟ ରଗାରଟ 
କଟ ିପଡଗିଲା ଏଇ ମୁସଲମାେ ପେବିାେ ସହ । ସାୋ ବସି୍ତତ ଆମେ ପେବିାେ ହିଁ ଥିରଲ । ପ୍ରରତୟକ କାମ େମିିତରେ ରଯାଗ 
ରଦଇଥିରଲ ,ଆଜ ିକଣ ରହଲା ? 
 

ପ୍ରତଦିେି ସକାଳୁ ୋତ ିଅଧ ଯାଏ  ଆମକୁ ସରଙ୍ଖାଳବିାକୁ ଭିଡ ଲାଗିଥାଏ ଘରେ । ଖିଆ ପିଆ କାେ କାଟ ......ପ୍ରତ ିୋତରିେ ପ୍ରୀତ ି
ରଭାଜେ। େବମ ଦେି ୋତ ିରଲାକ ବାହୁେ ିଗଲା ପରେ ଚଠିଟିଏି ରଲଖିଲି । "କରକଇ ତୁମକୁ ମ ୁ ରଦଖୁେ ି। ବାପାଙ୍କ କାମ ରହଉଛ।ି 
ଶାସେ ଗ ାେୁ ସବୁ ଜ୍ଞାତ ିକୁଟୁମଵ ଆସୁଛନ୍ତ ି। କାମାକ୍ଷାେଗେ ଏବଂ ଆଖପାଖେ ପି୍ରୟ ପେଜିେ ଆସରିଲ ଗରଲ ,ତୁମେ ରଦଖା ୋଇ । 
ମା ରକରତ କାେୁଛ ି,ରକରତ ଝୁେ ିହଉଛ ିବାପାଙ୍କେ କାଯତୟକଳାପକୁ ।  ଥରେ ରଦଖି ଯା'ଅ  ତ । ମ ୁ ରଦଶାନ୍ତେୀ ରହବା  ଦେିେୁ ତ 
ତୁମ ସହ ରଦଖା ସାକ୍ଷାତ ରହଇ ପାେେି ି। ରଗାଟଏି ଦେି ତ ଆସିବ େଶି୍ଚୟ।ତୁରମ ବାପାଙ୍କ କାମରେ ରଯାଗ ରଦରଲ ମା ଏବଂ 
ଆମ ପିଲାମାେଙୁ୍କ ଭଲ ଲାଗିବ । " 
 
 

ୋଧା ଦଶ ତୁଠ ପରେ ଚଠି ିରେଇ କାମାକ୍ଷା େଗେ ଚାଲିଗଲା । କରକଇ ଚଠିି ପଢ ିକହରିଲ "ରକରତ ଭାଗୟ ରମାେ,ରମା ମାଆ 
ରମାରତ ମାରେ େଖିଛ ି। ମ ୁ ଏଗାେ ଦେି େଶି୍ଚୟ ଯିବ ି। "ରମା ମାଆ ଚଠି ିରଦଇ ଡରକଇଛନ୍ତ-ିପୁଣି ମ ୁ ଯିବେି ି -େଶି୍ଚୟ କାଲି 
ପହଞ୍ଚବି।ି ଏଗାେ ଦେି ସକାଳ ଯାଇ ସଞ୍ଜ ରହଲା, ସଞ୍ଜ ଗଡ ିୋତ ିଅଧା ରହାଇଗଲା ,ଘେ ପାଖ ଲଟlରେ ପତ୍ର ଲାଗିଥାଏ, ପଂକି୍ତ 
ରଭାଜେ। ଭାଗିେଥପୁେ ଶାସେ ଗ ାେ ସମସ୍ତ ଜ୍ଞାତ ିକୁଟୁମଵଙ୍କ ରମଳରେ,କାମାକ୍ଷା େଗେେୁ ଆସଥିିବା ବହୁ ବଶିଷି୍ଟ ଅଭୟାଗତଙ୍କ 
ଗହଣରେ ,ସହେ ବାସୀ  ଅରେକ ବୟକି୍ତ ବରିଶର୍ଙ୍କ ମଧ୍ୟରେ, ଦୂେ ଦୂୋନ୍ତେୁ ତଥା େକିଟେୁ ଆସଥିିବା ଆମେ ପି୍ରୟ ପେଜିେଙ୍କ 
ରମଳରେ କୁୋ କରକଇଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖିଲିେ ି। କାହାକୁ ଅବା ପଚାେବି ି?ଅଭିମାେରେ ମ ୁ ବ ିକୁୋ କରକଇଙୁ୍କ ରଦଖିବା ପାଇ  ଗଲିେ ି।  
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ଶୁଣିଲି -କଛି ିଦେି ପରେ ସଏି ବ ିଚାଲିଗରଲ,ବାପାଙ୍କ ପରଛ ପରଛ । ହଜଯିାଇଥିବା ଦେି ଗୁଡକି ସ୍ମୃତକୁି ଆସନ୍ତ ିରବରଳ ରବରଳ -
ସବୁ ରବରଳ । ରକଉ  ପେସି୍ଥିତରିେ ପଡ ିକୁୋ କରକଇ ବାପାଙ୍କ କାମକୁ ଆସରିଲେ,ିସବୁରବରଳ ମେକୁ ଉଠ ପଡ କେୁଛ ିଏଇ 
ପ୍ରଶନଟ।ି କଛି ିଦେି ରହବ ସବୁ ସ୍ମତୃକୁି ପଛକୁ ରଠଲି -କରକଇ ଉଭା ରହଇଯାଉଛନ୍ତ ିଆଖି ଆଗରେ । ଆଉ ରକରତ ଦେି ଏମିତ ି
ଯିବ..ରକରତ ଦେି ଆଉ ବାକ ିେହଲିା ଜୀବେରେ !.....  
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ଟଜଟଜମାର ଭାବ - ଜନି ିପ୍ରସେ 

                                                                      

                                                                                                    ବଜି୍ଞାନୀ ଦ୍ାସ, ଟଡେନ , ଟମରୀଲାଣ୍୍   
 

ରସଦେି ରସାମବାେ ଥିଲା । ବଡଝଅିକୁ ଅପୋେରେ ଦନ୍ତ ଚକିତି୍ସକ ସହତି େଦି୍ଧତାେତି ସମୟରେ ରଦଖାଇବାକୁ ରେବାେ ଥିଲା ।  
ଛୋ ରତଣୁ ଅଧାଦେି ଛୁଟ ିରେଇ ରଗାଟାଏ ରବଳକୁ ଘେକୁ ରଫେିଆସଲିା ।  ରଫେ ିରଦଖିବା ରବଳକୁ ଜେି ିରୋରର୍ଇଘେ ପାଖରେ 
ରଗାଟଏି ରଚୟାେ  ଉପରେ ବସ ିରବାଇତକିଖାେୁ ଫୁଲବୋ ଖାଉଛ ି।  ଛୋକୁ ରଦଖି ସଏି ଫୁଲବୋେ ୋଦ  ବରି୍ୟରେ ବଖାଣ ି
ବସଲିା ।  ଇଂୋଜୀରେ କହଲିା, “ରଜରଜମା ବହୁତ ୋଦଷି୍ଟ  ଚପ  ତଆିେ ିକେଛିନ୍ତ ି।  ମ ୁ ଏମିତ ିରକରବ ବ ିଖାଇେଥିଲି ।“                          

ବୁଝବିାେୁ ଜଣାପଡଲିା ରଜରଜମା ଜେିକୁି ଫୁଲବୋ ଚାଖିବାକୁ ରଦଇଛ ି। ରସଇଟା ଓଡଆି ଗୃହଣିୀମାେଙ୍କେ ଗୁଣ ।  ରସମାେଙ୍କ 
ହାତ ତଆିେ ିଖାଦୟପଦାଥତ ସମସ୍ତଙୁ୍କ ଖୁଆଇବାେ ପ୍ରବଳ ଇଚ୍ଛା ।  ରସଥିେୁ ରଯଉ  ପେତୃିପି୍ତ ମିରଳ, ତାହାେ ଅେୁଭବ ଅଦ୍ଵତିୀୟ।  
ରହରଲ ରଜରଜମା ଜେିକୁି ଫୁଲବୋ ରଦବାଟା ଟରିକ ରକମିତ ିଅଡୁଆଅଡୁଆ ଲାଗିଲା ।  ଏଥିପାଇ  କ ିଜେି ିରହଲା ଆରମେକିାନ୍  
ରଲାକ ।  ସଏି ଇଂୋଜୀ ଭାର୍ା ଛଡା ଅେୟ କଛି ିଭାର୍ା ବୁରଝେ ି।  ହୁଏତ ସ୍ପାେସି୍  କଛି ିବୁଝୁଥାଇ ପାରେ, ରତରବ ଭାେତୀୟ ଭାର୍ା 
ଜମା ବ ିେୁରହ  ।  ଏରଣ ରଜରଜମା ରକବଳ ଓଡଆି କରହ, ଓଡଆି ବୁରଝ ।  ସଏି ପୁଣି ଜେି ିସହତି କଥାବାର୍ତ୍ତା କେବିା ଓ ତାକୁ 
ରବାଇତକିଖାେୁ ଫୁଲ ଭଜା ଯାଚବିା ବଡ ଅଜବ ପେସି୍ଥିତ ିମରେ ରହଉଥିଲା ।  ରତରବ ରସଇଟା ସମ୍ଭବ ରହାଇଥିଲା ।  

ରସଇଦେିେୁ ଘରେ କଛି ି ଭଲ ଜେିରି୍ ତଆିେ ି ରହରଲ ରଜରଜମା ଜେି ି ପାଇ  ସାଇତ ି େଖିଥାଏ । କରହ, “ଜେି ି ପାଇ  ଟରିକ 
ରଛୋରପାଡ େଖିବୁ ତ । ”ତାେ କାେଣ ରହଲା ରଯ ଘେକୁ କିଏ ସାଙ୍ଗସାଥୀ ଆସରିଲ, ଖାଦୟ ଯାହା ବଳକା େରହ, ସମରସ୍ତ 
ବାଣ୍ଟକୁିଣ୍ଟ ିେଜି ଘେକୁ ରେଇଯାଆନ୍ତ ିଏଇଆ ଭାବ ିକ ିକାରଳ ସମସ୍ତଙ୍କ ରେହରେ ପ୍ରସୁ୍ତତ ଏମିତ ିସୁୋଦୁ  ଖାଦୟମାେଙୁ୍କ ରଫାପାଡବିାକୁ 
ପଡବି ।  କାରଳ ବଣ୍ଟାବଣ୍ଟରିେ ରସ ଖାଦୟ ସବୁ ସେଯିିବ, ରସଥିପାଇ  ପ୍ରଥରମ ଜେି ିପାଇ  କଛିକିଛି ିଓଡଆି ଖାଦୟ, ଯଥା ବୋ, 
ସଙି୍ଗଡା, ଆଳୁଚପ  କ ିମିଠାମିଠି ଯଦ ିବଳଲିା, ରସସବୁ ସୟାଣ୍ଡ୍  ଉଇଚ  ବୟାଗ  ମଧ୍ୟରେ େଖାରହବାକୁ ଲାଗିଲା ।  ତା' ପେଦେି ଜେି ି
କାମକୁ ଆସରିଲ, ରଜରଜମା ତାକୁ ଅଳ୍ପ ଅଳ୍ପ କେ ିପ୍ରଥରମ ଚାଖିବାକୁ ଦଏି ।  ସଏି ଯଦ ିପସେ କରେ ତ ତାକୁ ଅଧିକ ଦଏି ଓ ସଏି 
ସବୁ ଖାଇ ରଶର୍ କେଦିଏି ।  
 
ଏରବ ଜେିକୁି ଟରିକ ପେଚିତି କୋଇବା ଆବଶୟକ ।  ଜେି ିଜରଣ ହୟାଣ୍ଡିମୟାନ୍ , ମାରେ ସବତକମତକାେ ।  ଘରେ ଟକିେିଖିି ଯାହା 
ମୋମତ କେବିାେ ଥାଏ ଜେିକୁି ଡକାଯାଏ ।  ରତରବ ସଏି ରବସ୍ ରମଣ୍ଟ୍  ଓ ରଡକ୍  ବ ିତଆିେ ିକରେ ।  ଏରବ ଛୋ ଓ ଆକାଶଙ୍କେ 
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ରବସ୍ ରମଣ୍ଟ୍  ଫିେସିଙି୍ଗ୍  କାମ ଚାଲିଥିଲା ।  ଜେି ିରସସବୁ ଦାୟିତ୍ୱରେ ଥିଲା ।  ସଏି ତା' ରଲାକ ଲରଗଇ ଓ ରବରଳରବରଳ େରିଜ 
ମଧ୍ୟ କାମ କେୁଥିଲା ।  ରସଇ ଅବସେରେ ତାେ ରଜରଜମା ସହତି ପେଚିୟ ରହଲା ।  ରଜରଜମା ରସରତରବରଳ ଆସ ି
ଆରମେକିାରେ ତାଙ୍କ ୋତୁଣୀ ଓ ୋତୁଣୀ ଜୁଆ ଇଙ୍କ ପାଖରେ େହୁଥିଲା ।  ୋତୁଣୀ ଛୋ ଓ ୋତୁଣୀ ଜୁଆ ଇ ଆକାଶ ଉଭୟ କାମ 
କେନ୍ତ ି।  ରସମାେଙ୍କେ ତେିଟି ିସାେସାେ ଝଅି ।  ବଡଝଅି ମିଡ୍ ଲ୍  ସ୍କଲୁରେ ପଢୁଥାଏ ।  ମଝଆି  ଝିଅ ଓ ସାେ ଝଅି ରଗାଟଏି ଶଶୁି 
ଯତ୍ନ ରକନ୍ଦ୍ରକୁ ଯାଉଥାନ୍ତ ି।  ଘରେ େରହ ରଜରଜମା ।  ଜେି ିଓ ତା କଂପାେୀରେ ଚାକେିି କେୁଥିବା ଶ୍ରମିକମାରେ ଆସ ିରବସ୍ ରମଣ୍ଟ୍ େ 
କାମ କେୁଥାନ୍ତ।ି  ରଜରଜମା ରସମାେଙ୍କ ପାଇ  କବାଟ ରଖାଲିଦଏି ଓ ରସମାରେ ଯିବା ପରେ କବାଟ ବେ କରେ ।  
 
ପ୍ରଥରମ ତ ସଏି ରସମାେଙ୍କ ସହତି ଏରତ କଥାବାର୍ତ୍ତା କେୁେଥିଲା ।  ରତରବ ରଯଉ ଦେିଠାେୁ ରବାଇତକିଖାେୁ ଗଛରେ ଫୁଲ ରହଲା 
ଓ ରସ ଫୁଲେ ବୋ ତଆିେ ିରହବା ଆେମ୍ଭରହଲା, ଜେିେି ଘ୍ରାରଣନ୍ଦ୍ରୟିରେ କଛିଟିା ବାୋ ପଶଗିଲା ।  ତାପରେ ରଯରବ ଆକାଶଙ୍କ 
ସହତି ତାେ ରବସ୍ ରମଣ୍ଟ୍  କାମ ବରି୍ୟରେ କଥାବାର୍ତ୍ତା ଚାଲୁଥିଲା, ସଏି ମନ୍ତବୟ ରଦଲା, “ରଜରଜମା କଣ ରଗାଟଏି ରବାଇତକିଖାେୁ 
ଫୁଲରେ ତଆିେ ିକେୁଛନ୍ତ ିରଯ, ତାେ ବାୋ ମହକାଇରଦଉଛ ି।  ହୁଏତ ରଗାଟଏି ଭାେ ିସୁୋଦୁ  ଜେିରି୍ଟଏି ରହାଇଥିବ । ” 
 
ଆକାଶ ରସକଥା ତା' ପେଦେି ରଜରଜମା କାେରେ ପରକଇରଦଇଥିରଲ ।  “ଜେି ିତମ ଫୁଲବୋେ ବାୋ ବରି୍ୟରେ ଭାେ ିପ୍ରଶଂସା 
କେୁଥିଲା । ” ରସଇଥିେୁ ରଜରଜମାକୁ ରପ୍ରେଣା ମିଳଗିଲା ।  ସଏି ତା ପେଦେି ଜେିକୁି ଫୁଲବୋ ଯାଚଲିା ।  ଆରମେକିାେ ଅରେକ 
ବୟକି୍ତ ବହୁତ ଖୁସମିିଜାଜେ ଓ ରସମାରେ ଅେୟ ସଂସ୍କତୃକୁି ଅେୁଭବ କେବିାେ ସୁରଯାଗକୁ ହାତଛଡା କେନ୍ତେି ି।  ଜେି ିରଜରଜମାେ 
ଠାେ ବୁଝଲିା ।  ଫୁଲବୋ ଚାଖିଲା ।  ତାକୁ ଭଲ ଲାଗିଲା ଓ ସିଏ ଆହୁେ ିମାଗିକେ ିଖାଇଲା ।  ରସଥିପାଇ  ଓଡଆି ଓ ଇଂୋଜୀ 
ଭାର୍ାେ ବୟବଧାେ ଏରତ ଜଣାପଡଲିା ୋହିଁ ।  ରସମାରେ ସାରଙ୍କତକି ଭାର୍ାରେ, ଆଖି ଓ ହାତ, ରଗାଡେ ଭଙ୍ଗୀରେ ପେସ୍ପେକୁ 
ବୁଝପିାେରିଲ ।  ରସଇଠୁ ଚାଲିଲା ରଜରଜମାେ ଜେି ିସହତି ଭାବେ ଆଦାେପ୍ରଦାେ ।  
 
ଏମିତ ିରଯରତଦେି ଜେି ିରବସ୍ ରମଣ୍ଟ୍  ପାଇ  କାମ କଲା, ଅଧା ସମୟରେ କଛିେିା କଛି ିଓଡଆି ଖାଦୟ ଚାଖୁଥିଲା ।  ଜେିକୁି ସଙି୍ଗଡା 
ଭଲ ଲାଗୁଥିଲା ।  ରଜରଜମା ସିଙ୍ଗଡା କେ ିଜାଣିେଥିଲା ।  ରତରବ ଯଦ ିରକରବ ରସମାରେ ଭାେତୀୟ ରଭାଜୋଳୟେୁ ସଙି୍ଗଡା 
ମଗାଉଥିରଲ, ରଜରଜମା ଅନ୍ତତୁଃ ରଗାଟଏି ଜେି ିପାଇ  ସାଇତ ିେଖିଥାଏ ।  ଜେି ିଆସରିଲ ସଏି ତାକୁ ଦଏି ଓ ସଏି ଖାଇ ଖୁସି ହୁଏ।  
 
ଏମିତ ିଠାେରେ ଠାେରେ ଜେି ିବରି୍ୟରେ ରଜରଜମା ଅରେକ କଛି ିଜାଣିଗଲା ।  ତା' ସହତି କାମ କେୁଥିବା ରଲାକଙ୍କ ବରି୍ୟରେ 
ବ ିଅରେକ କଛି ିଜାଣିଗଲା ।  “ଏମାେଙ୍କେ ଏଇ ଭଳଆି ଠକିା କାମ ।  କାହା ଘରେ କାମ ମିଳରିଲ ରୋଜଗାେ; େ ମିଳରିଲ ୋହିଁ।  
ବଚିୋ ।  ରସମାରେ ସବୁ କୁଆରଡ ଗୁଡାଏ ରଲାକ ସାଙ୍ଗ ରହଇକ ିେହୁଛନ୍ତ ି। ” 
 
ତା' ପେଠାେୁ ରଜରଜମାେ ଇଂୋଜୀ ଶଖିିବାକୁ ଆଗ୍ରହ ଆସଲିା ।  ପିଲାମାରେ ତାକୁ ଇଂୋଜୀ ଶିଖାଇବାେ ପ୍ରୟାସ କେ ିବୟଥତ 
ରହରଲ ।  ଏରତ ବୟସରେ ଏ, ବ,ି ସ,ି ଡ ିଶଖିିବାେ ମାେସକିତା ତାେ େଥିଲା ।  ଛୋ କ ିଆକାଶଙୁ୍କ ସମୟ ମିରଳେ ି।  ତେିତିେିଟିା 
ରଛାଟପିଲାଙୁ୍କ ସମ୍ଭାଳବିା ଏରତଟା ସହଜ ହୁଏେ ି । ରସମାରେ ସମରସ୍ତ ଅତୟଧିକ ପେମିାଣରେ ବୟସ୍ତ େହଯିାନ୍ତ ି । ରସ 
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ଦାୟୀତ୍ୱ  ଏରବ ଜେି ିଉପରେ ପଡଲିା ।  ଆକାଶ ଜେିକୁି ରସଭଳ ିଅେୁରୋଧ କେଥିିରଲ ।  ଏରବ ଠାେରେ େ କହ ିଜେି ିରଜରଜମାକୁ 
ପ୍ରଥରମ ଇଂୋଜୀରେ କରହ ।  “ହାଓ ଆର୍  ୟୁ ଟୁରଡ ଗ୍ରାଣ୍ଡ୍  ମା ?” 
 
ରଜରଜମା ରସ ଶବ୍ଦଗୁଡକି ବାେମଵାେ ଉଚ୍ଚାେଣ କରେ ।  ଜେିକୁି ବାେମଵାେ ଅେୁରୋଧ କରେ, “କଣ କହଲି, ଆଉଥରେ କହଲି” ।  
ରସ ଶବ୍ଦଗୁଡକି ତା ତୁଣ୍ଡରେ ଠକି୍  ଶୁଭିରଲ ଜେି ିକୁରହ “ଗୁଡ୍ ” ।  ରଜରଜମା “ଗୁଡ୍ ”େ ଅଥତ ଭଲରେ ବୁରଝ ।  ରସଥିେୁ ଜାରଣ ରଯ, 
ତା ଉଚ୍ଚାେଣ ଠକି୍  ରହଲା ।  ପିଲାମାରେ ସ୍କଲୁ୍ େୁ ରଫେରିଲ, ରଜରଜମା ରସମାେଙୁ୍କ ପଚାରେ ।  “ଆରଲା ରହ ମିେ,ି ଏ ହାଓ ମାରେ 
କଣ କହଲୁି । ” ମିେ ିଓଡଆି ଭଲ ବୁଝପିାରେ ଓ କହପିାରେ ।  ସଏି ରଜରଜମାକୁ ବୁରଝଇଦଏି ।  ଏମିତ ିଭାରବ ରଜରଜମା ଅରେକ 
ଇଂୋଜୀ ଶବ୍ଦ ଶଖିିଗଲା ।  ତାକୁ ସଏି ରଗାଟଏି ଖାତାରେ ଟପିିକେ ିେରଖ ।  “ହାଓେ ଅଥତ ରହଲା - ରକମିତ;ି ୟୁେ ଅଥତ ରହଲା - 
ତୁରମ; ଗ୍ରାଣ୍ଡ୍  ମାେ ଅଥତ ରହଲା - ରଜରଜମା । ” ରସଇଥିେୁ ସଏି ଅଭୟାସ କରେ ।  ପିଲାମାେଙ୍କ ସହତି ରବରଳରବରଳ ଇଂୋଜୀ 
କହପିକାଏ ।  ଭୁଲ୍  ରହରଲ ପିଲା ହସନ୍ତ ି।  ମିେ ିସୁଧାେଦିଏି, “ଥାଙ୍କ୍  ଉ େୁରହ , ଥୟାଙ୍କ୍  ୟୁ । ” ରଜରଜମା ରଘାରର୍ ଓ ସଂରଶାଧେ 
କେବିାେ ରଚଷ୍ଟା ଜାେ ିେରଖ ।  ପିଲାମାେଙୁ୍କ କରହ, “ଜାଣିଲ, ତମ ମାମାକୁ ପୋ ମ ୁ ରଛାଟରବଳୁ ରସଇ ଶକି୍ଷା ରଦଇଛ,ି ରଘାର୍ 
ବଦିୟା ରଘାର୍, େରହରଲ ଚାଳରେ ରଖାସ । ” 
 
ରବସ୍ ରମଣ୍ଟ୍  କାମ ସେଯିିବା ପରେ ଜେିେି ଯିବାଆସବିା ବେ ରହାଇଗଲା ।  ରତରବ ରଛାଟ ରମାଟ ଘେକାମ କଛି ିଦେକାେ ପଡରିଲ, 
ଆକାଶ ଜେିକୁି ଡକାଇପଠାନ୍ତ ିଓ ଜେି ିଆରସ ।  ଜେି ିଆସବିା ଖବେ ପାଇରଲ, ରଜରଜମା ତା' ପାଇ  କଛି ିଓଡଆି ଖାଦୟ େଶି୍ଚୟ 
ସାଇତ ିେଖିଥାଏ ।  ରବାଇତକିଖାେୁ ଫୁଲ ସେିା ଖୋଦେି ପରେ ଆଉ େରହ ୋହିଁ; କନୁି୍ତ ରପାଇପତ୍ର ତ ବର୍ତସାୋ ଚାଇେଜି  
ରଗ୍ରାରସାେ ିରଷ୍ଟାର୍ ରେ  ମିରଳ ।  ରଜରଜମା ରପାଇପତ୍ରେ ବଭିିନ୍ନ େକମେ ବୋ କରେ, ରକରତରବରଳ ଚାଉଳ ଆସ୍ତେଣ ରଦଇ 
ତ ରକରତରବରଳ ମଇଦା ଆସ୍ତେଣ ରଦଇ, ଆଉ ରକରବରକରବ ବେିବିଟାେ ଆସ୍ତେଣ ରଦଇ । ସବୁ େକମେ ଆସ୍ତେଣରେ 
ରପାଇପତ୍ର ବୋ ବହୁତ ସୁୋଦୁ ଲାରଗ ।  ଜେି ିରସ ୋଦ ପସେ କରେ ।  ରତଣୁ ଜେିକୁି ରଯରବ ଘେକାମ ପାଇ  ଡକାହୁଏ, ଆକାଶ 
ଥଟ୍ଟା କେ ିରଜରଜମାକୁ କହଦିଅିନ୍ତ,ି “କାଲି ତମ ଜେି ିଆସବି, ତା ପାଇ  କଛି ିବରିଶର୍ ଖାଦୟ େଖିଥିବ । ” 
 
ରଜରଜମାେ ଭାବୋ ବସି୍ତାେତି ହୁଏ ।  ଗତଥେ ଜେି ିକଣ ଖାଇଥିଲା । ଏଥେ ଆଉକଛି ିଅଲଗା ତା' ପାଇ  ତଆିେ ିକରଲ ରହବ। 
ଆକାଶ ରଜରଜମାେ ବୟସ୍ତତାକୁ ରଦଖି ଆରମାଦତି ହୁଅନ୍ତ ି। ଛୋ ରଜରଜମାେ ବୟସ୍ତତାକୁ ରଦଖି ଭାରବ, “ଏଇ ରବାଧହୁଏ ଆମ 
ଓଡଆି ୋେୀେ ପେଚିତି;ି ଅେୟକୁ ଖୁଆଇବା ଓ ରସଥିରେ ସରନ୍ତାର୍ ଲାଭକେବିା । 
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Home 

                                                                                          
                                                                                         Shasyak Panda,Cumming, GA 

  
I Walked the tightrope 

To my home 
While still traveling 

On my own 
 

Its walls greet me 
With splendid smell stuper 

As I walked across 
Its honey oak, fir. 

 
The light of my room 
Is ray of bright hope 

And as the the outside roars 
I am not to mope. 

 
The House calms me 
During my time of stay 
While I’hv  kept cool 

This is not true Today. 
 

The evermarching clock 
Is what worries me the most 

As it chimes and chimes 
And yet I still stay on. 

 
I know I must retire  

To leave and not return 
Whilst I will not forget 

I will surely miss my home.  
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PAPER 

                                                                                               

                                                                 Sarvansh Mishra–Grade 4, Atlanta, Georgia. 
 
 

I wanna know more of you 
More than what you do 

Help people, earn their living 
Or help them build dreams too. 

When felt, so light 
Yet carry usages manifold to weigh 

Giving happiness to kids 
Being boats on a rainy day 

Being so wise 
Sharing knowledge to seekers all day 
Being the letter kissed so many times 

That the beloved has lived through the grey 
Signal of the goal 

That a desperate aspirant has proved 
Celebrations of life and memories behold 

A keeper of huge stories untold 
Apart from blessings you owe 

And relax in your nothingness yet so much 
Wrapping up the love with glee. 

 
 

Paper, yes paper you would be!! 

Hobbies – Reading, Playing guitar, Football, Swimming, Talking. 
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Clouded Skies         
                                                                                                           

 
           Ankita Mallik, NJ 
                                 

One trip to india was so much like the other 
my face, my arms, my legs 

darker than chocolate 
the sleepless nights, and full days 

I wander through the village 
barefoot 

ants climb my feet as mount everest 
I speak 

children stare 
wondering where i have come from 

I see where my roots lie 
I walk through the narrow streets 

still as snow 
past the abandoned dogs 
past the crying beggars 

past the helpless 
who cat-call after us 

I turn to stop 
to help 

to care as Mother Teresa 
 

My grandmother hurries me away 
warning of the thieves 
“you are not from here 

you do not know,” she says 
furling smoke clouds 

city of delhi 
but I come back to the village 

safe haven 
away from the exquisitely loud highways 

speckled with roaring machines and rickshaws 
smoke colored huts 

embellished with mud 
caked with cow dung 
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I wonder 
who can stand staying here 

I wonder 
the Ganges 

bluer than sapphires 
the cool water 

soothing my feet 
I see dancing on rooftops 

flinging water balloons at the vulnerable cows 
 

we fly home with memories 
that are clouded 

we forget 
the hungry 

the helpless 
and the ones who must stay. 
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Mind In Motion 

                                                                                                        

                                                                         Debabandya Dash,7th Grade,Naperville,IL. 
 

Identity, the 8 letter word of flurry, 
Staying in your head with no singular worry, 
But it causes your heart to beat with hurry, 
And your head sees your own self, blurry. 

 

The word of peace as well as war, 
It shows yourself better than all, 

It puts a reflecting mirror on a wall, 
Displaying to you, your inner call. 

 

An image you can’t see, 
yet made by yourself, 

Showing you what to be, 
The golden book on the shelf. 

 

The heart, brain, and thoughts, 
The three that make up identity. 

Across the bridge they go, 
Creating you, an entity. 

 

Identity is you, explained. 
It is your idea of life, and everything around it. 

A broken identity is a broken person. 
It is your major source of motivation. 

 
Everything combined to create a notion, 

The big answer to your mind’s commotion, 
A force as strong as the biggest ocean, 

Identity is your mind in motion. 
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Perfection Is Within 

 

                                                                                         Saanvi Panda,  Suwanee, GA  
  

                                                          The excruciating stress 

It feels overwhelming. 

The tears - they tumble down 

My heart quivers as I am hurting 

There is no time to turn around and now  

I am left with my soul bleeding 

 
I feel the rage hit hard like thunder 

I fall hopelessly to the ground sobbing 

My mind and body 

Sinking down under my smile that you see 

But not my heart throbbing 

 
Curled up in a dark, empty room 

Hiding from all  

My fears nowhere to go  

No one to talk to and now I am 

Drowning in my own tears 

 
I see all the pretty boys and girls 

Gorgeous, perfect, skinny too 

I don’t look like the shiny pearls 
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                                                           Not only the stress 

But the insecurities too 

 
All the trash-talk feels as if 

A huge wave crashes down on me  

My feelings as dull as a grey rock  

My personality is my only beauty 

 
I hope the tragic stress will go away 

I will desperately be waiting 

For that amazing day 

But I also don’t understand  

Why the world is so rough or is it  

Just that I am not good enough 

 
I know sometimes we wish we were others 

We think we are not worth it  

But life is a painting with both  

Happy and sad colors and  

NOBODY is perfect 

 
Life isn’t always a golden glimmer 

Because sadness can be a bloody red scar  

No need to be  

perfect and thinner because 

We are already perfect just the way we are. 
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Identity 

 
                                                                                    Rohan Satpathy, 7th Grade, Avon CT 
 
                                              Identity is not what you may think. 
                                                        It’s not about your race, 

and not about the color of your face. 
                                                         It’s definitely not about your name, 

and obviously not how you are the same. 
 

What is Identity? 
                                    It’s not what you do when people are watching, 

it’s what you do when they’re not. 
                           Your identity is defined when you make the right choice,  

or, the kind one. 
 
 
                                             Identity is what I learn from a mistake, 

and the decisions I take. 
 
 
                                                          It’s not where I’m from, 

but the challenges I overcome. 
 
 
                                                                   I am myself. 

Who are you? 
 
                         [ Be Yourself :everyone else is already taken.” -Oscar Wilde] 
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I AM 

 

Shubhanshi Dey,4th Grade,Naperville,IL. 

                                                    I Am 

                                                 I am curious and wondering 
I wonder at how people started living in this world 

I hear the noise of the air conditioner 
I see that I am making progress 

I want to travel to Paris 
I am curious and wondering 

 
I pretend I am a spy agent 

I feel my hands get dehydrated 
I touch the keys on my keyboard 

 
I worry about injuring myself 

I cry from agony 
I am curious and wondering 

 
I understand that I need to behave more mature 

I tell others to be kind 
I dream about me painting magnificent pieces 
I try my best at climbing rock, climbing walls 

I hope I will be famous. 
I am curious and wondering. 
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Teenage Years 

                                                                     
                                  Aarushi Mohanty ,Simsbury, CT. 

 

Sleepless nights, 
Streaming tears, 

Pointless fights 
Loyal friendships, 

Procrastination, 
Terrible time management, 

The need to escape, 
Existential crisis, 

Feeling lost, 
Isolation, 

Search for adventure, 
Staying up late, 

Ruining our sleep schedule, 
Growing up, 

Navigating life, 
No motivation for interests, 

Problems, 
Responsibilities! 

Confidence, 

Finding ourselves, 
Knowing our worth,  

Less insecurities, 
Getting more mature, 

Handling situations 
well.. 

 
At the end we all know, 

That there will come a time, where we 
grow up 

And enjoy life as it comes, 
Cause life never goes according to our plans, anyway. 
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Identity Crisis                                    

                                                                                                

                                                                                                Babru Samal,Rockville,MD                                                              

                                                             Who am I? 

Without my consent, 

I have a last name, first and a middle name 

Tags to show my ancestry, gender, and religion. 

 

                                            My name has a prefix and a suffix 

To show either my gender or education. 

I have extensions like a car or a house 

To show my status in society. 

But are those my identities? 

 

                                              My childhood convictions about 

religion, culture, dress or job 

Got heavily edited 

by my education, travel and exposure. 

I undergo metamorphosis 

Like a river fed by tributaries 

Made with fresh or alien rain water. 
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                                                      I am an empty shell 

An old dilapidated facade 

Housing the contents of my vestigial past 

Tinkering and flickering presence 

 

And my future 

A hallucination, like 

The smartphone was 

In the 20th century. 
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Am I dependable? 

                                                                                                        
                                                        

                                     Sanskrit Jee, Robbinsville, New Jersey 

 
I go to Elementary school in New Jersey. As a 4th Grader, it's a big responsibility to be a role 
model for the younger kids. Recently, as a Wingman leader, I helped my class introduce 
themselves to the kids in Pre-k, in some fun ways. We all shared our names, family origins, 
favorite foods, places, family member names, and some exciting facts from where we come from. 
Like when I share about the beautiful beach town of Puri in the state of Odisha in India where I 
come from, Davis and Zach are probably reminiscing a scene from Moana. It's so wonderful to 
help create a social circle and bring cheer to the little ones who may be nervous like a pack of 
velociraptors in a forest full of t-rexes. I'm a t-rex who was once a velociraptor who learnt the 
norms of the forest trotting up the mountains called Math, Science, Art, Music, Sports, and 
Literature, learning from my teachers, while playing around the trees called Library, Cafeteria, 
Gym, and Park, and having fun with my friends. 
  
In the community that I live in, I wanted to start a community garden. I always alerted the residents 
to pick up after their dogs. I want to contribute to fundraisers, and organize drives for the under 
privileged as a social responsibility. My friends and I play football in Josh's yard after school, and 
I'm thankful that his dad rakes the leaves almost everyday and hopeful that I can return the favor 
the next season. It's interesting that football in America is played more with the hands and when 
I go back to my home country India, I juggle with a mixed identity. However, who cares as long 
as I'm having fun with my cousin Spandan kicking the ball right over me as I hurl it towards the 
goal post. We take pride in being nicknamed “the invincible brothers”. 
 
I had my first Christmas tree this year, the first time I believe Santa glided down the Chimney with 
gifts and filled up my stockings, so I was reassured that I am nice and not naughty ☺. My college-
going new neighbor and his friends invited me to join them in lighting fireworks right after the Ball 
drop. I felt ecstatic having celebrated the best new year ever, with such cool friends and company. 
A car honked at us, and then another one as we were on the road. One of the boys threw an 
empty coke can at the killjoy car, it was New Years’ after all! My dad suddenly asked me to come 
back home and instead watch the fireworks from the window. As I did so, and looked at what the 
group of youngsters went into, the Gandhi in me realized how I cannot have fun at the expense 
of others. We have to abide by the laws and create a distinct identity not momentarily created by 
the rush of youth but with a belief in self, we must live well and let live. 
 
Holidays bring out the little boy in me – fun loving, curious, organizing, running errands, and 
fueling my heart with happiness and energy to keep me going into the New Year. When I'm home, 
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every time my mom needs water, or a helping hand with my brother, I run to fetch her whatever 
she needs, and I try to do a little extra bit by arranging the stuff around the house. I believe I'm 
dependable but I still have to improve because expectations are building up. This holiday season, 
I had made 4 different Vex™ builds and with each one I made a multitude of mistakes. In the 
second build, I made my first mistake that I couldn't fix with my hands or teeth. So I had to get 
crafty. I used a small 1*1 stud to dislodge a larger 1*2 studs from its hole and it worked. Just as I 
felt accomplished having completed my 4 Lego robots, I rushed upstairs from the basement and 
before I could share my accomplishment with my dad, I found him in deep trouble trying to fix a 
Kallax™ desk for me on his own. He had put a short stud in a long hole and it was stuck, and he 
couldn't get it out with his hands. Because I have small fingers, I was able to do the honors and 
then helped him fix the desk. After this I fixed my brother's desk, two bookshelves, and certainly 
didn't realize that I had transitioned from building with Legos to building real life furniture.  
 
I want to ask my dad if he thinks I'm dependable, what do you think he would say? Open to hearing 
back from my reader at -- sanskrit.jee@gmail.com . 
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My Santa Rosa Trip 

09-23-2021 

                                                                                               
                                                                       Chirag Routray,3rd grade,Dublin,California. 
                      
‘’Are we there yet?’’ I asked. ‘No,’’ said my mom. We were going to Santa Rosa because every 
day I would moan ‘’You guys take me nowhere!’’ So, my parents and I were going to Santa Rosa 
for three and a half days.  
During the trip, I saw many beautiful things like the ocean, San Francisco, grasslands, cities, a 
factory and Adventure Kingdom, aka Six Flags. I may also have seen a shark!  

 

When we got to the hotel, the service took our heavy luggage and we checked in at the front desk. 
They had a giant pool, wine bar, fireplace and a massive parking lot. Our room had a TV, two 
beds, a back porch with wood logs as seats, and a bathroom.  
The next morning, we went to the Russian River. It was a very small river and the water was being 
used for showering and drinking. I saw some type of crane and some baby fish. The lifeguard 
said there were some other rivers and lakes. We went to the one he suggested. It was a giant 
lake and there were many more fish. The water stream was pushing the smaller fish away.  After 
that we went to a few wineries, since my dad wanted to visit them. It was a long day and we 
decided to go get some dinner at a Himalayan restaurant. It was a family run restaurant (a whole 
family was running it). The food was warm and the drinks were refreshing. Finally, it was time to 
leave the hotel and go to Safari West! 

  
Safari West is a safari in Santa Rosa, California. It was a thirty-minute trip. When I got there, I 
saw some birds that looked like turkeys. I asked our tour guide what they were and she said they 
were used for pest control. They would eat fleas and ticks. Our tour guide was super nice! (I have 
forgotten her name.)  She told us that at the end of the visit, she would pick a number, and the 
person whose number came in closest would be the winner and would be allowed to sit at the top 
of the van. We saw  giraffes, flamingos, antelopes, exotic birds, rhinos, ostrich, buffalos, zebras, 
and then again some different breeds of antelope. Lastly, we went on the walking portion of the 
trip. My mom was too tired to walk, so my dad and I did it together. First we got a better view of 
the flamingo and then we went inside the bird enclosure where we got to see the birds up close. 
There was a pretty gold bird that looked like a rooster. After that I saw some monkeys, cheetahs, 
some more birds, and some cute baby fennec foxes. 

  
Finally, it was time to go home. We had some food and headed home after a fun-packed trip that 
I shall always remember fondly!          
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Let’s unwrap the earth: Zero waste gift wrapping  
           

 
                                                                                   

Gauri Paikray, New Jersey 

 
     

A few weeks ago, I went to my friend’s birthday party. The gift was a science experiment set. My 
friend thanked me but his eyes and the eyes of all my friends were on the gift.  
 
“Hey Gauri, do you not have wrapping paper at home?” questioned one of them.  
 
The gift was wrapped in magazine paper and tied with twine. Atop it was a butterfly that my 
father and I crafted out of newspaper. 
 
“Nothing like that,” I replied quietly. “This is zero waste gift wrapping.” 
 
“What’s that Gauri?” asked my friend’s mom, her eyes big and round like eggs inside a carton. 
  

 
I gulped and took a deep breath as I always do when speaking to lots of people in the 
room.“Basically, it’s doing away with glittery, shiny, store-bought wrapping paper that wraps our 
earth in terribly harmful ways.” 
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“What do you mean by terribly harmful?” someone asked.  
 
“Well, the wrapping paper mostly lands up in landfills as it is not recyclable, and all for a two-
minute pleasure of wrapping a gift.  
 
“Really? Tell us more about it,” urged another friend. 
 
Well one day I came home and asked my mom if she knew what a scrunch test is. She had never 
heard of the test. 
 
“Well, look here.” I balled up a tissue paper and it remained in a ball. Then I balled up a piece of 
store-bought wrapping paper, the beautiful red one with golden stars on it. The ball of paper 
opened. 
 
“Mom, the paper that retains the ball shape can be recycled, and the one that opens up goes to 
the landfill. The glitterier it is, the more harmful it is to our planet.” 
 
“Oh, where did you learn all this?” mom asked, her eyes widening with surprise.  
 
I told her I read about it in a library book. 
Mom and I decided to research some more and realized that zero waste gift wrapping is fun, 
needs some preparation and most importantly goes a long way in unwrapping our precious 
planet……. our permanent home. 
 
So, the first thing I did was to organize the supplies. I took a cardboard carton and then filled it 
with magazines, twines, pinecones, pine needle clumps. No one buys newspapers nowadays, 
but we get many free magazines in the post. They have thick, glossy paper.  And then we 
prepared the glue with hot water and rice flour. The homemade glue felt sticky like 
slime.  Sellotape is a plastic villain. Then I wrapped the Christmas gifts for all our friends with the 
supplies from the carton, with the help of baba and maa.  
 
I had to glue at least six magazine pages to wrap a t-shirt or an art set.  I took my parent’s help to 
tie up the gift with twine (not nylon string). Then the fun part came , decorating our gifts. I reversed 
the chip packets… lo and behold I had silver paper to craft flowers from. I also decorated the gifts 
with pinecones, lollipops, dry leaves, and newspaper butterflies. See the pictures please. We also 
tried making an origami star from a newspaper, but it turned out really clumsy. We placed all the 
wrapped gifts in front of the fireplace. Something told me that Santa would feel proud. 

 
Do you know friends that if everyone in the United States adopted the zero-waste gift wrapping 
idea, the paper that would be saved can cover 45, 000 football fields? Think about it: our earth 
doesn’t need a wrap at all. If we do it together, we will go from I to us, and us is always a stronger 
identity.  
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Discrimination                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                                

                                                                                                       Naihara Rout,6th Grade, Naperville,IL. 

 
The problem I would like to solve is “Discrimination”. 

We humans do not treat everyone equally even though we call ourselves, collectively, 
“Humankind”. 

Human. Don’t just read it. Look at it. Each letter is so different from the others and so unique. Yet, 
when you put them all together, they form a word: Human. Then look at each letter as a separate 
entity from all the other letters. What was once a word is now just alphabet soup. Separate from 
each other, the letters make no sense. This is representative of humankind. We are all different 
letters in the universe and we are all unique and different from each other. But rather than seeing 
this as a wonderful thing, as the beauty of nature, we see it as an abomination. Rather than 
coming together, we separate ourselves further. But it doesn’t have to be this way. We can jettison 
the differences we made in the first place. We can become human again.  

Recently, I read a short story called “Main Street” by Jacqueline Woodson. It’s about a young 
white girl, named Treetop, who befriends a black girl, named Celeste, while her friends made 
racist comments about Celeste. When her friends looked at Celeste, they saw a black girl, but 
when Treetop saw Celeste, she saw a girl, just like her. She saw a friend, someone to trust. 
Treetop saw a human, plain and raw. 

The friendship between Treetop and Celeste is a quintessential example of how putting aside our 
differences, can benefit everyone in the long run. There are so many misconceptions and 
stereotypes in the world, simply because of the way our society is. When we meet people, 
sometimes we don’t let them have a chance to introduce themselves because we immediately 
jump to conclusions. We need to give people the space that they need. We need to let them 
showcase themselves, and show us who they are. This won’t ever happen until we begin working 
together. We have to approach every person with an open mind and be ready to understand them. 
And it doesn’t always have to be about heavy topics, like race. It could just be about letting the 
teachers play with you at recess. Let people be themselves, irrespective of their backgrounds, 
race, age, gender, religion, or beliefs. 
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I ran for Student Council this year, with the motto “Rising together while continuously improving”. 
In my campaign (Manuscript of my Student Council campaign Speech is attached at the bottom 
of this essay), I discussed how important it is to raise awareness about diversity, equity and 
inclusion in our school community. With an inherent sense of inclusiveness and justice, I 
suggested the idea of us having days to mismatch our socks, or have crazy hair days to show off 
our quirks, and creativity, explore new ideas, and live freely. It’s important to be constantly 
adjusting and refining our thought process to accept others and make them feel more comfortable. 
We need to get rid of the divisions we have sown amongst ourselves to make this world a better 
place. Otherwise, we will find ourselves in a world where humankind is not kind anymore.  
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Climate Hero and Plastic Pulverizer 

 
Tanya Das,Mount Laurel, NJ 

  
17-year-old science star Tanya Das was recently interviewed by CNN for her commitment to 
cleaning up the world’s oceans. Tanya is an environmentalist, STEM enthusiast, and lobbyist 
working to provide underserved students with educational opportunities and foster the next 
generation of scientists and leaders. 
 
In a conversation with Deepti Paikray she talks about her journey so far. For Tanya identity is 
synonymous with following her passion, which for her is conserving the environment and 
exercising her civic rights. She believes each of us can change the world for the better by pursuing 
what makes us happy.  
  
1. Tanya, please tell us about your journey so far. 
The earliest I recollect is me picking up a flyer on solar panel installations walking out of Home 
Depot and asking my elder sister to explain it to me. After much discussion we took it upon 
ourselves to convince my parents to install solar panels - we were the first house on the block! I 
then started speaking with the school district by showing them both the financial and social 
benefits of moving to solar panels. Since those early years, I felt the urgent need to save the 
Earth, and I would pick up and trash every piece of litter I saw. 
 
In middle school after leading my underwater robotics teams to place 4th internationally, curiosity 
compelled me to research real-life applications of underwater robots. Having grown up in NJ, a 
coastal state, I was shocked when I realized how little I knew, and the devastating human impacts 
on the ocean and environment! When I realized the issue of ocean pollution and its impacts, I 
truly wanted to save the ocean. Plastics are an invisible pandemic in our oceans and world. I 
immediately insisted that my friends and family ban plastics from their everyday lives. After many 
months, I realized I needed a collective voice.  

I incorporated a non-profit, Motion for the Ocean and raised awareness among elementary school 
children by holding school assemblies where I read my self-published book Magical Ocean 
Adventure.  Everyone pledged to protect the ocean. At the middle school level, I hold movie 
showings, skip the straw campaigns, and circulate petitions. For the high school audience, I 
empower youth to connect with their own stories and lobby policymakers for top-down policies to 
ban single-use plastics. 

Simultaneously, I combine my interests in educational equity and STEM with my passion for the 
environment by hosting underwater robotics workshops for underserved youth (thus empowering 
them to also innovate). My endeavors have evolved from simply raising awareness to teaching 
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students how to follow the engineering design process through underwater robotics, and now, to 
civic empowerment virtual training at the onset of the pandemic. 

The core philosophy of my philanthropy is for my actions to serve as drops. A drop might be small, 
but each drop causes a ripple, a wave. By cascading my skills, knowledge, and experiences to 
empower other youth leaders to empower other youth, I ultimately hope to cause a tsunami of 
change, catalyzing transformation in society. 

          

2. Any specific incident or anecdote you would like to share with readers that triggered the 
journey of the plastic pulverizer.  
On a visit to the Turtle Hospital in Florida, I was heartbroken to see the turtles recovering from 
entanglement or ingestion of plastic nets, straws, etc. Some of them will never be able to go back 
to their home in the wild due to the extensive damage caused by plastics. How can you survive 
and fend for yourself if one of your flippers has been sawed off by fishing gear cutting off 
circulation? Prosthetic flippers have allowed disabled turtles to swim again and provide hope, but 
they still can’t survive in the wild.  If we did them this injustice, we must right it for them, too. 
 
3. Who are the people whom you look up to and why? (Within family, school, or mentors). 
My parents have contributed a lot, and I always use them as a sounding board when an idea first 
takes shape in my mind. This gives me a way to play out the details and ensure that the premise 
I work off is hinged on reality and practicality. My mentors who I have always associated with 
everything I do have been my teachers. 
My former gifted academic program (GAP) teacher, Mrs. Roberta Braverman, guided me through 
my first few depositions for educational funding and my first Hill Day with the National Association 
for Gifted Children (NAGC). She sparked my interest in lobbying and my ultimate goal of becoming 
an environmental lawyer. 
My underwater robotics coach, Ms. Maureen Barrett, was also an influential figure. She is 
passionate about robotics and the ocean and is also a SCUBA diver. She was the one who 
fostered my love for the ocean! 
 
4. Kindly tell us how underwater robotics work in cleaning up our waterways. 
At the current time, I do not have a robust solution that can clean up all the waterways and oceans 
in the world. Also, when we clean plastic pollution and put it in incinerators, we will have 
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atmospheric pollution as we release toxic gases into the air. We must learn to reuse and recycle 
as much plastic as we can. The responsibility does not belong to one person; it is something that 
should hit the conscience of every person. 
 
Hence, my solution is to create this awareness. This is where my underwater robotics workshops 
are targeted. I create the confidence and aspiration in every participant that they can do this. The 
robots I build can’t really be applied to the vast ocean. I use underwater robotics as a tool to teach 
students about the engineering design process. This empowers them to unlock this way of 
thinking to brainstorm solutions to not just plastic, but any problem they see in the world. The 
robots can be used on a small scale to remove debris like plastic bottles, but it's more of an 
exercise in designing, redesigning, and overcoming challenges. When I did the underwater 
robotics workshop in Odisha, the kids deployed the ROV in the river behind their school and had 
fun cleaning up a lot of the floating plastic water bottles and bags. 
 
5. Three simple ways every household can follow to support motion for the ocean. 
It’s important to be conscious of daily plastic usage. Although it’s difficult to break old habits and 
eliminate single-use plastics at one go, you can start by choosing one thing and eliminate that. 
Stash a few reusable canvas totes in the boot of your car, that way when you need a single-use 
plastic bag, you have a handy canvas tote. If you always get plastic cups or straws at stores, carry 
a thermos and a reusable metal straw. Also, when you go out to restaurants and you know that 
there will be leftovers you want to carry back, you can take your own reusable containers to bring 
food back instead of asking the restaurant for their plastic or styrofoam containers to pack it in. 
You can also avoid purchasing small, individually wrapped packs of snacks and just get a single 
large pack and use reusable containers at home to distribute it to smaller portions. You can switch 
to cotton clothing instead of synthetics. Install a microfiber filter in your washing machine - 35% 
of microplastics come from washing synthetic clothing. 
Small individual actions like the above can all add up to a better world. 
 
6. How do you overcome challenges and obstacles? 
Challenges and obstacles will happen no matter how well prepared you think you are. Do not get 
flustered. It is very easy to become frustrated and do things randomly without thinking, but 
remember it is how you react to the occasion that matters most. 

There were quite a few obstacles that I faced during my international pilot underwater robotics 
workshop in my parents’ home state. I had assigned a pre-reading, Chapter 6: Stability, 
Buoyancy, and Balance from the textbook Underwater Robotics. I realized at the workshop’s start 
that no one was able to read English. Although I’d already planned out the 10-day workshop, I 
immediately re-worked the curriculum to fit in the basic theory as well. 

When the students led me up to their classroom, I was shocked to see that it was one large room 
with no walls, just benches and a small blackboard at the front.  

I picked up the stock underwater robot I’d brought from home and walked to the center of the 
rows. “If I attach luah (iron) here,” I pointed to a corner of the frame. “Bhasiba (float) na budiba 
(sink)?” 

“Budiba!” multiple students exclaimed. 

“Ha, but kemiti budiba?” I asked. For a lack of technical words, I tried to move the robot to show 
that by kemiti I meant orientation. Notebooks and pencils clattered to the ground. Dozens of little 
hands covered my own as they guided the robot into the right orientation. 

It’s gratifying, yet terrifying to know everything hinged on those stumbling blocks - language 
barrier, lack of technical terms, lack of resources, less than ideal learning environment - where I 
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could’ve given up but chose to adapt. My students matched my efforts to convey my message 
because they recognized my resilience. We all have something unique to contribute, whether that 
comes in the form of music, activism through art, a knack for telling stories. Only by looking within 
can we find our passions and true identity.  
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Identity- Cultural and Behaviors 

                                                                                                          
                                                                                            Debanshi Dey,8th grade,Naperville, IL. 

The dictionary definition of identity is the characteristic that determines who a person is, however 
similarly, in my opinion, my definition is the characteristics that make a particular group of people  
different from others. A person’s identity is influenced by many different factors such as his family, 
friends, religion, heritage, beliefs, etc. Each factor weighs differently for each person, however, in 
my view, it is our culture and behavior that shows our identity.  
 
To me, culture helps define how individuals see themselves as well as others and it even shapes 
the development of their self-image. According to ER Services, in the essay: Communication in 
the Real World, it states, “...culture influences our beliefs about what is true and false, our attitudes 
including our likes and dislikes, our values regarding what is right and wrong, and our behaviors.” 
Cultural identity is an influential supporter of people’s welfare. When a person associates themself 
with a certain culture it gives them a certain passion for belonging and protection. Additionally, it 
provides people access to a social platform that supplies support and shared values. By these 
cultural influences, our basis of identity is formed.  
 
By our behaviors, we see that our actions are important to us and become a part of who we are. 
When individuals project an identity, the first thing that is reflected by that is their 
behaviors/actions. From frontiers in psychology, Habit, and Identity, “Self-identity has been 
studied as a potential addition to the theory of planned behavior. This theory poses an intention 
to act as the primary determinant of behavior, which in turn is determined by an attitude, normative 
pressure, and perceived control of the behavior…established that self-identity correlated with past 
behavior, which has often been considered as a proxy for habit.” Our behaviors lead to affecting 
different factors. For instance, depending on your acts and behaviors whether they are positive 
or negative it can highly influence your career decisions. Such as a hard worker leads to more 
potential developments (growth opportunities). However, one who slacks in their work might end 
up getting into trouble or hired to a lower position, etc. All in all, your identity is echoed by your 
behavior.  
 
Ultimately, the main message was to show how much our identity relies on two important factors, 
our culture and behaviors. Sure, other aspects play a role too but they are affected by these two 
main ones.  
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Karna 

                                                                                                          
                                                                                              Ayaan Mahapatra,6thGrade NC. 
 
Once upon a time in ancient India, there was a king called Kuntibhoja. He had no kids, so he 
adopted his niece, named Kunti. One day, sage Durvasa, known to have a short temper. Kunti 
pleased him so much that he gave a special boon. She could say a certain mantra and whatever 
god she would have in mind would give her a son. She decided to test on the sun god, Surya. 
When she did it, she gave birth to Karna. Karna got armor & earring on birth that made him 
invincible. Kunti was scared as she was young, and unmarried. So, she cast Karna away on a 
river. Soon, a charioteer named Adhiratha, found the baby. He was childless so he adopted him. 
Meanwhile, Kunti married King Pandu, of Hastinapura who ruled for his brother blind Dhristarishta 
. But because of a curse that he can’t have children, Pandu has two wives, Kunti and Madri. Soon 
Kunti used the mantra to get Yudhishthira; son of Yama, Bheema; son of wind god, and Arjuna, 
son of Indra, king of gods. She then gave the mantra to Madri who got Nakula and Sahadeva; 
son of the Ashwin twins.  
 
One day Pandu while hunting killed a deer while mating. The deer’s wife said, “I CURSE YOU 
THAT YOU WILL ONE DAY DIE LIKE THAT WHEN IN ROMANCE!!!” Then, the deer’s wife 
passed away. One day Pandu let go of his self-control and died. When Pandu got cremated, 
Madri jumped into the fire to join him.  Kunti and her three sons with Madri's two sons went to 
Hastinapur to find refuge under King Dhritarashtra. Soon, when they grew up, a rivalry brewed 
between the Kauravas (children of Dhritarashtra) and between Pandavas (Yudhisthira, Bheema, 
Arjuna, Nakula & Sahadeva). Karna often came to Hastinapura and watched them fight among 
themselves. Drona, the Pandavas & Kauravas guru helped them in the princely arts. Karna soon 
became Drona’s student, but his favorite was Arjuna, and he would never let anyone surpass him. 
Karna asked, “Sir, can I learn brahmastra?” Drona replied that it was only meant for Brahmans & 
higher kshatriyas.  
 
One day without thinking Karna shot an animal. He realized it was a cow. The grieving owner 
cursed Karna that he would find himself helpless just like the poor cow. Karna soon learnt about 
an archery competition. At the competition, Arjuna was there. He was going to be the winner until 
Karna came and took the spotlight. Duryodhana, the eldest of the Kauravas, rejoicing at Arjuna’s 
failure made Karna his friend. As time passed, relationships between Pandavas and Kauravas 
worsened until a game of dice was played between them. Shakuni used his talent to make the 
Pandavas lose everything. They went on exile for 12 years and in the 13th year, they had to go 
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into hiding.  At the end of the 13th year, Duryodhana declared a war to see who would get the 
kingdom. Karna took Duryodhana's side. 
 
Knowing this, Indra took the form of a beggar to get Karna’s armor & earrings. Indra came and 
asked for the earrings and armor. Karna, knowing this, donated it to him. Appreciating it, Indra 
gave Karna his ultimate weapon-The Shakti. Then, Krishna tries to convince Karna to join his 
brothers and tells his story to Karna. Karna said that it will be against dharma to betray 
Duryodhana. Then, Kunti tried convincing Karna to join his brothers, but Karna said that it would 
be betrayal. But since he felt bad for his mom, he promised not to kill any of the Pandavas except 
Arjuna.  
 
The battle was ferocious. Many great people died. Kaurava’s first Commander Bhishma was 
defeated but not dead as he was given a power that allowed him to die when he wanted to. Then 
Drona became commander, but he too got defeated. Finally, Karna became commander. But he 
still remembered his promise to his mother. He was fighting Bhima and would have killed him but 
didn’t due to the promise to his mom. Soon he used shakti on Arjuna. It would’ve been the end of 
Arjuna but Bhima’s demon son, Ghatotkacha who sacrificed his life to do it. Finally, battle ensued 
between Arjuna and Karna. Just when Karna was going to win, his chariot wheel got stuck in the 
ground, he went off & tried to free the wheel. Then Arjuna, advised by Krishna, shot an arrow that 
beheaded Karna. Alas, the owner of the cow’s curse wasn’t in vain as his head flew in another 
direction & hit the Earth. The son of Surya, the Sun god’s son was dead… 
 
The victorious Pandavas made sacrifices to their fallen kinsmen. Then, Kunti said, “Wait! There 
is one more.” “Who is it?”  asked Yudhistra. “Karna,” she said. The brothers looked towards the 
sun and shared a moment of silence for Karna. Even though Karna was on the enemy side, I 
believe he was an example of courage and loyalty. If only he had been on the good side, who 
knows what would have happened? 
 
Reference:  “Karna” book from Amar Chitra Katha 
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Diary of a Witty Dog 
Back in BusinessDiary Owner: Maple Buxi                                                   

                                                                                                     
                                                          Author: Anisha Buxi, 9th Grade, Suwanee, Georgia 
 
Entry 8: Whoa! Welcome Back Again! TIme to catch y’all up… 
 

                                                      
Boy oh boy! It has been a while, huh? Sorry, I have been so busy lately. We have finally gotten 
into traveling again and I NEED to fill you in on everything. It has been so exciting, going to all 
these places I have never seen. I have even started swimming! The water is so calming and being 
there with my family feels like I am on cloud nine. I do not know what the place I went to is called. 
I heard my family say PNC or something like that. Besides that trip, I also went to Savannah, 
Georgia. Oh, that trip was mAgiCaL! Not only that, I went to Tennessee and saw 7 states from 
one spot! Anyways, I am getting ahead of myself and there is too much to write about these trips, 
so check out my other entries to hear more about them! I know I said everything was very exciting 
but, sadly, everyone has been out of the house lately and I feel lonely. Especially after they were 
all home with me for a very long time. My dad started traveling again, my mom is always working 
hard on her computer, my oldest sister is at college and my other sister is at school. That is why 
these trips are always so fun! When the whole family is together again my heart feels so warm! 
 
Entry 9: PCB! Whew I got it! Beach Day Time! 
 
I finally figured it out! So, I am in PCB, Panama City Beach, right now, NOT PNC. My family has 
been here 3 times in the past couple months. The first time for my sister's eighteenth birthday 
(first time I swam as well), another time for fun, and now for my parent’s twentieth anniversary. If 
you could not tell, we really do like this place, I mean we stay at the same resort every time and 
go to the same Dog Beach. I still smell my marked territory on the grass outside from last time. 
Now let's talk about Dog Beach. This beach, let me tell you, is, by far, the best place I have ever 
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been. When you first lay eyes on the beautiful sand, you can see the dogs running and rolling 
around in it. It is the perfect sand to throw at my sisters’ faces. Oh, and not to mention the water. 
The most clear, gorgeous water I have ever seen, but when I drink it I make a face. It is not the 
best refresher, but I mean at least it has some flavor, sAlTiNeSs. Best part of all this is swimming. 
My entire family is so amazed when I enter the water, like they do not know dogs can naturally 
swim. It is like they have never seen me wet before. This should not be that big of a surprise guys. 
Anyways, for some reason whenever I get a little bit deeper in the ocean, there are these ripples 
in the water, tossing me around. Seems like I am getting bullied here and so I stand up for myself. 
I fight back and go deeper in until I get hit by another one. At this point, I was tired, and so my 
sister held me and took me back to shore, where I shook off all the salty water. I always sniff 
around until my family is done with their fun. 
 
Entry 10: Sleepover TINGZ 
 
My first ever sleepover! I am so excited! Please help me through it. 
To-do list: 

ロ Pack (Make sure to take lots of treats and toys) 

ロ Jump on my new friends 

ロ Mark as much territory as possible 

ロ Eat lots of treats 

ロ Get a photoshoot 

ロ Become friends with a deer 

 
Everyone is packing their bags. Such chaos around me right now. All I could think about was, 
“WHERE ARE WE GOING? WHERE ARE WE GOING?” No one is paying attention to me. My 
mom is running up and down the stairs, my sisters’ filling up these large boxes (by the way, I could 
fit in those), and my dad is filling up our car. I am so excited as I see my mom packing up my 
bags. I wonder where we are going, the beach again? Or maybe Disneyland! I heard a lot about 
that place and how my sisters and my mom saw Shah Rukh Khan there. We always watch his 
movies, but it would be cool to see the person at whom I always bark. Maybe we are going to 
Universal! There, I might become a wizard. Maybe now I can trick my family with treats and stuff 
like they do to me. Ahhh… one can only dream. My dad continues to fill up the car and just tosses 
my bed in there. Like it is floating in the air. How am I supposed to sleep on that for this road trip? 
I am sure they have something planned. And it turns out they do. Once everyone filled the car up, 
we drove for about two minutes and stopped at this house. Everyone got out and my sister put 
my harness on me. What is going on? They packed up the car for this? When I get out, I see this 
lady in red waiting for me on the porch. I eagerly ran up the stairs to greet them. I got lots of pets. 
Then, suddenly, my dad handed the leash off to the lady. Then, at that moment, I realized what 
was happening. They are not taking me on the trip, are they? I look at my family with tears in my 
eyes. The woman led me inside where I quickly ran around and explored. She showed me the 
backyard. It was HUGE! I just knew I had to mark as much territory as possible. I was sniffing 
around, and that is when I saw it, my new best friend. On the other side of the fence was a deer! 
The lady, I’ll call her Red, brought the deer some bread and left it on the ground. This is when I 
decided I should become friends with the deer. We talked for an hour through the fence. I did not 
understand what she was saying but the conversation was still there and was meaningful. We 
had the most fun ever! We would run next to each other through the fence. Then, I got exhausted 
and Red saw that so she called me inside for some water. I chugged as much as I could and then 
took a nap on my bed. When I woke up, I was blessed with lots of treats - chicken, sausage, and 
bones! All the works. Red kept on telling me to do certain tricks and so I did to impress her. I 
would roll over, lay down, and shake her hand. My stomach was on the ground at this point. 
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Everytime I did a new trick, she would take a picture of me and send it to my mom. I feel like I am 
on top of the world, like a model. I love getting my picture taken. This was so fun, but I miss my 
family, even though they do not give me nearly as many treats. 
 
My to-do list checked off: 

✅ Pack (Make sure to take lots of treats and toys) 

✅ Jump on my new friends 

✅ Mark as much territory as possible 

✅ Eat lots of treats 

✅ Get a photoshoot 

✅ Become friends with a deer 

 
Entry 11: Rock City! 
 
Hmmmm, what did I do this weekend? What about seeing seven different states from one spot! 
Impossible, right? Nope. I saw the seven states: Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, 
Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina. That’s right! All those states from one spot and Rock 
City made that possible. Before we get to this part, let's discuss the Fairyland portion of Rock City. 
I mean are they trying to give me nightmares? The dolls there have red lights shining on their 
faces that still haunt me. They also move in ways that are not humanly possible. What is going 
through their minds. I feel like I am in a horror movie and the dolls will chase me. Anyways, I was 
leading the family, like always, and encountered stairs that lead to the seven states. I was 
completely in awe when I saw them. Like always I get my photoshoot done first before we do 
anything else. I was such a good girl and sat still in front of the cameras. I also got lots of love! I 
am so glad I decided to go. I was debating staying home with my comfortable bed and my snuggly 
blankets, but this sure was a good way to spend this weekend. 
 
Entry 12: Truck Truck Truck! 
Full truck. Half truck. Chopped truck. Cylindrical truck. All I hear around me is “truck truck truck.” 
We have been in the car for about four hours and my entire family has gone insane. Every truck 
we come across has a name. They can be the oil trucks, cylindrical trucks, or even just normal 
trucks, full trucks. Finally, we reached the hotel in Savannah, Georgia and all this craziness came 
to an end. Or so I thought. The next day on the way to a Dolphin Cruise, my mom kept on 
identifying the trucks by their names, making sure my sister was educated on them. As soon as 
we stepped on the boat, we rushed to the bow of it, trying to get the best view. When we got 
settled in, I got to sit next to a hole in the bottom of the boat. The best view in the house. I could 
see the dolphins first but whenever I barked to tell everyone about them, I would get yelled at. 
They would tell me to be quiet, but I am only trying to help them. Ugh, humans, am I right? 
Anyways, once I saw a dolphin go right under us! But, of course, when I tried to jump through the 
hole and swim under us, I got in trouble. But it is all okay because I got lots of love from the other 
passengers on board. That night, I encountered a lot of cats. You heard me, cats. Usually, my 
kind are not much into cats, but if they stay out of my way, I do not mind them. The cats were all 
over the Crab Shack, a restaurant we went to that night. I think I behaved well for what I was 
faced with. I only barked a few times and I got lots of treats. I even got pets there. When some of 
the workers walked by me, they would stop and give me some love.  
 
Thanks for listening y’all! See you guys next time! 
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Our Real Identity 

                                                                                                                             

                                                                                          Jnana Ranjan Dash, San Jose, California 
 
I will divide this short article into two parts – the general view of what constitutes our identity; 
and a deeper look at our real identity. Let us summarize first the conclusion and then work 
backwards with the details. 
 
Our true identity is something positive. Our external identities are passing and deluding. They 
come into being with our birth and disappear with our death. To discover our real, unchanging 
identity, and not adding to our temporary identities is the purpose of human life.  
 
I can hear you saying, “Oh, that is heavy stuff!” 
 
Let me elaborate. 
 
Our Identity – the pedantic view 
 
We have many identities – physical, societal, ethnic, religious, political, and professional. The first 
answer to the question, “Who are you?” is our name. Our name, height, weight, hair color, eye 
color, address, etc.. constitute our passport identity.  Our family identity comes from our parents, 
spouse, siblings, children, relations, etc. Our ethnic identity is the nation/state/language/culture 
we belong to. I used to locate Odias in distant places like Brussels, Australia, and the U.K. The 
attraction was our common identity based on language and culture. An unknown Odia in 
Canberra, Australia drove 20 miles to meet me and have lunch after just an introductory phone 
call. Couple of years back in Shillong (Meghalaya), a previously unknown Odia dean at the 
National Institute of Technology organized an evening dinner with other fellow Odias for my wife 
and me. Such is the attraction of ethnic identity! Our religious identity is determined by the faith 
we practice. Sometimes the religious identity gets so powerful that it leads to fanaticism. And 
finally, as immigrants in a foreign country, we do have the immigrant identity. 
 
Often, our professional identity becomes the dominant one. Sunder Pichai’s identity, for example, 
is first as the CEO of Alphabet (Google) rather than the husband of Anjali or father of his children 
or son of his TamBrahm parents from Chennai. When I was a senior executive at Oracle, my 
professional role defined my identity. When I left Oracle, one friend whispered to me, “You are so 
well identified with Oracle, what will you do now?” Senior level bureaucrats with tons of power 
(especially in India) get very disheartened after retirement, since they are no longer recognized 
by their professional identity. They go on ruminating over the power and prestige of previous years 
and suffer much mental agony, which sometimes leads to rapid aging and death. Many people 
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identify themselves through “reflected glory” of parents or parents-in-law or a well-known relative. 
Often, they introduce themselves not just by their own name, but also add the connection to the 
famous name. I remember a joke by yesteryear’s Bollywood comedian Mehmood, “When I was 
little, people pointed to me as Mumtaz Ali’s beta (son), now they look at my father as Mehmood’s 
baap (father)”. 
 
All our identities are created on the basis of the body-mind combination. Of course these identities 
confer on us our distinct status, our individuality. But while this individuality has a functional 
importance, it is also the source of our sorrow and problems. All our struggles, competitions and 
heartburns, our social and personal prestige, are born of these identities. We see many examples 
of wealthy people having all sorts of mental and relationship problems. A simple, unknown villager 
in a remote corner of the world has better inner peace than the so-called successful person in an 
affluent society. Perhaps because his identity is not determined by his social status. 
 
We identify so deeply with our body-mind-intellect equipment that we feel that is our real identity. 
How can there be anything beyond that?  

We need to realize that there is a witness (beyond this body-mind-intellect package) who is always 
watching even when I am in deep sleep. Otherwise, how do I say, I had a good sleep when I had 
no body or mind awareness?  

 
Discovering our true Identity (SwaRupa) 
 
Swami Vivekananda said, “The human being is composed first of this external covering, the body; 
second, the finer body, consisting of mind, intellect, and egoism. Behind them is the real ‘Self’ of 
man. We have seen that all the qualities and powers of the gross body are borrowed from the 
mind; and the mind, the finer body, borrows its power and luminosity from the soul, standing 
behind”.  
 
Our scriptures (Upanishad, Gita), which were written thousands of years ago, analyzed this issue 
and those scientists (our Rishis) recommended that we start looking inwards and discover our 
true identity. In the Chhandogya Upanishad, Narada asks his brother-teacher Sanat Kumar, 
“Tarati shokam Atmavit” – one who knows the Self (Atma) crosses the ocean of sorrow. The 
purpose of Self-knowledge is:  “atyantika dukha nivriti and paramananda prapti”, cessation of 
sorrow and attainment of eternal bliss. 

So, the seeker begins the inquiry, what is the knowledge that will give me permanent happiness, 
which I enjoy during deep sleep, but not during the waking state?  That bliss I enjoy during deep 
sleep is achievable even in the waking state. All I need is to shift my vision from the small ‘i’ to 
the capital ‘I’. Even in math, the small ‘i’ represents an imaginary number, as the square root of -
1. Similarly, our false ‘i’ is imaginary and we must shift our focus to the capital ‘I’, my real Self. 
This is beautifully portrayed in the Mundaka Upanishad via the metaphor of the two birds. 

Dva suparna sayuja sakhaya samanam vrksam parisasvajate Tayor anyah pippalam 
svadu-atti anasnann anyo abhicakasiti               

The jiva bird (small i) is restlessly seeking, enjoying and suffering the taste of fruits and the witness 
bird (capital I) is just watching the whole show, both perched on (within) the same-body tree. The 
witness illuminates all simultaneously, effortlessly and spontaneously. It’s illumination is not an 
action but its very nature. The sun illuminates others simultaneously and effortlessly. 
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You may say that life is good as is and why do I need to know my true self (my real identity). Well, 
there is an ROI (Return on Investment) here also. Ramana Maharshi puts it aptly in 
Upadeshasara:  
 
Kim Swarupam iti atma darshane,  
Abyaya abhaba aapurna chit sukham.  
 
(Abyaya = indestructible, abhaba = unborn, aapurna = complete/perfect, chit sukham = of the 
nature of consciousness and bliss).  

Translation - By knowing my real Self or true identity, I can get that happiness that is always 
available and never exhausted. 

Rishi Astavakra says to king Janaka in the Astavakra Gita: 
 
Yadi deham pruthak krutya chitti visramya tisthasi,  
adhunaiva sukhi shanto bandhamukto bhabisyasi. 
 
Translation -  If you detach yourself from the body and abide in Consciousness, you will at once 
become happy, peaceful and free from bondages. 
 
On a practical level, just knowing this makes us better in handling difficult situations in life. 
Ramakrishna Paramahansa was suffering from throat cancer, but he always had a smile. He 
could dissociate his mind from the body. He said, pain is unavoidable, but suffering is optional. 
Another example is Bhagavan Ramana Maharshi who had cancer in the leg but his smile never 
left him. These examples give us hope that those rare few, who are able to see their real identity 
(self-realized), can rise above the world of sorrow and suffering. 

 
In Summary 
 
We have constructed our self-image or personality, based on many criteria – name, fame, 
relations, wealth, profession, religion, ethnicity, etc. We call each of these our identity. But there 
is a deeper dimension in each of us, and  that is the true identity. Our ‘Self’, always happy and 
blissful, is much like what we experience during deep sleep. That discovery is done via spiritual 
inquiry and knowledge from our scriptures. Once we discover our true identity, life becomes a 
joyful experience forever. 
 

--------------------------------------- 
 
The author is a life member & benefactor of OSA. He was the editor of the OSA Newsletter 
for 12 years in the 1970s and 1980s. He held senior executive positions in the software 
industry. 
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A living language changes and grows with time 

                                                                                                       
                                                                                          Mamata Misra, Austin,Texas. 
  
I left Odisha 50+ years ago and do not know how the language has evolved there. But cultures 
and languages are dynamic and they grow and change with time. The English language has 
acquired words from almost every part of the world (including numerous Indian words) and has 
embraced them. It also retires(discard) obsolete words from the dictionary from time to time. 
  
I do not know what an eagle is called in Odia, if not eagle. I remembered the two words 'chila' 
which refers to a 'kite' I think, and 'shagunaa' that refers to a vulture perhaps. Neither are eagles 
I think. I wondered what kinds of eagles are found in India and learned that there are 24 species 
of eagles found in and around India.  (https://indiashine.net/indian-eagle/) 
  
To me, who grew up in coastal Odisha, 'ourat' is a hindi word but it is possible that it has become 
an Odia word now. It is possible that Odia has now acquired more Hindi words due to the influence 
of Hindi cinema or TV shows. It is also possible that the word 'ourat' is used in parts of Odisha 
closer to Jharkhand or Chhattisgarh. It is also possible that Hindi is taking over Odia.  
  
The pictures of 'wool' looked like toilet tissue rolls to me and the word 'Oon' helped me understand 
that they are talking about 'wool'. I do not know the Odia word for 'wool'. We just called it wool 
growing up. The Hindi word 'oon' also probably comes from the English word wool.  
  
Odia has acquired foreign words from the Portuguese too, like 'balti' for the water pot with a 
handle, 'chabi' for key, and 'girja' for church. Interestingly, in Turkey, the bird 'turkey' is called 
'hindi'. 
  
The Barnabodha that I read as a child was different (much harder) from the Barnabodha I had 
purchased for my kids. I would expect it to be different now as the language changes. While I care 
about my language that has been given the status of a classical language in India and has 
survived difficult times during colonial days thanks to the efforts of activists, I do not consider 
myself qualified to judge the modern Odia language textbooks.  
  
When textbooks are not at the level of the child, the child is less likely to learn. Odisha has many 
adivasi dialects and lack of textbooks in those languages has been a reason for illiteracy among 
adivasi children.   
  
Textbooks in the US have their share of problems too. From time to time I get petitions about 
problems in social studies and science textbooks in my state Texas. Petitions may raise some 

https://indiashine.net/indian-eagle/
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awareness but have their limits in bringing about change. Then there are activist organizations 
that actively study the problems, produce research reports, and work with relevant agencies to 
bring about change. This is much harder but may be more effective.  
  
I think people generally care about their language. Language is perhaps more of a binding force 
than other factors like religion. But caring about your language may not be enough to be able to 
save it. Languages are dying throughout the world. Is Odia dying a slow death again, not due to 
colonial forces but due to economic forces and migration patterns? I know that nowadays more 
kids go to English medium schools than they did when I was growing up. I also see kids speaking 
more Hindi than Odia. Is growing the language by embracing more popular foreign words a way 
to save it? I really don't know. But rigid things do break and flexible things do survive. 
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Dr. Debendra Das Sharma, prolific inventor and acclaimed expert and 
thought leader in interconnect technologies! 

                                                                            

                                                                                                                    Rudra Kar,Saratoga, CA. 

Our Odia diaspora is growing up over time. We have remarkable achievements in various fields. 
When one of us achieves extraordinary professional success, they make us all proud. I’ll 
present Debendra, whose achievements are an inspiration for all of us, especially the younger 
folks to achieve even greater success.  

 
Dr. Debendra Das Sharma is an Intel Senior Fellow and an internationally acclaimed expert and 
thought leader in interconnect technologies. Interconnects are essential for electronic 
components to communicate in any computer system. Debendra is a pioneer in driving 
standardization through industry consortiums so that different companies can innovate on any 
computing platform. PCI Express and Compute Express Link are examples of two such standards 
that Debendra has established and driven with 900+ companies world-wide that are used in all 
platforms from smartphones, desktop, servers, to supercomputers.  
 
An Intel Senior Fellow is a senior executive position, with about 25 technologists at that highest 
level in the technical ladder at Intel, out of 120,000 employees. He was awarded the Distinguished 
Alumnus Award from I.I.T., Kharagpur in 2019. Recently he has been awarded the 2021 IEEE 
Region 6 Engineer of the Year award in recognition of his outstanding contributions in the field of 
computing.  
 
 

                              (Dr. Debendra Das Sharma ) 
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Debendra is a prolific inventor with about 150 US patents and more than 400 patents world-wide. 
He is a regular keynote speaker, distinguished lecturer, and panelist in various international 
conferences, IEEE societies, industry events, having delivered more than 100 talks.  
 
Debendra completed his H.S.C. from P. R. High School, Bolangir and Intermediate Science 
degree from N. C. College, Jajpur under Utkal University. He earned his B. Tech. (Hons) in 
Computer Science and Engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur in 1989 
and his Ph.D. in Computer Systems Engineering from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 
in 1995.  
 
Debendra was born and raised in Odisha, India. His father, Bachaspati Das Sharma, is a retired 
Professor in Zoology and mother, Jagnyaseni, is a housewife. His grandfather, the late pandit 
Sadashiv Das Sharma, a Sanskrit poet laureate, given the title ‘Abhinav Kalidasa’, was the head 
scholar (Pundit) and head priest of the princely state of Raigarh, India and subsequently a 
Professor in Sanskrit and Odia under the Govt of Odisha.  
 
Debendra lives in Saratoga, CA with his wife Snigdha and two sons, Bikrant and Debesh. He is 
deeply involved with the Odia community in the San Francisco bay area. He led the “sthapana” 
of Lord Jagannath in Sunnyvale Hindu Temple. He conducts the pujas for Lord Jagannath 
(monthly puja, Deva Snana Purnima, Rath Jatra, Bahuda Jatra, Balarama Jayanti, Kartika 
Purnima, Padma Vesha, etc.) with the temple priests. He is very well-read in Odia literature, 
culture, and history of Odisha. He attributes his professional success to the education, both 
secular and spiritual, he has received from our homeland. 
 
I have enjoyed my interactions with Debendra immensely over the years. Despite his success, he 
is very humble and is very proud of our shared heritage. I hope this article will inspire the younger 
generations to strive for the best. 
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My Love for Zumba Dance                                            

                                                                                                 
                                                                                         Chandra Misra,Pennsylvania. 
I thought of writing about my personal experience with Zumba dance that brought  about a 
major change to my daily routine. I retired from my job in 2020. After seeing two of my friends 
having major heart attacks and diabetes I decided to look into my health seriously. It definitely 
made me take physical exercise seriously. Everyone has their own personal fitness story, 
whether it’s Zumba or another type of activity that they love. As I get older I have become more 
aware to do exercise that keeps me fit. A close friend suggested I look into the Zumba dance. 
As per her, Zumba is a great alternative to traditional fitness programs and provides aerobic 
exercise. I thought it would be fun to do dancing for exercise since I always wanted to learn how 
to dance. I thought that if I enjoyed my exercise routine, then it was more likely that I would stick 
with it. Some of my friends say that they have so much fun dancing in the Zumba class that they 
forget that they are actually exercising. Doing a little research, I learned that Zumba is great for 
weight loss. It is a powerful exercise in which one can easily burn 600 to 1,000-calories in an 
hour. 
 

Zumba helps to de-stress and one can have fun. I thought that turning my attention to dance and 
away from the daily complaints would be a great way to relieve stress since I was going through 
some stressful times at home. The writing of my memories was cathartic as I had begun 
chronicling my experiences after I retired from my job and to create my new life. However, it was 
also tiring. I came to learn that studies show that exercise is very effective at reducing fatigue and 
at improving alertness and concentration. It is also good for enhancing overall cognitive function. 
Upon scanning various websites on the internet I found that Zumba was born in Colombia in the 
1990s, quite by accident. A fitness instructor forgot to bring her usual workout music to class, so 
she grabbed some Latin albums from her car, ditched the constraints of a traditional workout and 
danced just like she would at a club. Her class followed along, sweating to the salsa and rumba 
beats, and loving it. Since then Zumba has become quite popular with young and older people. I 
was a little hesitant to spend money on enrolling in the class since it would have been new to me. 
I kept on thinking what if I don’t like the music or can’t do the dance steps they expect one to know 
even as a beginner. After a lot of doubts I registered in our local YMCA gym for the class. I was 
happy to know that they do play and dance to our Bollywood music since it is fun and popular. I 
always advocate for dance as an exercise. 

  
Immediately after taking a few classes I liked Zumba very much, because at the YMCA we all do 
the dance together. The students are from 18 year old to 88 year old, both men and women, which 
shows how dance can be enjoyed at any age and with any gender. I am used to watching our 
Odissi, Kathak and Bharatnatyam classical Indian dances, but there I am simply a spectator. That 
often made me a little restless since I always wanted to be on the stage. It takes years of training 
to master the classical Indian dance and only people with special training can be on the stage. As 
a child I always wished to learn dancing. Unfortunately it would have cost some money and my 
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father did not want to spend the extra money for me to get dance lessons. The desire to dance 
always comes to my mind when I see anyone dancing. I witnessed some Indians dance in dance-
halls after I came to the USA. For me to enjoy dancing with my soul and body I have to participate 
in it, not to sit in the audience and watch in silence. 
  

Zumba on the first day at the YMCA was very exciting. Our instructor had incorporated a few 
Bollywood style dances and we all had a lot of fun dancing to the music. My Zumba class is 
designed to bring people to sweat. A total workout, where my heart rate increases and sweat 
comes out drop by drop as my legs move to the music. It brings inner happiness to my soul- 
combining all elements of fitness – cardio, muscle conditioning, balance and flexibility. It boosts 
energy and provides a serious dose of awesomeness each time I am in the class. If you meet our 
instructor you will know why I say so. She really transports us to a place that feels like one is 
walking along the wonderful and gorgeous dance stage. If you see us in the Zumba class then 
you can see how big our smile is when we zoom to the music in the class. I felt taking her class 
is a gift to myself and a blessing from the universe. 

  
Zumba gave me back a little piece of the things I’d missed so dearly as a child which is: fun of 
dancing. Dancing together taught me a new level of compassion and empathy, because you never 
know what the other participants are going through, or what their personal battles are. Before one 
class, a frequent Zumbie, who had always been so quiet, told me that she loved Zumba because 
she lost her child recently. The hour she comes to dance class takes her out of the thought of the 
death of her child. She mentioned that the one hour in the dance class takes her mind away from 
pain. Losing a child was something that she shared because of Zumba, and if she wouldn’t have 
told me, I’d have no idea; I would just think of her as the cute, quiet person who took the same 
class. Everyone has a story about what brought them to the fitness passion. I find that when a 
person is given a chance to tell their story while being listened to and witnessed, the healing of 
their trauma can gradually take place. I love to be able to hear and/or share some of mine with 
them. I like to watch many dance styles (including ballet, jazz, modern, hip hop and Indian dance) 
but my new love is Zumba where I can participate. This Latin and international dance-inspired 
fitness program incorporates easy-to-follow choreography to get your heart rate up with intense 
exercises to keep your muscles working. Why l and you should like this dance: because you will 
participate rather than become a spectator, and that has many benefits. It is a perfect class to 
take with friends at any age. It uses international music. Where else can you dance to salsa, 
merengue, reggaeton, cumbia, Bollywood, bhangra, belly dancing, African and hip-hop music in 
one class? It is for everyone. I’ve even seen a girl dance alongside her mother and grandmother 
in our class, each of them dancing to the best of their ability. Zumba dance class has become one 
of my favorite daily routine exercises. It makes me smile when I am in the class. It involves 
something that I can definitely appreciate. 

  
Above all it does not need me to spend much money on costumes and make-up except to have 
a nice pair of shoes and sports bra for women. All I need is a smile and my positive attitude. This 
exercise has helped me to enhance my creativity and ability to dance. I plan to forever hold this 
passion in my heart. So be a winner and try it. I am sure you will definitely appreciate it. I also 
discovered that writing about this personal experience can be as healing as speaking the story 
out aloud. Writing a personal story is profoundly personal, putting it out into the world is profoundly 
vulnerable. Everyone has a story to tell, l am glad that I am able to share my love for Zumba 
dance with all of you here. 
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